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W U M E ON THE ORIGIN AND
EVOLUTION O F RELIGIOUS
AND PHILOSOPHICAL
CONSCIOUSNESS
DONALD W. L M N G S T O N
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A

Ithough Hume often speaks of philosophy and religion as
dif'ferent forms of experience, they are so intimately connected that the one cm-not he understood without u n d e r ~ t ~ d i n g
t h e other. Both have evolved over time, intermingling to form
qualitatively different forms of experience in which their original
identities m e partidly submerged roughly in the way that colors
such as blue and yellow may be mixed and submerged into the
new color of green. Yet one of the identities may be strong enough
to appear in something of its original form as in a yellowish or
bluish green. And, of course, both identities can be recovered
through analysis. In what follows I e
ine Hume's views on the
nature and origin of religious and philosophical forms of consciousness; how they have evolved to form distinctive modes of
religious and philosophicad existence; and whether, if a t d l , these
modes of existence are beneficial to society.

I t was a rationalistic prejudice, strong in Hume's time, that
the first religion was theism and that it was known by the first
men through the design argument. This rational form of theism
h a s since been corrupted by custom a d prejudice into polytheism
Reason Papem No. 15 (Summer 1990) 3-23.
Cowright 0 1990.
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and into superstitious forms of theism. Sir Isaac Newton states
the view as follows: 'SO then the farst religion was the most
rational of all others till. the nations corrupted it. For there is no
way (wth out revelation) to come to ye knowledge of a Deity but by
the frame of nature."'
Hume rejected the rationalistic account of the first religion
offered by Newton, Clarke, and other "religious philosophers" in
favor of a causal, evolutionary account. That account employed
three original propensities of human nature which are necessary
for Hume's genealogy not only of religion but, as we shall, see, of
philosophy as well. (1) Men have a disposition to believe in
"invisible, intelligent power" as the cause of things. This disposition is "diffused over the human race, in d l places m d in all
ages..." (NHR, p. 25). (2) Faced with the flux and contrariety of
phenomena, men would despair of understanding the causes of
things, "were it not for a propensity in human nature, which Peads
into a system, that gives them some seeming satisfaction9'WHR,
p. 33). The system may be metaphorical as in reiigion or conceptual as in philosnphyj but a system of some sort there will be. (3)
'There is a n u n i v e r d tendency amongst mankind to conceive all
beings like themselves, and to t r m f e r to every object those
qualities, with which they are fmiliarly acquainted, and of which
they a r e intimately conscious" WNR, p. 33).
Because these propensities are universal, religion is; natural
to man, but it is not inevitable. Propemitiw have varying
strength, and the progensities that make religious belief possible
"may easily be perverted by various accidents and causes,
and...may by an extraordinary concurrence of circumstances, be
altogether prevented" (NNR, pp. 25-26). m a t then were the
particular circumstances of the first men such that the above
propensities expressed themselves in the form of religion and not
in some other form?
Wume supposes that the first men must have been primitive
and barbarous. wthout the arts and sciences, man was little more
than a "necessitous animal" whose main concern was survival.
What prompted the first act of critical reflection was not admiration of regularity and order in the universe but fear a t the sudden
occurrence of unexpected events which threatened Pife and security. The remlarities of nature were abmrfted into habit and did
not surface as objects of attention. It was frightening events
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contrary to expectation such as a monstrous birth or a violent clap
of thunder that triggered the three propensities mentioned above
and gave rise to the first explanation of events. This first account
was, and had to be, anthropomorphic, metaphorical, and practical. Intelligent power was metaphorically read into the contrary
event itself: neptune is the violence of a sea a t storm. Eventually
the human propensity to view things systematically was triggered. Neptune is identified not only with the stormy sea but also
with the sea when d m . The god is seen to be related to other
gods, and, in time, the entire world is populated with gods.
Polytheism, then, was not only the first religion, it was the
first systematic account of events, and so is the origin of all
theoretical science and philosophy. Although polytheism is the
remote ancestor of theorizing, its rationale is practical not theoretical. The gods are the invisible powers which control contrary
events. To understand is to placate an arbitrary and demanding
personality. The logic of the system is not "the pure love of truth"
or "speculative curiosity" about the cause of order in the world,
but fear CNHR, p, 32). Locd deities are pr&d
not out of admiration but for the advantage of the believer. The local god is
flattered as being greater than alien gods and free of their limits.
These e ~ s r a t e pdr d e s eventually free the god from all limits
of the visible world, and he is represented as the only true god, a
perfect being who transcends the world of space and time and who
is its creator. I n this way theism evolves out of polytheism.
But what emerges is not the "true" or "philosophical theism"
which Mume accepts.2 True theism is the belief in a perfect,
supreme intelligence who created a universe governed by law.
Such a belief, Hume says, conform to "the principles of reason
a n d true philosophy," and inspires men to scientific inquirby into
the laws that govern the universe and to mord conduct. It should
%banish every thing frivolous, unreasonable, or inhuman from
religious worship, and set before men the most illustrow example, as well as the most commanding motive of justice and
benevolence" VVHEb, p. 59). Only a being who could inspire such
practice is worthy of what Hume calls "rational worship and
adoration" WHR, p. 52).
True theism entails a belief in a "general providencewbut not
in a ""grticu%sprovidence." The former is the belief that the
universe is the result of purposive intelligence which expr
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itself in the form of law. The latter is the belief that the creator
""disturbs.. .at every turn, the settled order of events, by particular
volitiom" W H R ,p. 50). m a t Hume calls '%utulgar theism" carries
with it belief in a particular providence, and so is not fully
emancipated from it polytheistic root%--the rationale of which is
nothing but a strategy for effecting a particular providence. Vullgar theism, then, contains a contradiction, The same being represented as perfect and not governed by human passions is also
viewed as "the particular cause of health or sickness; plenty or
want; prosperity or adversity" and capable of responding to prayers. But a being who respon& to prayers has pslssions very like
OUF Own.
The propensity sf the imagination to metaphorically identify
invkible, intellient power with visible things exacerbates the
contradiction and generates what Hume calls a "flux and reflux"
of polytheism and theism. The abstract conception of a perfect
being renders the "active imagination of men, uneasy9' (FSE-R,
p. 57). Soon a n order of "inferior mediators or subordinate agents
me invented which interpose betwixt mankind and their supreme
deity9'WMR,pp. 57-58). These demigods or middle beings resemble the human and are seized upon to satisfy the polytheistic need
for "'a particular providence." Thus theism desen* insensibly
back to idolatry: 'The virgin Mary, ere checkt by the reformation,
had proceeded, from being merely a good woman to usurp many
attributes of theAmighty9'WWR,pp. 52-53).Eventually the very
vulgarity of these middle beings is seen to conflict with the notion
of a perfect being, and the religious mind b g i n s again the painful
ascent back in the direction of theism only to fall, in time, back
towards polytheism, The absurd "flux and reflux" of polytheism
and theism can be r s t r a i n e d and moderated, but it can never be
overcome VJHR, p. 58).

ORIGIN OF PWLOSQPI~"SANDTRUE

ISM

The view of Newton and other religious philosophers that
theism (established by the design arwment) was the first religion
implied also that the first theists were philosophers and that
religion and philosophy were cwdensive in their origins. Hume
argues to the contrargr that the first philosophers were polytheists
and that pl$heism itself is a form of atheism. Comseqeaently, the
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first philosophers were atheists. Why Hume thought polytheism
to be a form of atheism will. be examined shortly. In the meantime,
we should ask what were the conditions which made philosophical
questioning possible. Hume's answer is the cultivation of the a ~ t s
and the security brought on by "the institution of good govenment"
UVHR, p. 35). The rationale of polytheism is fear brought on by
extraordinary life-threatening events. The normal regularities of
experience are absorbed into habits which have proved successful
in the struggle for survival and never surface as objects of attention or curiosity. But with the appearance of the arts and good
government, security and leisure emerge, and a space is opened
up in which, for the first time, regularity and order become objects
of attention. "Superstition flourishes when life is governed by
accident" WHR, p. 35). A s makers of society, men become aware
of order in their own works and this enables them to attend to
order and r e p l a r i t y in the world. Philosophy has its origin in the
polis of polytheistic culture.
nume mentions 'Thaies, Anaximander," and "Anaximenes,
Heraclitus" as the first philosophers. They all sought to give an
ultimate explanation of the world by fixing on some privileged
item in the world, '%re, water, air, or whatever they established
to be .the ruling element" a d metaphorically identifgring it with
t h e whole WHR, pp. 43, 44ny 45). I n these first theories, three
principles of philosophical reflection are manifest: the principles
of ultimacy, autonomy, and dominion. Philosophical theory is
ultimate: it transcends the world of experience and is unconditioned. The thought behind it is radimlly autonomous: it is entirely emancipated from polytheistic custom and tradition. There
is no attempt, for
ple, to p r o ~ d an
e explanation of the world
as a whole by magnifying the powers of one of the gods within the
world, Philosophical theory extends dominion over everything
within its scope, and its scope is total: the go& themselves are
generated from the ultimate cause and are subject to its laws
WHR,p. 45).
Hume seems to think that philosopKcal reflection with its
demand for ultimaq, autonomy, and dominion is sui genen's, the
result of natural propensities which spontaneously arise under
conditions of security and leisure. That these conditiom first
appeared in plytheistic culture was an mident, though one for
which a b t o r i d explanaLion can be given. The sudden appearance
-7
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of critical pa%ilossphicalreflection in the world may be seen as a
leap to a higher form of human eqerience. The e ~ r i e n c is
e of a
higher form because it is more inclusive: (41) the gods were offered
by polytheists as explanations not of regularity and order but of
frightening and extraordinary events; with the emergence of
philosophy, regularity and order are objects of speculation; (2) an
explanation is now possible for the gods themselves.
Hume stresses the fact that the fiwt philosophers were atheists and, indeed, that polytheism itself was. atheistic. The polytheists were atheists not because they denied the existence of a
supreme author of the universe, but because they simply had no
such idea. Theirs was a n atheism of innocence or ignorance. Hume
describes the first philswphers as "superstitious atheists," who
had no notion of a '%"being,that c o r r a p o n k to our idea of a deityNo first principle of mind or thought: No supreme government
and administration: No divine contrivance or intention in the
fabric of the world'WHR, p. 38).And so 'Thales, haximander,
and the eariy p'nilosophers, who redly were atheists" had no
difficulty giving a n ultimate explanation of the world based on
radically autonomous reason while at the same time being "very
orthodox in the pagan creed" WHR, p. a n ) .
The development of philosophical theism out of philosophical
atheism is different from the development of vulgar theism out of
polytheism. The latter is motivated by fear, the former by the
original human propensity to order experience into a system.
Hume describes this as the motive sf "speculative curiosity" or
"the pure love of truth" WHR, p. 32). Philosophical theism
emerges by critical reflection on the thinking of the first philosophical atheists, a d its appearace, Hume thinks, marks a
superior achievement in understanding. The reason is that the
imagination can understand reality only by metaphorically identieing its own pasts with the world: 'The mind rises gradually,
from inferior to superior: By abstracting from what i
s imperfect,
it forms an idea of perfection: And slowly distinguishing the
nobler parts of its frame from the grosser, it learns to transfer
only the former, much elevated and refined, to its divinity" WNR,
p. 24). The great achievement of the first philossphers was to shift
polytheistic attention away from the contraieties of experience
to the ewerielace of replasity. It was now not the horror of a
momtrous birth which demanded errp%amtionin the form of a
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"particular providence" but the regularity of normal birth. However, the first philosophers were limited by the rationale of polytheism insofar as they metaphorically identified the "secret and
unknown causes" of the world by reflecting on themselves as
passive recipients of nature. The objects of attention were regularities and cycles such a s birth and death, and the explanatory
entities were such things as water, air, earth, and fire. The
polytheistic philosophers had not yet learned to distinguish '"he
nobler parts" of their frame "from the grosser." They had not yet
achieved a deep view of themselves as agents.
But Hume holds that once men have established the habit of
organizing the regularities of experience into systems, they naturally begin to view these systems as a unity which is the result
of intelligent activity: "A purpose, an intention, a design is evident
in every thing, and when our comprehension is so far enlarged as
to contemplate the first rise of this visible system, we must adopt,
with the strongest conviction, the idea of some intelligent cause
or author." And the '"uniform maxims...which prevail throi the
whole frame of the universe, naturally, if not necessarily, lead
us to conceive this intelligence as single and individual ..."
(NHR,p. 92).
Philosophical theism does not arise out of fear but from the
speculative play of the intellect as it searches in its own nature
for metaphors with which to understand the world. Man emerges
from being a passive recipient of nature to being an autonomous
agent. Nature is no longer conceived as an order of cycles determined by the power of fire, water, air and the like: what Hume
calls the 'blind, unguided powers of nature" UVHR, p. 4411).
Rather, nature is conceived as an intelligible system guided by a
general providence, and man is conceived as an agent participating in this divine activity.
Although philosophical theism arises naturally, it is not a
natural belief on the order of belief in external objects and causal
regularities. Hume taught that such belie& are universal and, in
primitive form, are shared even with animals. They cannot be
suppressed by reflection alone. True theism, then, is not natural
in that it occurs everywhere and at all times, but it is natural in
that it spontaneously arises in the security of thepolis after men
have established the habit of oganizing regularities into systems:
"it scarce seems possible, that any one of good understanding

'
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should reject that idea, when once it is su
ted to him9'WHR,
p. 92). Moreover, true theism is a hardy plant; and although
difficult to start (being the contingent result of historical circumstances and philosophical reflection), once planted it needs little
care. I t is, in part, for this reason that Hume rejected the theory
of the religious philosophers that theism, founded on reflection,
must have been the first reIigion and had since been corrupted by
polytheism: "If these opinions be founded in arguments so clear
m d obvious as to carry conviction with the generality of mankind,
the same arguments, which a t first diffused the opinions, will still
preserve them in their original purity.. ..Reason, when very obvious, prevents these corruptions: When abstruse, it keeps the
principles entirely from the knowledge 06 the vulgar, who are
done liable to corrupt any principles7sr opinions" WHR, p. 29).
'I'rue theism, then, is a belief won by a philosophical elite, and
in the philosophical community is vrrtually irreversible. Philosophers, however, are not free of the prejudices of the wider vulgar
community of which they are a part; and so p-hiiosophicai theism
is never held in pure f o m . Hume taught as a principle that one
should not expect coherence of belief in abstract theories, especially theories of religion and philosophy WHB, p. 7811). Hume
mentiom Anaxdlgora as "the first undoubted theist m o n g the
philosophers9' followed by Socrates, Xenophon, and Plato. All of
these were very much under the influence of polytheistic superstitions. Xenophon, Hume observes, was in the grip of auguries,
mrifices, oracles, and beliefs such as that sneezing is a lucky
e was true of most other pagan philosophid
theists, including Wume's own hero Ciceso
p. 73). The
Stoics were especially remarkable for blending philosophical theism with pagan superstition: "the force of their mind, being all
turned to the side of morals, unbent itself in that of religion"
CNHR, p. 77). Marcus Aurelius "received many admonitions from
the gods in his sleep," and Tanaetius was the only Stoic, amongst
the Greeks, who so much as doubted with regard to augeries and
divinations." Epictetus blieved in the ""language of rooks and
ravens9Y(NNB pp,77).
Turning to modern theists, Hume o b s v e : '3 maintain, that
Newton, Locke, Clmke, etc. being h i or Sscinians, were very
sincere in the creed they profest: And 1always o p p s e this argument to some libertines, who will needs have it, that it was

m,
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impossible, but that these great philosophers must have been
hypocrites" UVm, p. 79). Indeed, the philowphical libertines
themselves may not know what they really believe. They may
accept the tenets of philosophid theism and many of the tenets
of vulgar theism while denying them. And so "might seem determined infidels, and enemies to the established religion, without
being so in reality; or at least, without knswing their own minds
in that particular" (NHTR, p. 74).

RELATION OF RELIGION

P ~ L O S O P ~
IN ANCIENT AND MODERN S O C I E T

The polytheistic religions of the ancient world were typically
state reli@ons. The Lask of these civic religions was to preserve
the sacred tradition of the political community and its relation to
the divine order. Hume observes that polytheistic religion was
r e m m h b l y tolerant about the gods of other polytheistic regimes.
T'ne case was otherwise with theism: 'The intolerance of almost
all religions, which have maintained the unity of godj is as
remarkable as the contrary principle in polytheists ....So sociable
is polytheism" WHR, p. 61). Moreover, theism is not only intolera n t towards other religiom, it ten& to give rise to implacable
divisions within the theistic society between orthodox and heretical sects. One supreme object of worship demands one form of
worship and one creed: "the several sects fall naturally into
animosity, and mutually dischare on each other, that sacred zeal
a n d rancour, the most furious and i m p l a d l e of all human passions" WHR, pp. 59-60). Theism generates actual violence within
the theistic community and r q u i r e s a n oppr-ive
regime to
contain it. Polytheism, of course, has also been inhumane and a t
times has even required human mcrifice in its rituals. But though
such practices are abhorrent, Hurne observes that sacrificing a
few individuals chosen by lot does not affect the rest of society
very much: W e r e a s virtue, k n o w l d g , love of liberty, are the
qualities, which a l l home the fatal vengeance of inquisitors; and
when expelled, leave the society in the most shaaneful imorance,
corruption, and bonda*" (NHR,pp. 61-62).Hume concludes that
""few corruptions of idolatry and polythebm are more pernicious
to p o l i t i d society than this corruption of theism, when w r i e d to
t h e utmost height" UVNR, p. 61).
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Although theism is more intolerant than polytheism, it is not
the only form of thinking that is intolerant and in same respects
it is not the worst. Philosophy, which first appeared in polytheistic
society2brought with it a form of intolerance and hostility peculiar
to itself. PhiIosop&ica%comsciousness, as we have seen, is structured by the principles of ultimacy, autonomy, and dominion.
Philosophid d
eernents are ultimate, and each antagonist
thinks that his o
inion has a title to rule: philosophers should
be kings. Moreover, philosophical beliefs are determined by the
thinker's autonamous reason and cannot be abandoned an pain of
losing his integrity as a thinker and, indeed, as an existent.For it
is a peculiarity of philosophid thinlning to exercise total dominion over the thinker and to define the meaning and d u e of his
entire existence. Tb abandon his p%%i%omphica%
&lie& is nothing
less than to betray the meaning m d worth of his own existence.
Philosophy is generated out of the free play of "spculative curiosity," and so, even more than vulgar theism, tends to break up
into sects which stand in i m p l a d i e opposition. it is for this
ren-n
Hume taught that philosophical sects in polytheistic society were more zealous and fanatical than religious sects (N19R,
p. 63)- Philosophy, however, was not a threat to society because it
was contained by the polytheistic civic religion. As long as the
regime itself was not threatened, philosophy flourkhd in innumerable sects each holding a self-proclaimed title to truth and
dominion a t the expense of the others: Epicureanism, stoicism,
cynicism, skepticism, Pytbagoreanism, the peripatetic philosophy, etc.
Over time philosophy spread throughout the learned part of
the polytheistic world, bringing with it the natural (though not
inevitable) inclination to theism that Wume t h i n k attends philosophical consciousness. So by the time Chrktianity appeared in
the polytheistic world, intellectual circumstances, at least, were
ripe for its reception: "where theism forms the fundamental
y popular religion, that tenet is so conformable to
that philosophy is apt to incorporate itself with
such a system of theology" UVMR, p. 65). The merger of pre-philosophis theism (Christianity) and phillosophy is the union of two
distinct forms of intolerance and oppression driven by different
motives. Philosophy is motivated by ""speculative curio~ity'~;
vulgar theism by insecurity and fear. &though pre-philosophic
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vulgar theism tends to produce warring sects, it is not as prolific
as philosophy (with its free and autonomous play of the speculative intellect) in generating them. This means that a vulgar
pre-philosophic theism that takes on philosophical shape and
seeks to justify itself philosophically will generate a qualitatively
distinct form of religion that would be the most intolerant and
oppressive imaginable. The philosophical part of the religion will
generate endless sects, and these will be a blend of philosophical
arrogance (due to u l t i m q , autonomy, and dominion) with the
insecurity and fear due to vulgar theism. This newphilosophical
religion will both constantly generate these sects and be forced to
suppress them.
To return to the color metaphor. The mixing of vulgar prephilosophic theism with philosophy produces a new but di
able hue. The Christianity that emerged a t the close of the pagan
world is just such a blend: "But as philosophy was widely spread
over the world, a t the time when Christianity arose, the teachers
of the new sect were obliged to form a system of speculative
opinio-...to explain, comment, confute, and defend with all the
subtilty of argument and science. Hence naturally arose keenness
in dispute, when the Christian religion
e to be split into new
divisions and heresies: And this k e e n n m assisted the priests in
their policy, of begetting a mutual hatred and antipathy among
their deluded followers" WHR, pp. 62-63). It is in large part its
capture by philosophical consciousness that %as contributed to
render CKRISTENDOM the scene of religious wars and divisions" (NNR, p. 62).
But the civil discord within Christendom has not always taken
t h e same form. Wume distinguishes between ancient and modern
forms of civil discord within Christendom. These can be explained
in the following way. Those born in a theistic culture who m e
inclined to philosophical reflection will have little trouble seeing
their own philosophid reason confirmed by the theistic tradition:
"speculative reassners naturally carry on their assent, and embrace a theory, which has been instilld into them by their earliest
education, and which also po
some degree of consistence
and unifomity" CNNR,p. 65). Given this merger of philosophy
and vulgar theism two things might happen: (1) the philosophic
p a r t (motivated by speculative curiosity and the love of truth)
could r e p l a t e the w l ~ theistic
r
part (motivated by insecurity
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and fw-which Nume calk "superstition"); or (2) the superstitious part could regulate the philosophical part to serve its own
ends. Typicallyj it is the latter that happens: "But as these appearances do often, all of them, prove deceitful [that philosophy and
vulgar theism are compatible], philosophy will soon find herself
very unequally yoaked with her new associate; and instead of
regulating each principle, as they advance together, she is at
every turn perverted to serve the purp
of superstition" UVPIR,
p. 65). Such was the case with ancient Christendom, but in
modern times the philosophic part of Christianity has been progressively moving to the surface.
In the his to^ of England, Hume charts the beginning of the
change a t the fifteenth centuryc The conflict in modern religion
h t w e e n Catholicism and P r o t w t a t i s m is interpreted as the
internecine struggle within Christendom between its vulgar theistic part and its philosophic part. Hume developed two critical
concepts with which to understand the conflict: '3nthusiasm" and
""Superstition." Protestantism is regularly identified with the
f~rmer,6at:thcrlickm w:th the latter. Both contain the helief of a!
popular religion in a particular providence. MTkat distinguishes
them is that
is founded on piety to a tradition and
to its rituds; whereas 'knthusiasm9' rejects trdition in favor of
the authority of the interpretations of one's own mind. In the
History, Wume observes that Protestantism and especially
Puritanism resembles more a system of metaphysia than a
religion. Protestantism is to be compared to the "'Stoics [who]join
a philosophical enthusiasm to a religious superstition" (NHR,
p. 77). The expression "philosophical enthusiasm9'is important,
for it means that there is a form of fanaticism peculiar to the
philosophical mind itself. We have observed Hume's teaching that
philosophy naturally divides into sects and that philosophical
sects in the mcient world were more fanatical than religious ones.
This process was played out again after the Reformation as
philosophical enthusiasm (which was the sublimated logic of
Protestantism) shattered the Reformation into countless sects,
each claiming a n ultimate title to dominion.
The most radicad e l ~ p r w i o nof the philomphiml enthusiasm
internd to Protestantism w c u r r d in the English civil war, which
ined in the volumm covering the S t u u t En@ in the
Histoy ofE~1.gland.Europe stood wtonished to see the P u r i t m
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make war on their sovereign, Charles I, and eventually execute
lves split into warring
him. Once in controt the Puritans the
sects each with a theory of the ultimate foundatiom of society and
government which they were prepared to impose on others by
force. The result was a dictabrship under Cromwell where the
whole of saciety was regulated by religious-philosophical theory.
Hume observes that this was carried so far as to attempt even the
regulation of recreation. The Puritans set aside the second Tuesday in the month for recreation, but as Hume dryly observes,
"the people were resolved to be merry when they themselves
pleased, not when the parliament should prescribe it to them"
(27v,
,pp. 452-53n).
The degree of regulation imposed by the Puritans resembles
the total dominion over the life of the indiGdual claimed by the
philosophid sects of the ancient world. The civic character of
polytheistic religion meant that "religion had, in ancient times,
very little influence on common life, and that, after men had
performed their duty...a t the temple, they thought, that the gods
Ives..." (EM, p. 341). But
left the rest of their conduct to the
with the birth of philosophy a new guide to life appeared which
demanded total control: 'TI those ages, it was the business of
philosophy alone to r e p l a t e men's ordinary behaviour and
deportment; and ...this being the sole principle, by which a man
could elevate himself above his fellows, it acquired ascendent
over many, and produced great singularities of maxims a n d
conduct" ( E , p. 341). The total control demanded by philosophical consciousness was confined by the polytheistic magistrate, in the ancient world, to private sects. But in modern
Christendom, philosophical consciousness is internal to the
s t a t e religion. Consequently, its demand for dominion "is now
supplied by t h e modern religion, which inspects our whole
conduct, and prescribes a n universal rule to our actions, to our
words, and to our very thoughts and inclinations" (EM, pp.
341-43). Emphasis must be placed on what Hume calls "'the
modern religion9' which is not merely vulgar theism (superstition), but vulgar theism blended with philosophy (philosophical
enthusiasm). I t is its philosophical component that, in large
p a r t , gives modern religion, such as that of the Puritan regime,
its totalitarian character. A centugy later the philosophical
element in modern religion had gained such ascendencyl that
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Hume could say that "reli@on...isnothingbut a species of philosophy" ( E q p. 146).
By the time of the Enlighknment, then, a radical change had
occurred in the relation of philmphy to religion in European
culture. Christendom began as a marriage of "pphosophical entheism." In Hume's time the tables had
thusiasm" and "'vulgar
turned, and the theistic part of Christianity, a t Ieast in the learned
world, sought to justify itself in purely secular philosophid
terms. The governing maxim of many theists was no longer
Augustine's "credo ut intelligam," but the Enlightenment maxim
that one should proportion one's belief to the evidence, where
evidence was thought of as e m p i r i d and scientific. As religion
b e m e more philosophical, it became more secular. The secularization of r e I i ~ o nwas part sf a wider wculmization of society,
and ss Mume could observe in 174.2:'There has been a sudden
and sensible change in the opinions of men within these last fifty
years, by the progress of learning and of liberty. Most people, in
this island, have divested themselves of ail superstitious reverence to names and authority: The clergy have much lost their
credit: Their pretensions and doctrines have been ridiculed; and
cely support itself in the world. The mere
even religion can
n m e of king commands little respest; and to talk of a king as
God's vice-regent on earth, or to give him any of those magnnificent
titles, which formerly dazzled mankind, would but excite laughter
in every one" (E, p. 51). In this climate of opinion, philosophical
consciousness began to appear on the scene entirely emancipated
from its connection with vulgar theism.

m e n he wrote the Deatise, Hume thought of these emancipated philosophers as forming a n elite group which did philosophy
mainly for the pleasure of it, but might also hope to be of some
use to society by suggwting reforms for improvement. In the first
Enquiry, Hume thought that the superior stability of modern
governments over ancient ones was due in part La the cu%tivation
of philosophy @U, p. 10). In the TI-eatzse, he presented emancipated philosophy under modern conditions as a benevolent force,
Even its errom, being confined to a few, are of little danger to
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society. "Qnerdly speaking, the errors in religion are dangerous;
those in p h i l w p h y only ridiculow9' (T,p. 272). Hume, however,
does not deny that philosophy is a potential threat to society, for
in the same passage he mentions the cynics as a sect "who from
reasonings purely philosophical ran into as great extravagancies
of conduct as any Monk or Demise that ever was in the world" (T,
p. 272). This is compatible with his position in "'Of Parties,"
written shortly after the Treatise, that philosophied sects in the
ancient world were more fanatical than parties of religion.
Hume did not ask, in the 'Deatise, why one should expect
philosophy in modern society to be a benevolent force. I n the
Essays, he explained how '~hilomphicalenthusiasm9'in the ancient world was contained by the non-philosophical pagan civic
religion. But this solution is not possible in modern society since
the state religion ("the modern religion"), in Hume9sview, embodies the errors of 66philosophiealenthusiasm9kithinitself. The only
restraint on emancipated philosophical error in modern society
must come from phiiosophy itself. And the question arises of
whether the elite, philosophidly reflective part of society ap be
expected to w r y out the sort of selfcriticism that would keep
philosophical criticism moderate and humane. The question was
not a lively one for Hume when he wrote the Pe&kse because the
number of emancipated philomphers was small and the structure
of society was such that they had little influence. The pressing
problem for Hume inn the Treatise was not the errors of philosophy
emmcipated from vulgar theism but the errors of religious philosophy.
But the question of whether emancipated philosophy would
e correct its
have critical self-knowledge sufficient to r e c o ~ z and
own errors began to be pressing as philosophy became more and
more p p u l m . The philosophes saw themselves as a n elite vanguard leading the masses to higher philosophical self-consciousness.Diderot wrote: "Let us hasten to make philosophy
The phenomenon of philosophid c o w i o w n e s s on a popular
level was more advanced in Britain than in France. Hume observed that it had given rise to a radically different sort of political
party which was unique to modern times and which he viewed
w i t h alarm. This new sort of party was based not on interest or
&&ion
but on metaphysical principle: Tarties from principle,
espwially &t&
s p u l a t i v e principle, are h o r n only to modern
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times, and are, perhaps, the most extraordinary and unaccountable phmnomenon, that has yet appear& in human affairs" ( E ,
p. 60).
Such parties were possible only in a n age in which philosophical consciousness had in some way filtered down to the populace.
Centuries of instruction by Christendom with its union of philosophy and vulgar theism had made it possible for even the vulgar
to participate in a confused sort of philwphicaf-religious thinking. But now the philosophical consciousness informing modern
political parties is entirely secular, as Hume makes clear in "Of
the Original Contract" where he observes that "no party, in the
present age, can well support itself, without a philosophical or
speculative system of principles, annexed to its political or practieall one; we accordingly find, that each of the factions, into which
this nation is divided, has reared up a fabric of the former kind,
in order to protect and cover that scheme of actions, which it
pursues" (E,p. 465). Politics in modern society is metaphysical
politics. The implacable opposition and fanaticism of the ancient
phl!oso=hicd sects which had heen contained by the p
civic
religion could now be reenacted in the p o l i t i d arena, The spechcular errors and absurdities of philowphid reflection, the total
imversiom sf experience, and the diemtion from common life that
is apeculiarity of the philosophical intellect are no longer confined
to the closet but are free to inform pubIic poIicy.
The philosophical intellect informed by the principles of ultimacy, autonomy, and dominion is free to indulge the wildest and
most dangsous theories about the seal. It naturally gives rise to
endless sects each with a claim on the real and a title to rule, The
greatest m e and attention is needed, e w n among the most
responsible philosophers, to avoid being miseided by the illusion-m&ing character of their own autonomous philosophical
reflection. But such m e and attention has seldom been exercised
by philosophers and is certainly not to be expected of the new
philosophieally informed masses: 'The people being commonly
very rude builders, especially in this s ~ u l a t i v way,
e
and more
specially still, when actuated by party zeal; ...their workmanship
must be a little unshpely, and d k o v e r evident marks of that
violence and hurry, in which it was raised" (E9 p. 466). The
populaee is now vulnerable to a new breed of d e m a p a e s who
will lead their deluded followers by the passions, not of reliaous
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fanaticism, but of "philosophical enthusiasm."
Diderot had isstled the d l to make philosophy ppular. By the
~
write: "the philosophical consciousness
next century, M M could
itself has been pulled into the torment of struggle. What we must
accomplish is the ruthless criticism of all that exists.'* Where
Diderot and Marx celebrated the capture of all aspects of human
existence by secular philosophical consciousness, Hume lamented
it, referring to his own time, mdonically, as "his philossphic age9'
(EM, p. 19'711). Hume considered this a disaster not because there
is anything wrong with critical reflection or theorizing as such
but because there is something seriously wrong with philosophic a l theorizing improperly conceived. In Part
Book I of the
Deatise of Human Natum, Hume forged a distinction between
true and false philosophical criticism-a distinction of the greatest importance for undershnding his philosophical and historical
writings. 1have discussed this fundmental distinction elsewhere
and cannot do justice to it
But this can be said. Hume tries
to show in %ooki,Past Tv'that the traditiond notion of phiiosophi a l reflection (i.e., reflection informed by the principles of ultimacy, autonomy, and dominion) distorts, constricts, and if pursued consistently finally alienates one entirely from the experience of common life. Hume carries the reader dialectically
through "a gradation of three opinions, that rise abow each other,
according as the persons, who form them, acquire new degrees of
reason and knowledge. These opinions are that of the vulgar, that
of a false philosophy, and that of the true; where we shall find
upon enquiry, that the true philosophy approaches nearer to the
sentiments of the vulgar, than to those of a mistaken knowledge"
(T, p. 223, emphasis mine).
Vulgar consiousness is not unreflective or uncritical; rather,
i t i s merelyphilosoghically unreflective consciousness. False philosophy is vulgar comiousness come to philosophical self-awareness. Such thinking structured by the principles of ultimacy,
autonomy, and dominion imagines itself emmcipated from all the
prejudices and c u s t o m of common life and with the authority to
totally restructure vulgar consciousness in a philosophically acceptable way. Hume tries to show, however, that philosophical
criticism which comistently supposes itself emancipated from all
t h e prejudices and c u s t o m of common life ends in total skepticism. Philosophem in fact seldom end in total skepticism, only
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because they are not really emancipatd from the prejudices of
common life but unknowingly s m u ~ l in
e same favorite prejudice
which gives content to and hides w h t are o t h e r w i ~entirely
empty philosophical principles. True philosophy emerges when
the philosopher recognizes that this is the condition of philosophical reflection and comes to affirm the prejudices of common life
as the ground of thought and proceeds to form critical principles
within that ground and not in oppmition to it.
Hume's reform of philosophy in Book I, Part HV requires that
one abandon the principle of autonomy (the philosopher is not the
spectator of common life but aparticipant in it) and the principle
of dominion (it is not autonomous reason that has a title to rule
but custom-and custom is always social, requiring deference to
others). True phi%owphyis critical refleetion on custom carried
out within, the domain of custom. It is,if one likes, criticism of
custom, by custom, and for custom. Or as Hume puts it: 'T'hillosophical decisions are nothing but the reflectism of common life
methodized and corrected" (EU,
pa 162).
The false philosophical consciousness imagines itself the sovereign spectator of the whole of custom. Custom is no longer a
mode of participation but a n alienated ob~ectof reflwtion. The
philosopher seeks a theory of this tohlity purged of the authority
of any custom within it. But such theories always end in taking a
favorite part of custom and ontologically reducing much, if not all,
of the rest to it: 'TVhen a philosopher has once laid hold of a
favousite principle, which perhaps accounts for many natural
effmb, he extends the
e principle over the whole creation, and
reduces to it every phaenomenon, though by the most violent and
ning"'(23, p. 159). Thus Thales took water and reduced everything to it. The history of philosophy is filled with such
magical invessiom. Benevolence is really self-love, property is
theft, to be is to be perceived, man is condemned to freedom, etc.
Oakshott once observed that eveything Marx touched turned to
~ u ~ e s s t i t i oHume
n . ~ taught that everything the false philosopher
touches i
s transformed into a strange inverted world over which
the philosopher alone has dominion. Hume, like O&eshott, reco a i z e d in false philosophial consciousness a secular form of
superstition: 'Do you come to a philompher as to a cunning man,
t~ %earnwmething by magic or witchcrafi, beyond w b t can be
known by common prudence and discretion"?"(E,p. 16%).
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POSTMODERN
CULTURE

Hume recognized his own age as one in which philosophical
consciousnw was on the way to becoming the dominant form of
culture. In our own time it has become the dominant form: we live
in what might be called the first philosophic age. Hume taught
that modern philosophic religion imp
universal rules "to our
action, to our words, and to our very thoughts and inclinations"
(EM, pp. 341-43). L i k e w k , secular philosophical consciousness
informs every aspect of contemporary culture. Writing a t the
height of the cold war Camus had this to say about the dominion
of (what Hume would have called) false philosophid consciousness in politics: 'These are crimes of passion and crimes of logic....
We are living in the era of ...the perfect crime. Our criminals are
no longer helpless children who could plead love as theis excuse.
On the contrary, they are adults, and they
philosophy, which can be used for
purp
forming murderers into judg es....I: mere ingenuous times, whez
the tyrant razed cities for his own greater glory, when the slave
chained to the conqueror's chariot was d r
d through the rejoicing streets...the mind did not reel before such unabashed
crimes, and judgment remain& uncloudd. But slave a m p s
under the flag of freedom, masacres justified by philanthropy ...in
one sense cripple judgment. On the day when crime dons the
apparel of innocence through a curious transposition peculiar to
our t i m e e i t is innocence that is called upon to justify i t ~ e l f . " ~
The s p n t a n m u s collapse of communist regimes throughout
eastern Europe may be viewed as the long overdue Numean
unmasking by "true philosophy" of the spechcular absurdities of
failed economic systems ruling in the name of social justice and
of totalitarian regimes ruling in the m m e of human freedom.
m a t C a n u s called "a curious t r m p s i t i o n 9 'of concepts "peculiar
to our times" is what Hume d l e d "philosophical chymistry"
(alchemy) whereby false philosophical consciousnm inverts the
object of its reflection into its opposite (EM, p. 297). If the cold
wm is over, the p o l i t i d world we live in is still very much a world
of contraq philosophid s y s t e m seeking inslantiation and dosa world vulnerable to the seculm superstitions
minion. And so it i
of fahe p b i l m p h i d thmrizing. And not just the politid world. The
whole of altua"e: m o d s , art, litel-ature, mhit&ure, manners, and
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language are vulnerable to the inversions of 6'philosophicd chymistry" as carried out by countless forms of "critical theory" such
as structuralism, deconstructionism, feminism, etc., each seeking
dominion through the ancient philosophid project of "unmasking" and "consciousness raising." But if Hume9steaching in Book
I, Part IV of the Treatise that there is a distinction between true
and false forms of philosophical comiousness is correct, then
some of the unmaskers will need to be unrnasked and some of the
consciousness raisers will need to have their consciousness raised
from the level of false philosophy to that of "true philosophy
[which] approaches nearer to the sentiments of the vulgar, than
to those of a mistaken knowledge" (T,
g. 223).
In a philosophic age, the discovery of this distinction between
true and false philosophical criticism is of fundamental ethical
importance. I t is of ethical importance because in a philosophic
age no normative question of practice can escape being structured
by philosophical consciousness whose dominion, by the very nature of philosophiml thinking, is and must be total. Spinoza could
C:+IA
L;" =,eat
- wark 0x1 su%+ance Ethics bem1_1sehe thought the
question of being is prior to the question of how to h e . But
modern thinkers after Hume and &nt rejected this thesis in
favor of the doctrine t h t substaxace itself is structured by hum=
consciousness. In Book I, Part F(7 of the Deatise Hume shows how
philosophical consciousness itself is a deeper notion than substance insofar as substance is a construction of philosophical
consciousness. In a philosophic age all objects of culture are
philosophically canstrmted objects. (This is part of what is meant
by describing contemporary culture as "pmtmodern.") In such an
age it is not the question of being but an understanding of the
difference between true and false philosophical consciousness
that is prior to the question of how to live. In this way the Treatise,
especially Book 1, Pmt N,is a deep work in ethics.
The Enlightement also imagined itself t o p
to the problem of ethics. That solution was for philosophical
consciousness ta purge itself of vulgar theism and to replace it as
the dominate form of culture. It never occurred to thephilosophes
that the philosophical intellect itself might contain a form of error,
superstition, self-deception, and destmction the q u a 1 ts anfihing
in w u l p theism. This error is dl the more dficult to d k o w r
because philosophial reflection (informed by the principles of
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ultinaacy, autonomy, and dominion) is done in the name of reason,
n" be a source of error and self-deception? I n
this naive confidence in the philosophical intellect as self justifying, Diderot issued the call to make philosophy popular. But
before this call had gone out, Hume had already seen, in the
Treatise,the need for a radical criticism of philosophy itself. I n
the heyday of the Enlightenment Hume had issued a call for a
deeper form of Enlightenment, one devoted to unmasking the
kingdom of darkness internal to the philosophical intellect itself.
It was a call that in our "postmodern" culture has scarcely been
heard.
1. Quoted by James Force in 'The Newtonians and Deism" in James Force
and R i c h d Popkin, Essays on the Context, Nature, and Influence of dsmc
Newton's Theology (Dordrecht: Kluwei; 19901, p, 59.
2. I have discussed the nature of Rume's belief in %hilosophical theism"
in H m e k Philosophy of Common Life (Chicago and London: University of
Chicago Press, 19841, &ape 6,
3. Quoted in Thomas A. Spragens, The Imny of Liberal Reason (Chicago
and iondon: University of Chicago Press, 19811,p. 83.
4. KarEMarz on Revolution, 13vols., Saul K. Padover, ed. and trans. (New
York: McGraw Hill, 1971),I, p. 516.
5. See Hume%Philomphy of Common Life, chap. 1.
6. Michael Oakeshott, On Hwnan Conduct (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1975),p. 309.
7. Albert Camus, The Rebel (New York: Vintage Books, 19561,p. 23.

THE VIRTUE OF POLITICAL
SKEPTICISM
JMES T. %(ING
fisthesn Illinois f i i v e ~ s i t y
y thesis in this paper' is twofold: drst, that Hume advmces
moderation as the chief p o l i t i d virtue and, second, that
he strengthens this view by connecting his account of moderation
with his treatment of skeptickm. Exploring this twofold thesis
will cast Eght o n certaiii y e s t i o m that 5ave exercised Hlr?l~?e
scholars and will reveal how Wume visualizes the intellectual's
relationship to the order of practical politics.

That Hume thinks of moderation as an important virtue needs
no argument-no other quality of mind is so consistentlly praised
in his works. That he sew it as the chief political virtue is made
Ihgundmtly clear in the Essays Moral, Political and ite era^,^ and
perhaps nowhere quite so forcefully as in those passages which
reveal the author's self-understandirng. In Tolitics as a Science"
Hume characterizes himself as a "friend to moderation" and then
goes on to describe his role as that of "promoting moderation" (E,
p. 15). Me concludes his imporbnt e
s '"Whether the British
Government Inclines More to Absolute Monarchy, or to a Republic," by remarking, 'This may teach us a lesson of moderation in
all our political controvemies" (E, p. 53). The
"Of the
Protestant Succession," provides Wume an occasion for giving a
self-accounting. Apenetrating undewmdiaag of practical politics,
Reason Papers No, 15 (Sununea 1990) 24-46.
Copyl-lght 0 1990.
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linked with the virtues of balance, impartiality and moderation,
are the distineishing marks of the intellectual and convey, I
submit, a portrayal of the qualities the Humean philosopher brings
to practical political questions. ' l t belongs, therefore, to a p h i l w pher alone," he mites, "who is of neither party, to put all the
circumstances in the scale, and to assign to each of them its proper
pise and influence.. .. Hesitation, and reserve, and suspense, are,
therefore, the only sentiments he brings to this essay or trial" (E,
p. 501). In short, attention to moderation (and its opposites) is an
extremely important element in Hume's political thinking.
At the same time that moderation is a pervasive theme of
Hume's, he neither exalts it as a new absolutism nor condemns
zeal entirely. Indeed, disconcern for the political order cannot be
attributed to Hume; on the contrary, he seemed to believe the
intellectual should take apositive interest in the conditionsunder
which political liberty can thrive. Thus in Tolitics as a Science"
Hume recommends "the utmost Zeal, in every free state, [for]
those forms and institutions, by which liberty is secured, the
public mod corsu!td,
the a ~ w l c ecr a d i t i o n of particdzimen restrained and punished" (E,p. 26).
Despite Hume's eloquent encomium, we may be inclined to
t h i d there are cerhim problems in the notion of political moderation, a t least as commonly understood. First, persons who fall
into this category are often thought of as being moderate by
default, moderate for lack of passion and commitment; the more
hot-blooded among us might object to making a virtue of what
they think of as inborn pusillanimity. Seeond, political moderates
are sometimes thought of as compromisers long on accommodation and short on principles. This observation k o m e s a criticism
of moderation when it is said, as is customary among philosophers
a t least, that being a person of moral charater is identified with
being a person of principle. (Thus Kant, for e
acknowlede moderation as a n important vir
point of view as this, a politics of principle is incomparably
worthier than a politics of modercalion; and if moderation has a
place in a politics of principle, it will be only insofar as it is
r q u i r e d by a principle. Hence moderation apgears in the vvritings
of moralists typically as a sleepy minor virtue, if it appears at alL4
Further, a specifically H u m a n notion of plitical moderation
is not without its dimculties. I shall d m r i b e two of these, 'k,
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begin, it is far from clear that Hume can account for how moderation a n be the effective force in the world of modern politics that
he wishes it to be. Contemporary affairs were seriously affected,
Hume claimed, by what may be termed the politics of principle,
which he deemed a source of great upheavals and social ills.
Hume cannot settle for praising moderation where he finds ithe must give an explanation of how moderation can counter the
politics of principles once the latter has taken root. In setting the
politics of moderation over against the politics of principle, he
must explain how moderation can be brought about in the area
of convictions, beliefs, and even political theory itself. One of the
tasks to be undertaken in this paper is to investigate whether
Mume has the resources to explain how there can be such a thing
as epistemie moderation.
A second difficulty is this. Hume seems far from consistent
when he describes the philosopher as disinterested when it comes
to matters of politicd partisanship5 but, as we saw above, also
zealousPy interested when it comes to concern over the conditions
of po!itid liberty. If this he Ec:rness view, it seems scarcely
coherent, and we are tempted to think that, in the end, he moved
away from this praise s f m d e r a t i o n and endorsed zeal in pursuit
of the values he deems the right ones. Thus another challenge
awaiting u s is to explore how Hume might consistently maintain
that some forms of zeal are not inconsistent with a programmatic
moderation in life.
In what follows I shall draw on Wume's far-flung remarks on
moderation and show how this quality sari be a Humean virtue. I
shall reconstruct how the
he makes for political moderation
is strongly linked to what most agree is the most basic element of
Hume9sthinking, namely his skepticism. 1 shall argue that the
distinctive virtue of the skeptic is moderation, and that rather
than lacking causal conditions, Hume9s accounts of epistemic
moderation and of political moderation share the
structure. From these materiak I shall show how Hume has the
resources for a respome to the two difficuulti just described.

It -mat be o v e r e m p b i z d that Mume is fundamentally
opposed to the p l i t i a of principle and tliainb of it as a murce of

excesses and of great ills in political life. In ""OfParties in General"
he distinguishes three sorts of political parties, those "from interest, from principle and from affection" (E, p. 60). Parties from
affection or atbchment to particular persons or families Mume
acknowledges as political realities; parties from interest he treats
as natural developments of the variety of causes which divide men
within the social and political order; both are susceptible of being
immoderate but their immoderation does not present any particular theoretical challenge. Turning to 'Tarties from principle,
especially abstract speculative principle," Hume writes these "are
known only to modern times, and are, perhaps, the most extraordinary and unaccountable phnomenon, that has yet appeared in
human affairs." What accounts for Hume's thinking of this form
of politics as a b i z m e modern development is that he regards
abstract speculative principle as being in itself a trifle, a matter
of indifference; thus what is wondrous is how the politics of
principles can gain such power as to become the source of the most
periious p o i i t i d divisiveness. To illustrate how such principles
can generate noxious strife and faction, ruimus Wars and divisions, Hume draws an illustration from the influence of religion;
but we must remark that in the diachronically structured explanation he @ves of this phenomenon the root cause is, rather
surprisingly, not religion but pKlosophy.
Religions, that arise in ages totally ignorant and barbarous,
consist mostly of traditional tales and fictions, which may be
different in every sect, without being contrary to each other; and
even when they are contrary, every one adheres to the tradition
of his own sect, without much reasoning or disputation. But as
philosophy was widely spread over the world, a t the time when
Christianity arose, the teachers of the new sect were obliged to
form a system of speculative opinions; to divide, with some
accuracy, their articles of faith; and to explain, comment, confute, and defend with all the subtilty of argument and science.
Hence naturally arose keenness in dispute, when the Christian
religion m e to be split into new divisions and heresies: And this
keenness assisted the priests in their policy, of begetting a
mutual hatred and antipathy among their deluded followers.
Sects of philosophy, in the ancient world, were more zealous than
parties of religion; but in modern timea, parties of religion
[united with philosophy] are more furioua and e n s a g d than the
most cruel factions that ever arose from inbrest and mbition.
(E,p. 62 f.)
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Given Hume's view that the intrsduction of philosophical
principle t r m f o r m e d relidon into a qualihtively new and socially deleterious phenomenon, it is easy to see that in modernity
the coupling of philosephy with politics has generated a hybrid
which merits description as "extraordinary and unaccountable."
Hume analyzes how this happened and how it can be overcome in
what I think is the best of his essays, "Of the Original Contract."
Hume begins the essay by acknowledgng political divisions
and political parties as entirely normal developments of modern
culture. What is distinctive of the modern age, however, is that
each party, by drawing on philowphy (the same which above is
credited to the tradition deriving from Plato of insistence on
principles), annexes to its political propam "a speculative system
of principles" wihich it reass. up as a fabric so as purportedly "to
protect arnd cover Ijustify] that scheme of actions, which it pursues" (E,p. 465). In Rume7sday the chief two systems were of
course the theologically inspired Divine Right theory of the Party
of the Court a d the Lockem contractudist theory of the Party
of the People. In each of these eases the basic difference between
a politics of interest and a politics of principle seems to be just
this, that the latter is based on or m e d i a t d by a theory or
system-let us Gall it a nornative political system--which is
thought to provide the party's program with justification. When
men come to relate to their p o l i t i d program in the manner of
something required by principle, there occurs the same sort of
shift as that on which Hume had r e m a r k 4 in "Of Parties In
G e n e ~ dnmely,
~ ~ ~ between arncient non-domatic s e l i ~ o nand
modern philosophically animated religion; with a shift of this sort
the adherent of a political p r o g r m not only comes to believe that
he is in the sight (asm u r e d l y every political partisan does), but
is pemuaded his program has a rational foundation or is justified
from theoretical principle; when this happens he is obliged to
conclude that those who opt for a different course are without
justiflation. Principle thus provides something new for the intellectual who applies himself to politics, namely, the theoretically
j u t i f i d convietion of being in the right. And at the
perform a n exclusiomryr function-it deprives the other parties
of legitinnq?of the right to exist. On Hume's diagnosis the politics
of principle is politically dkruptive, isbhesently divisive in the
can be made for the need
most extreme manner. Clea~Py,a

for a form of moderation capable to reining in the politics of
principle. The problem is: once unleashed in the world, can it be
subdued? WhaL canpossibly restrain a theoretical enterprise bent
on justifying political principles?
t can unthrone normative
political theory? (Cf. %, p. 186,) We now turn to whether Hume
has the resources to explain how moderation is possible in matters of conviction.
It is interesting the form that Hume's first response to the
politics of principles takes in "Of the Original Contract." He does
not move directly to enjoin the divisive political theories as theories and to criticize them for their lack of philosophical grounds,
as we might naturally expect of a philosopher hostile to the politics
e. I venture that Hume realizes that to do this would be
in political theory of just the gost he meam to challenge
the continuing cohabitation of philosophy and
politics in which the politics of principle is conceivecl. What he does
instead is to deflate the enterprise of theory and to trivialize the
parties' systems across the board by saying their differences,
extreme though they seem to their adherents, are in reality not at
all so significant; scoring a rhetorical coup de grace, he says the
principles of the most radically opposing theories, are equallyjust.
Hume's verdict on normative political system, set off in a paragraph most of which he italicized, s e f l d s a position which transcends both the order of political interest and the order of political
theories which give intellectual articulation to those interests.
I shall venture to affirm, That both these systems ofspeculative
pn'nciples are just; though not in the sense, intended by the
parties; A n d , That both the schemes ofpractical consequences are
prdent; though not in the extremes, to which each party, in
opposition to the other, has commonly endeavored to cany them.
(E,p. 466)

To appreciate Hume's strategy, we need to get clear how a
theory's speculative p ~ n c t p l e sstand "in the sense intended by
each party" and then by contrast the sense in which Hume
suggests opposingpn'miples and Consequences are equally just or
equally prudent.
t each party intends is that having a normative political system makes a difference for the p o l i t i d partisan by authorizing his treating his plitical beliefs as being
exclusively and dsolutely true. By contrast Hume is not prepared
to admit any particular set of p o l i t i d belie& as true in that sense
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or any set of principles as furnisliaingjustification;rival principles
are leveled and, rn long as they might be reintroduced in a
moderated form, are offered as being equally j w t . Stripped of
intellectual pretensions (i.e., taken in a sense other than that
intended by the parties of principle), normative political systems
offer nothing of substance not already present in the standard
political oratory of the parties.
In the second part of the italicized text, Hume addresses the
matter ofpractical consequences to be found in the systems he
criticizes. I think we are to understand consequences quite literally as logically necessitated implications from a system's principles taken as premises. These are important to those who do
normative political theory because the practitioner of the politics
of principle takes a system to be perfectly prmriptive in the order
of conduct and to provide ajwtification for a political program in
the form of practicsbl consequences Bom those principles, As
explained above, Hume discredits the claims of such theorists to
establish principle-the buik of the essay is attack wainst the
two leading political theories in just this regard. But he here does
something else: he denies that, even were any such principles
established, there could be any l o g i d nexus from principle to
consquene- putatively mnctioned by them. Thus his point here
e as he made in the famous islought p
Deatise: there are not, and cannot be, any practical consequences
entailed by speculative principle. And this signifies that theories
fail to do the work for which they are raised up, namely, to provide
ajustification for a scheme of actions. And at the end Hume adds
that with the elimination of the conceit ofjustification (which by
its nature is exclusive), parties are deprived of one of the sources
of the extremism they display in modern times. We must also note,
finally, that Hume does not reject the opposing parties' several
schemes of action- these he says are all prudent. But the form
in which these program are acknowledged is their natural or
non-extreme presentation, not the shape they take on in normative political theory.'
For Hume the operative reality in politics is a genuine and
oridnal diversity of interests. We must be careful to note that the
target of his criticbm is normative political systems and not the
politics of intersts. Thus if in their eveyday dfssouw ordinany
men talk of rights, they do not claim to be naming philosopEcd
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realities but to be advancing a cause or attempting to influence
events. Hume attacks the pretensions of writem who would dress
up the political rhetoric of rights in the guise of philosophical
theory and claim truth or justification over and above the rhetoric
of party and practice. Thus Hume turns on its head the standard
understanding of the relation of theory and practice. While ordinary discourse is supp
by philosophers to b the application
ped loosely and uncertainly by the
of truths or principle
vulgar, Hume maintains that political theories never advance
beyond political rhetoric and determined for their content by the
political programs of the parties they are designed to serve.
Moreover, Hume reverses the standard conception of immoderation. Philosophers treat principles as lying beyond the realm of
moderation and find the source of immoderation in the mlgar's
thoughtless application of them to a practical world. But Wume
asserts that the politics of interests is naturally moderated by the
give-and-take of political practice, while the politics" of principle
is, in its hauteur and conceit, natively immoderate. '
I stated that Hume's first response to normative po!itica!
systems is to trividize them, but he does not stop there. Indeed
cely be that he thought such a response would be
effective by itself, for those committed to
theory would object in principle to the dis
bespeaking the sheerest rnisology. Thus the essay contains
Hume3sfamous critical attack on the political theories raised by
bo tb parties, though Lockean contractarianism sccupies most of
his attention---perhaps be~ausehe thought it the likelier to turn
extremist. The purpose of this attack is to loosen the grip exercised on the mind of the intellectual part
by the theory which
his extra-theoretical interesLs lead him to entertdn.
Now to this second response there is a n easy objection,
namely, that Wume is inconsistent in practice, for to critique
theory is (paraphrasing Aristotle) to engage in theory oneself.
T h u s Hume is accused of just replacing one theosy by another
a n d of thinking that the other theory is in fact a justifiable one.
T h i s line of objection can also move on to declaring that Hume
is i n fact no less partisan than the political theorists he derides,
since his critical undertaking must itself be animated by some
set of partisan interests. Forging a reply to this objection will
oblige us to explore Hume's conception of the relation of the
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reflective thinker to the world of politics.
I think the b e g n n i n e of a reply would emphsize that the
dynamics of political moderation do not require opposing one set
of interests: to another in the exclusionar~.or absolute sense
typical of normative political system-as though in rejecting the
Whiggish Locke, for instance, Hume had to be, and show himself
to be, a hated Tory. So to construe Hume9scritical progsam is a
g a v e mistake. Rather than overcoming the "system of speculative principles" by appealing to particuiar p o l i t i d interests,
Hume works from a perspective transcending particular interests
and the theories fashioned to support them. His stance is that
distinctive of the skeptical thinker. There is ans need to read into
such skepticism either attachment to a political propam or even
love of compromk for compromise sake; i m h d what is required
is that we acknowledge the Piberating force of the critique of
theories and ideas. Critique is destructive of specuPative s y s t e m
indeed, but not of the extra-theoretical interests and political
program those systems were created to support. If Humem skepticism returns us to our starting-point in political divisions, it
does so with a difference, for we should have learned the lesson
that, as opposing p o l i t i d theories cannot make out m exclusive
claim to truth, opposing political interests are not entitled to
exclusive claim to govern the civil union. The task of refashioning
our political thinking in light of this lesson is part of the patrimony Hume has left us.
There is in this a new difficulty, however, for it is problemid
how on Hume am deploy "the liberating force of the critique of
theories and ideas9,against the politics of principles without again
admitting a role for philosophical thwry of just the sort which
spawns the politics of principIe, Put otherwise, Hume both gives
and takes away when d k u s i n g philosophy and its import for
political life- He takes away-when he says philosophy introduces
domatism, immoderation in the epistemic order and a most
dangerom form of divisivenm into pollilia; but he gives when he
says that it belongs to the philosopher to rise above the fray and
discern the elements of merit in the o p m i n g claims of those
engaged in politics. The cynic will say that Hume means philosophy is dangerous j w t when others do it but is s a l u t q when he
does it, and this respolase is not utterly misplaced, for in "Of the
O r i ~ n a Contrxt"
l
Hume not only m m e d that the Divine Right
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theory a d the contractualist theory are mistdken but went on in
to present a precis of his o m account of the origin
ofjustice, government and political existence. Does this not make
Hume a practitioner of philosophical theory just as much as the
entire philosophical tradition since Plato, and does not a Humean
insistence on "the liberating force of the critique of theories and
ideas" place him squarely in the rationalist tradition, rnalgre lui?
The question we are here encountering bears on the chmacter
of Hume's philosophical career, and speeifimlly on whether his
skepticism represents a revolutionary break with the philosophical tradition since Plato. We have arrived a t the recognition that
Wume's views on political moderation require exploration of probably the most basic theme in his writings, his skepticism.

The traditional model whereby philowphers account for "the
liberating force of the critique of theories and ideas" attributes a
moderating role to reason itself which, precisely because of this
force, is construed as having a pverning or ruling function (a
model that may deservedly be termed Platonic). Here moderation
i s achieved from
but not of reason. As is well known, Hume
n fact inverts it,
rting that reason is
denies this mod
subordinate to the passions. Now the problem is that it appears
t h e only way a consistent Hume can say that moderation is
possible is by tracing it to a passion (in parallel manner as the
rationalists trace it to reason). But for e v e r a l reasons philosophers are inclined to think Hume cannot do this. First, if the only
resources available to e q l a i n how moderation comes a b u t are
reason and passion, having rejected re%son, Hume can only count
on passion; but on the t e r m of his moral psychology, it does not
seem possible that passion can determine or influence reason.
Second, if it were possible, it would be most objwtionable that
matters of truth were deemed to be determined by the passions.
Philossphers'principle of epistemlogieal autonolny requires the
order of truth be insulated from that of value. If Hume did allow
t h e passiom to determi
th (which is one possible reading of
tum that reason is and ought only
to be the slave of the passions), then Hume would be in violation
of the principle of epistemologid autonomy. And third, Hume
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himself often presents political. moderation as a matter of detachment and disinterest, that is, the e w t o p p s i b of a passion. But
if Wume will not allow that moderation be produced by reason in
a ruling role and if moderation cannot be produced by a passion,
it is not clear that on his terms there can be such a thing a s
epistemic moderation-moderation, that is, in the order of beliefs
and convictions.
I defend the view that Mume bas within his distinctive adaptation of the skepticism of Sextus Empiricus the resources for an
account of liberating moderation internal to the life of the mind
and radically different from the Platonic model. '-Ib see how this
works, let u s briefly examine first Se&usYskepticism m d then
Hume's revision of it.
Sextus makes out the ease for skepticism in the proper manner. He does not attempt to prove by reason that we should
a b a d o n reason, Rather, he describes a life embodying rational
inquiry as an dl-absorbing ideal, and asks from the broadest
perspective whether it is wsrth living. His zi-szzr is that such a
life does not attain its telos but instead annuls itself in its pursuit
of rationally grounded knowledge achieved by inquiry. That it
does so is something learned through repeated test and experiment: in terms of results h e w n ' s h i s t o r i d record, revealed in
the history of philosophisal speculat.tion,is r e ~ e t t a b l l yquite negative according to Sextus. But reason's failure is disclosed in the
present as well, for by providing strict prootk of contradictory
theses regarding any interesting claim (and this not just occasionn cancels itself. The skeptics, aware
ally but systematially), r
of this, must withdraw from the business of reason and suspend
judgment. The self-annulment of reason is limited, however, in
that while the skeptic abandons the life devoted to rational
inquisy, he is not impelled to deny the formal canons of logic; it is
just that in the course of his life logic will play no important role.
The newfound skeptic, one who had professed that the life of
rationality represents the summum bonum and the highest form
of selfhood, thus comes to see that form of selfhood as a vacuous
ideal. Of the progression from the philosophical to the skeptical
life Sextus writes as follows.
His initial purpose in philosophizing was to pronounce judgments on apparances. He wished to find out which me true axld
which false, so m to attain mental tranquility. In doing so, be
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met with contradicting alkrnativee of equal force. Since he could
not decide between them, he withheld judgment. Upon his suspension o f j u d p e n t there followd, by chance, mental trmquility in matters of opinion.8

The term mental tranguility appears twice in this p
which the seeker after knowledge originally pursued
atkinment of the intellectual telos; the mental tranquility he
actually achieves, without seeEngit, is not the satisfaction of that
same connotation but rather self-satisfaction in abandoning it.
What is of maximum interest is that Sextus describes the resulting condition as one of moderation; I propose to call this "mental
tranquility in matters of opinion" a form of doxastic mderation.
In Book I of the ?).eatise (and in the Appendix) Hume, although
not an amdemie skeptic, plays out a 'natural history of philosophic reason9quite similar to Sextus' account of the self-cancellation of the quest for rational k n ~ w l e dWe
~ .follows
~
the ancient
skeptiw in holding that the reflective thinker, upon examining
t h e contradictions of philosophical and common reason, wiii discover both that the form of selfhood determined by the quest for
rational certainty is to be abandoned but a t the same time that
season as organon is
cely to be dismissed. Thus something
like a Humean form of doxastic moderation e m e r w consisting in
abstinence from the bwiness of speculative reason and a refashioning of one's life as one in which confidence in theoretical
enterprise plays no important part. M a t is most significant
about this re-ordering of the self is that it occurspreeisely in the
epistemic order, and thus the effect of H u m a n doxastic moderation is a deflation of the enterprise of theory-construction accomplished otherwise t h n on the basis of a theory constructed by the
skeptic. Its causal conditions, moreover, depend on no particular
pabssion, but represent an illustration of wlf-correction of the
reflwtive mind by the reflective mind. Finally, since this re-ordering is a liberation and since it is something approvable on reflection, doxastie mderation appears to be a virtue, though a n
epistemic one. Here we have a uirtue from conuietion in the
epistemic order which is specific to the skeptic. I think we are
entitled to conclude that for Mume there is a form of moderation
from conviction, narnely the epistemic virtue of doxastie moderation, and that this achievement is the skeptic's virtue par meedlence. 10
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We have, however, told only part of the story. Hume is, of
course, a m o d w e skeptic. m e r e he differs from Sextus and the
ancient skeptics is in whether total s u s p e w of j u d m e n t is
possible. Admitting that what is beyond reach is the certain and
justified knowledge philosophers seek, he contends that we nevertheless have implanted in us by Nature an instinct-like determination to form belie&. Avowing that no form of seIfhood which
denies our belief-forming nature is liveable, he breaks with Sextus by recograizing that skepticism involves a more complex problematic and by attributing to doxastic moderation a more significant role than it has on Sextus5misguidedview that it lies within
our power to abstdn not only from the business of philosophy but
from having beliefs about ourselves and the world a b u t us. For
Sextus s u s p e n e of j u d o e n %is a n d%-or-nothingaffair and skepticism therefore a simpler matter; far Hume, since we cannot
cease to be belief-formers, skepticism informs how we are to
conduct ourselves as belief-f~rmesswhen we have arrived a t the
con-victiiin that in this caiiii&,ion r w f i d o n e provides n= re!i=
able influence. As is well known, Hume proposes a moderate
ethics of belief: he suggests we form our beliefs within the natural
order in a memured and moderate manner-measu~d by what
for life and moderated by the hard won lesson the
tion of the quest for metaphysid knowledge. And of
course admittingmeasured and moderated beliefs does not expose
u s afresh to the foibles of speculation and theov-construction
because the Humean skeptic, having gone through the discipline
of the first Book of the Deatise, is now cured of excessive attachment ta the business of reason.
I find it extremely intersting to note that Hume's account of
the elf-cancellation of the philosophical life reveak the
structure as does his account of the overcoming of the politics of
principle: in each
the abandonment of a vacuous and delusive
enterprise leaves intact sometKng which, taken by itself, is
the natural beliefentirely to be acknowledpd-in the first
forming self and in the second, the ordinary po%iticsof interest.
Of course the basic liberation is that which the skeptic achieves
over the self who would make the world over =cording %Q the
philosophers' n o r m . Having achieved this, the skeptic can turn
to politia and upon detwting there the work of theoretical season
in constructing speculative s y s t e m a n move to their overcoming

by deploying criticism ordered by reason as organon (logic)
n in its gstem-building and world-rem&ng role
(metaphysics). In deploying criticism, howeven; the skeptic is not
slipping back into the theory-comtructiaag enterprise; he works
not as promoter of any particular belie& but as protector of the
order of natural (pretheoretical) beliefs as such.
ining in this section is to
The challenge we have been
he liberating force of the
explAn how Hume can =count
critique of theories and ideas" without reintroducing philosophical theories of the sort he judges marques. The answer is plain in
Hume's adaptation of classical skepticism. Skepticism is a liberating force which operates by critique of theories and ideas, but
it does so differently than does the form critique w
from within a particula theov; the latter is e
fashioning theory with different objectives, the farmer is the
relinquishment of the enterprise of constructing theory as such.
Since for Hume skepticism cannot annul the belief-forming propensity of the mind, doxastic moderation requires that ordinary
beliefs be measured as part of the natural order and that the
tendencies to turn such beliefs into more than what they are be
checked by a hard won skeptical bent of mind (such tendencies
k i n g , of course, the spurs to construction of t h w r i s ) . Thus
moderation is posible without appeal to the Platonic model and
without making the epistemic order subject to any particular
passion or passions. Hume is entitled to hold that, as a virtue from
conviction, Humean doxastic moderation regarding political convictiom bespeaks the detachment and disinterest characteristic
of the skeptical tjkinker.
While this response shows how Humean skepticism, or more
specifically, Humean doxastic moderation, requirespolitical moderation as an epistemic virdm, it gives the impression that Hume's
treatment of moderation in the political order is seriously incomplete. This is because the import of doxastic moderation is against
theories, but not agaimt ordimry hliefs. Though to cancel the
politically ewerbating influence of normative systems is significant, Humean skepticism seems to leave intact the disagreements and natural party divisions typical of the politics of
interest. Since these are also inimical to the social union in
their immoderate form, the question arises, is it true that
Hume'a perspective on politics also leaves ordinary political
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disagreementg and divisions intact? CertAnly many of Mume's
references to the i m p r a n c e of plitieaal maderation bear on
ordinary politics What needs further elaboration is how, once the
problem of overcoming the politics of principle has been addressed, moderation is to be accounted for in the politics of
interests; and whether Hume believes there is a specific contribution the skeptical intellectual can make in effectuating practical political mderation.
TEES:
AN INCONSISTENW

The disinterestedness which characterizes the skeptic does
not extend of course to every matter of practice: Hume would no
more turn this quality into an absolute than any of the other
absolutes he criticizes. Respects in which Hume holds the philosopher admits interests are chiefly two, each determined by nature, though in very different ways. First, the existence of the
p w i o n c n d nf the nrigind instincts of the mind is to be traced
to nature (in much the same manner as is the existence of the
mind's propensiq to form beliefs). Second, and more to the point,
Hume admits such inkem& as me r q u i d t
achmk and correct our
ions, that is interests won in experience, such as we wm
the rules ofjustice and other areas where our practices
are governed by general rules. The former make for men's social
coexistence; the latter furnish conditions that make for social cc-exislence being informed by practices of a sort that men can approve
of. The former are furnished by nature; the latter emerge irn history
and must be cultivated. Their mitivation is mmething to which the
Humean intellectual can and should contribute.
That natural interests are fully compatible with skepticism and
d o m t i c moderation helps explain how, without hlling into inconsistency, Hume canp
itical moderation and also rewmrnend
"tmost zeal" for th
and institutions, by which liberty is
si3cud." 7% appreciate Hume's view that there is a n internal connectisn btween political moderation and the institutional securing
of liberty we must explore Hume's acwunt of how liberw came to
be secured in the one context where in his day it flourishd. This
takes us into Hurnek analysk of British history.
Still fascinating today is the quation of how the liberties of

Englishmen were e s h b l i s h d in the midst of the upheavals of the
seventeenth century. Hume of course diserdits the suggestion
that the events of that time were brought about in some way
thanks to the theories of the philosophers. But he goes so far as
to argue that the establishment of liberty
e about without its
s in the historical
having been foreseen or intended by the
scene. As proof he need but note that neither the followers of
Cromwell nor the a d v m t e s of the Crown aimed to establish the
political liberty which ensued historically from the conclusion of
the turmoil which their differences had produced. Liberty came
about, however, precisely through the interplay of those opposing
forces, in that, extremities of opposition having cancelled themselves out, men of moderation could effectuate a balanced resolution of conflict. In this process what secured the civil union was
of course not simply oppositional interplay, for this =be destructive as well as beneficial, but p r e c i ~ l ythe effective influence of
moderation-a lesson which eloquently reinforces the importance
of this politiml virtue.
For Hume liberty was secured when it was given institutional
guarantees through the establishent of the modern British
Comtitution. The Constitution assured liberty (that is, effectively
forestalled tyranny) by effectively obviating a m n o p o l y ofpower
by the interests represented in either the party of the Court or
the party of the Country; and this of course is just moderation
institutionalized. I t is not hard to see that the virtue of the
Constitution consists precisely in its consolidating and systematizing the moderation reflectd in its origin. Thus the process of
achieving balance between competing political interests was permanently incorporatd as the leading feature of the mixed constitutional form of gsvernment in Britain. In Hume9sview moderation and constitutiondism converge in value. The internal connection between moderation and the securing of liberty which we
a r e seeking is now evident. At the
e time we must bear in
mind that the modern British constitution is an artifice and a
fragile one a t that, something the mdntenance of which calls for
vigilance on the part of those sensitive to the conditions whence
it sprang, men, that is, of moderation.
m a t resulb is an historically conditioned conception of corn=on interest or public p d , a good which in explaining in the
Deatise the origin sf justice Hume i~pliiesmust be o r i ~ m l l yof
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a n order different from paerssnd or private interest, though
through civilizing influence can become for the public man a
matter of his personal interest, The public interest presupposes
the achievement of moderation, adjustment, correction, and thus
it secures the pursuit of personal interests. Of course the public
good does not oblige men to abandon, neglect or faii to take their
particular interests seriously; what it does is place the opposition
of interests within a cfg.nmicsetting, the leading feature of which
is that the political contest has conventional rules and civilized
use doing so is essential to the
men play by these rules
preservation of the prwessw whereby political life can be sustained. m a t conditiom it doubles as condition of men's civil
liberty.
Perhaps it is not surpsking that thinkers who do staaadard
normative t h e ~ r yshould construe moderation as being nothing
but an abstrmt principle in need of the sbndaardly conceived
philosophical justification. But fkom the first introduction of this
good (impiicit even in the fansous oarsmen exampie in Part X
i of
Book III of the %atise) Hume has construed it not as an abstract
ideal or object of theony, but a n actuality attained in the mutual
ave-and-t&e of social co-existence, A c c ~ r d i n g ~ity ~would be a
mistake to ask what the philosophic& principle orphilasophzeal
standard of moderation is, as if we were undertaking a Platonic
inquiry, or how Mumean moderation is rationally justified, as if
Mumean skepticism had not shown that the old way of thinking
a b u t the human world had not been oversome. Moderation is to be
undelstood nabralbticsidlly and as part of the f i b r i d ~ r d e rwe
;
to it not by t h m r e t i d reason but by imaginatively
understanding and appwiating the past; mderation
is dklosed in the c i v i l i d g i v e - a n d - ~of
e smid m-exisknee,
We are now in a position to address the question before us. The
text from 'That Politics May Be Reduced &Q a
occasions the objection now being disc
face, not moderation but utmost z e d ; on c%os
find that Hume's concern is directed precisely to the conditions
whereby the civil union is shaped and influenced by the processes
making for prop-,
enlightenment, and social libertis. "ere,
then, is a suficient inducement to m ~ n t d n with
,
the utmost
ZWE, in every free state, those f o r m and imtitutiom, by which
liberty is secured, the p ~ b l i cmod consulted, and the avarice of

ambition of particular men restrained and punished" (23, p. 26). A
little later he says that "perhaps the surest way of producing
moderation in every party is to increase our zeal for the public"
(E,p. 23). What needs clarification here isjust what exactly is the
object of the zeal Hume recommends and how it differs from the
forms of political zealotry, including that characteristic of the
politics of principle, which Hume abhors.
The difference, I submit, is that between concern for what
makes the social union possible and particular concerns which
take the existence of the social union for granted. This distinction
somewhat parallels that between the public interest and particular interests the pursuit of which is secured by the institutions
which articulate the public interest. Or this distinction parallels
t h a t between what is basic to the artifice by which justice is
originated and therewith civilized society constituted and the
partial interests which are protected by the rules of justice. That
in civilized society particular interests are moderated, that is,
some of their exercises are curtaiied by ruies and laws, is inherent
in its very constitution, and the continued existence of this sort
of society requires that actions which threaten the social union
be quashed--or as Hume puts it, "the avarice of particular men
restrained and punished." A plitical miter's mying that it is
sfjustice are to be punished is certainly
imperative that ~ o l a t i o m
nothing out of the ordinary. The zeal Hume commends to the
public man in this regard is likewise unexceptional, for such is
required by the public interest and by the standards of probity.
h d of course utmwt z e d can be rmrnmended only to those
astuated by the public interest over against the interests of
political factions, for to urge on the politiml parties utmost zeal
in the pursuit of their political interests would of course invite
discord and weaken society, if not assure its destruction. W e n
properly conditioned, this zeal, moreover, functiom as a moderating force, and in this regard is sharply distinguished from the
z e d associated with the politics of principle.
Against this it might be objeeted that Hume draws a false
contrast between a zeal for the public good and a zeal for party,
since what the parties embody is just distinct conceptions of the
public good. But this oh~eetionfails, and for two reasons. First,
even if a garQ has and works from a conception of the public p o d ,
t h i s i s a function of the interests which mimate the pmty-intes-
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ests which do not exhaust the legitimate pursuits of men within

political society. W e should bear in mind it is not e d r a - t h e o r e t i d
interests Mume condemns, but extremism in their pursuit.) Second, it is in fact not necessary, in order for men to be actuated by
a concern for the public good,that they have a conception of the
public good, whether this conception be partisan or not. (In the
famous oarsmen simile in the Treatise, for example, it is not the
case that the participants need share a conception of what is
involved in what they are doing.)
is nec
on Rume's
view, is to be involved in advanci
's poli
terests collaboratively with others, or a t least without violating the processes that make for the maintenance or even the flourishing of
social co-existence.
Further, if we turn from reflecting on the conditions for the
existence of society to considering the conditions of its flourishing
in liberty, again Hume directs us to think in terms of institutions.
On nis analysis a society becomes free as it achieves institutions
which are made to function on the basis of law, and the f'hioning
and the administration of law is made independent of the whim
of those in p o l i t i d power, and between the chief competing
political factions in society there is in place a system for moderating extremism and inducing action on behalf of the public interest,
despite disagreements in political outlooks. But the institutions
to which men's liberty is tied are fragile artifices subject to
subversion and manipulation. To protect them is to protect the
highest political good.It is most particularly toward this end that
Mume recornmen& the utmost zeal, but he recommends this zeal
not to all, but to men of mderation, that is, those who can rise
above particular i n t e r e s t s a s does the skeptical pElowpher--for only such as these undershnd how political life is to be
conducbd conformably to the requirements of liberty.
Better to appreciate Hume
p o w to the above question
and to the others we have disc
, it is helpful to bear in mind
what role he thinks the enlightened intellectual plays relative to
the order of practical politics of which he is a part. The careful
thinker will not refuse p o l i t i d involvement but neither will he
involve himself as does a partisan. Me will refrain from indulging
in the rhetoric of rights or the rhetoric of eslablished order
&muse he will mAntain a detaehed seslnce and will focm instead
on a te&ium quid, the interplay of mid forces that animates

political life. And if intervene he must, it will be by reinforcing
the quality of mderation, which may oblige him, if one or the
other of the political factions of the day has given in to excess, to
seek in a stat-manlike manner to restore balance by advancing
the reasonable
for the other side. (That in Hume's England
the popular pa
ad become extremist accounts for his intervening by advancing the cause of stability and order.)
We may wish to pause to ask what entitles the Humean
intellectual to inkrvene in the political order if he is not doing so
in the manner of the politics of interest. Involvement is all well
and good, we might say, but what permits Hume to think the
intellectual's intervention stems from anything but particular
interest rather than zeal for liberty and public interest? After all,
in being a skeptic, the intellectud works without the benefit (if
such it be) of a normative pol
ry and the convictions men
take such a theory to sancti
then guides the skeptic, if
not his private and partial interests?
3: can only surmise what Hume might say in response to this
vestion. The Hum= intellectual is guided indeed not by abstrxt
theory but by an understanding of the conditions of liberty derived
from the study of histov. We have already seen the outline of such
an u n d e ~ m d i n in
g the suanmary -lies given. of Humek explanaring of liberty through the esalishment of the
British constitution. Probingsomewhat deeper shows what it is that
guides the Humean intellectual's interventions into politics.
In arriving a t this explanation and a t any number of others in
his philosophical m d popular writings Hume deploys the same
methodologically pluralist approach he used as early as the n e a tise: he sets a problem up as a clash between two opposite principles or forces. His treatment of the political order follows the same
pattern, and in this regard it is noteworthy that Hume thinks the
existence of political factions not a regrettable breach of the social
union but the very source and guarantee of civil liberties. This
pluralism explains why zeal for liberty does not translate into
partisanship in the party which claims the cause of liberty or
rights as its own. The study of history indicated to Hume that the
effectiveness of the advoeaey of l i b r t y in actually bringing liberty
ily meets the eounte$orce
about is limited inasmuch as it nec
of the opposing faction, the party of established order and authority. Thus, when effective, the advocasy of liberty is in r a l i t y only
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a partial cause alongside the advocaq of order, since one faction
functiom to Iimit or moderah the other, Were this not so, the
of liberty would be perverted into a n absolutism and
pawn tyramy, as it did a t the hands of Cromwell, when
the tempering influence contributed by the oppositional interests
was effectively removed. By contrast, when opposing parties
represent their particular interests mderately, each functions as
a partial cause of the resulting p o l i t i d mtion. Under such circumstances as these, the advocacy of popular righb would meet
the tempering counterforce of the advocacy sf order, and the stage
would be set for the statesmanship of moderate men toward a
suitable resolution. Here we find renewed evidence that for Hume
moderation is the foremost virtue of cavil life and we discern the
deep reason for his rejxtion of normative p o l i t i d theories, By
&firming a single s k n d a d m d judging what does not conform to
this stmdard as vdalueless, these theories tend inherently toward
a single-minded extremism denying the viability of the opposition
and thus violating the duaiism which for Hume accounts for the
liberties Englishmen actually enjoy And, as we have seen, only a
moderation strongly connected to skepticism, itself reinforced by
an understanding of how civil liberty has actually come to be
atablished--connected, that is, with the distinctive convictions
n prevail against the influence of normative
political theory
I submit that what for Hume guides the skeptic's political
interventiom is a n understanding of political life informed by the
Mume's method of ewlglaining social phenomena as the result of
which Hume so frequently
the interplay ofoppsingparti
deploys in his writings. This 1
to be neither fashioner of
normative theory nor practitioner of practical politics, but an
unimpwioned observer (contrast Nietzsche) who rising above
faction comprehends the conditiom under wKch it can contribute
to the public interest and perhaps even the cause of liberty. m a t
shapes his political vision is study of the historical processes
whereby the political order unfolds, rather than an.extra-theoretical attac%lment to one or the other of the motivating causes
operative in that unfolding. Thus Hume's secasiond comments
preference, as h ~ liberal
s
critics
on politics refleet not part
claim, but the moderating force oP p l i t i d skepticism; it is hemuse he appreciates the bipolm stmcture of political dynzussics
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that be resists extremism of wlhatever stripe. To think that Mume
is inconsistent in coumeling the zedsus safeparding of the
processes wherein political o p p i t i o n s are moderated while he
praises political moderation is to overlook the difference between
thinking in terms of social systemic interests and thinking in
ently, that Hume's
terms of party interests. We find, co
outlook on politics was, first, not ideologically inspired, second,
strictly required by the findin@ of his analysis of political history,
and third, entirely within the spirit of his skepticism. Thus I find
Rume is not inconsistent in praising both zeal regasding the
conditions of liberty and moderation r e w d i n g the pursuit of
limited interests.
1. This paper is a development of a paper presented at the Central Division
meeting of the American Philosophical M a t i o n in the Spring, 1989. I
arn grateful to the persons present a t that session for their comments.
2. Citations of H u e ' s works will be given parenthetically in the text, after
q m b o h T and E for the i"rea2ise and Essays, respectiveiy. I have used
t h e Selby-Biggemidditch edition of A h t i s e of Human Nature (Oxford:
Ciarendon, 198'7) and the MIVier edition of Essays Moral, Political and
Literary (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 1985).
3. There is not a single reference to moderation in the extensive index of
t h e Ellington d i ~ o ofn Kantqsfitaphysicxll B~aeipIesofVz&ue (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merill, 19641, pp. 167 ff. h t 9 sattack on a somewhat related
topic, the Aristotelian doctrine that virtue lies in a mean, may be found a t
pp. 63 f. and 94 f. of that work.
4.7% the objection that a person mild by natural endowment should not be
counted as virtuow there are two lines of response Nume might pursue.
First, aretaic ethics does not prize struggle and effort as such, and admits
no reason why, if someone's being politically moderate is of positive value,
we should discount that person's coming by tkhis quality in so felicitous a
endowment. Second, Hume adopts a generous attitude
toward virtues from endowment generally. The scope of morality is broader
for him than it is for us; his catalog of the virtues includes qualities such
as cheerfulness, industriousness, wit and gwd memory, even if these be
in a person and not the object of deliberate striving. He concedes that
%he appmbation, which attends natural abilities, may be somewhat different
to the feeling &om that, which arises &om other
denies that this renders Yhem entirely ofa diffe
5 . In "Of the Coalition of Parties" Hume writes, %ere is not a more
ethod of pmmot
anend,Wbp
triumph of the
over the other,
opinions, to find the p m p r m d u r n in all dispub, to persuade each that its
may possibly be sometimes in the right, and to keep a \balm= in
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the praise and blame, which we &tow on either side." (E,p. 4 9 9
6. And 3 there be a n w n g of thmretical merit in a normative political
theory, it will be f r a p e n w - a s is the interest which inspires it. Obviously to compose thege fragments into a suitable picture of political life
requires the ability ta rise abave faction and to appreciate how the civil
union is sustained despite the factions into which society is divided.
'7. For Hume politics of interests is practiced in a civil world and exposed
to the virtues of the common life; its practitioners are as oarsmen in the
same craft. Theorgr is spun in a largely private world apart from civility
and common life. It L distinctive of the justification which theorists seek
that it transcends mere civility and lies outside common life, though it
pretends to ordain and regulate life. I believe the thinking underlying
Hume's critique of the politics of principle is much the same as we find
rehearsed in the Conclusion of Book I of the 'Ahat&.
8. SkeQticisnt, God and Man, P. Hallie, ed. (Middleton, Mass.: Wesleyan
University Press, 1964), p. 4%.
9, I t is of murse impossible in a paraphrase to convey the impact that
working one's way with Hume through a series of philosophical quandaries
has on the reader of the 2Featise9especially because the force of the ease
Hume makes for skepticism is not a matter of argument but of trial.
16. In &is connection a remarkable parallel is to be noted between the
mnderziting se!%-correction of the reflective mind and the moderating
self-correction of the acaGsitive ~ a s s i o
etween what I term dcuastic
moderation and dikas& modektion, that is, the proby which, as
Hume explains in Part 11 of Book 111, the order of justice, which is
foundational for morality, comes about. An interesting question is how, if
a t all, these two forms of moderation are interrelated. Let it here s f i c e to
say that Hume's treatment of the origin of justice is consistent with his
skepticism in that it is a dmastically minimalist account.
Note: While editingthis issue ofReason Papers Stuart Warner had occasion
to remark to me that in dming to correct misconceptions about the
character of Hume's political thought I may have given the impression that
Hume e m b r a d a fully non-normative approach to morality and politics.
Such was not my intention, however, and is not in fact a correct statement
of Hume9s position (who, after all, emphasizes rules for the correction of
thejudgment in matters either causalor moral) nor is it a plausible position
in itself. I would defend the internretation that there is room for normative
considerations in Hume's thought but that these are only minimally or
weakly nonnative, in that they are entirely derivative &om practices in
which educated persons find themselves engaged. Properly to spell out
such an intelpretation would require a separate study, and one of not
incomiderable length. I am grateful to Professor Warner for providing me
the opportuKity to add this clarigng note.

OF PROPERTY
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INTRODUCTION

T

he specific conclusions that Hume drew on the issues of the
origin of property, the rules for determining the ownership
of property, a ~ the
d rules for the tritn~ferenceof property by
consent are straightforwardly presented in the Deatise. What is
not so obvious are the reasons or philosophical account behind his
conclusions. Despite the vast amount of secondary literature that
invokes his name, we believe that Hume's hndamental philosophical perspective is rarely understood. Failure to understand
Hume's philosophical enterprize as a whole is responsible for the
failure to grasp what we think are important and subtle insights
about property and the implications of Hume's account of property
for normative issues in public and legal policy making.
In what follows, we shall approach Hume's account of property
a t three levels. First, we shall summarize very briefly what Wume
says in the section of the neatise entitled "Of the Origin of Justice
and Property." Second, we shall identi& the main philosophical
thesis that undergirds Hume's account of property and indicate
the interlocking set of arguments Mume presents on behalf of his
thesis. Third, we shall offer a n expanded explanation of those
arguments by indicating the philosophical controversies, ontological, epistemological, and axiological, that inform the arguments.
Finally, we shall conclude with a brief indication of the continuing
importance of Hume9swcount of property.
Reason Papers No. 15 (Summer 1990) 47-73.
Copyright 0 1990.
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I-3

ON THE ORIGIN OF JUSTICE AND PROPERrPY

Wume raises two initial questions:
Q1. What is the origin of justice?
Q2. How do we explain the normative status of the rules of
justice?
Since the title of the section mentiom justice and property,
there is a third question:
Q3. What is the relationship between justice and property?
Hume's answers are easily summarized and even italicized for
the lazy and inattentive reader:
A l . The origin of justice is, "from the selfishness and confined pnerosity ooPmen5dong with the s m t y provision
nature kas made for his wants...(T,
" p. 4961.l
M . The normative status of the rules of justice is a syrnpathy with public interest (T,pp. 499-500).
A3. The relationship of property to justice is fourfold:
a.psoperig
& a normativ-e c o ~ ~ ~ e p i ;
Is. normative concepts cannot be understood outside of
civil society;
c. property, therefme, only exists within civil society;
i.e., property depends upon the prior existence of
justice*
d. if justice is astificial (i.e., conventional), then property is artificial (i.e., conventional).
Having said this, 1have told you very little. Rume's discussion
of property appears primarily in Book 111 of the Deatise. Any
serious dixussion of this section presupposes a familiarity with
Mume9smoral philosophy and with his overall pkilosophical project in the neatise. In addition, Hume modified his view on the
status of s p p a t h y in the Enquiry Concerning the Principles of
Morals, so any attempt to understand his position must also take
. ~order to get a t what Re is really saying,
that work into a ~ c o u n tIn
we have to see the larger context in which his a r p m e n t appears.

C O N S E R V A T ~ SIS
m a t Hume is doing is asserting the view that justice in
general and property in particular emerge from m d exist onIy
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within civil society. This entire section of the Treatise is a n
explication of what that means, Philosophically, what Hume is
contending is that any attempt to understand, to apply, or to
extend our normative concepts must begin with a n explication of
our established practice. I shall call this the secular conservative
thesis.
Wume supports the secular conservative thesis with four interlocking arguments. I shall identify these arguments as the
biological argument, the socio-historical argument, the metaphysical argument, and the conceptual argument.
1. (biological): The original condition of humanity is social. It
i s meaningless, therefore, to speculate about the pre-social condition or what the human condition would be independent of some
t follows from this is that talk about a state of
nature, if such a state is ever understood as a pre-social condition,
is meaningless as well as false.
W e are not only born into a social-familial setting but the
relationship is also generational. That is, human beings do not
come into the world all a t nnce. This letids t= Hame's szcond
msment.
2. (socio-historical): We are born into a world that is not only
social but also operates with a n on-going systlern of rules.
a. Part of the socialization process consists of imparting a
sense of moral obligation (internal sanction). When successful,
t h e process leads u s to see the rules as legitimate and to feel
motivated to sustain and protect what we think is legitimate. The
question of whether our self-interest is well served by the socialization process is meaningless because we do not possess a presocial self-interest. For Hume, questions of utility are always
restricted to the survival or preservation of society as a whole.
Hence, within Hume's moral theory we cannot ask the question
'%%y should 1be moral?" Given the socialized, malleable, and
historicaily evolving sense of self-interest in his account, Hume
does not need to appeal to uhpian, metaphysical, teleological
abstractions, either naturalistic (e.g., "hidden hand arguments")
or supernaturalistic, to guarantee the convergence of self-interest
and the public interest. What holds the society together is sympathy, not utility.
b. Any meanin&ul miticism of the on-$sing v s t e m would have
to be fmm within the sy.stem. This I a d s to Hume's third argument.
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3. (ontological or metaphysical): There are no external, objective, or timeless criteria for evaluating our system. This does not
t
criteria of an intersub~ectivenature but rather is
rule ~ u other
intended specifically to exclude:
a. natural law;
b. religious foundations;
c. utopian views of human nature, either past oriented or
future oriented, including maximizing models b
less views of human rationality and optimality. Moreover, all of
these suggested external models are, according to Hume, destabilizing of the order in civil society. This leads to Hume's fourth
argument.
4. (conceptual or logical): Any attempt to account for justice
and property m w t be a n explication of on-going practice. The
explication of practice presupposes (retrospectively) that efficient
practice precedes theory and (prospectiveIy) that a clear understanding of past practice generates norms for guiding future
practice.
a, Retr~spwtive1y~
we a n n o t question the legitimacy of past
practice as a whole, although we can question specific practices.
This part of Hume's argument is analogous to his treatment of
scepticism. Scepticism is memira&ul only with regard to specific
beliefs and not to the totality of our beliefs precisely because the
sceptic himself must make certain presuppositions in order to
challenge specific beliefs.
the rise of civil society from
We cannot meaPlingfully envi
tion except as the confirmathe pse-civil but original social
tion of the status quo. In the pre-civil but social condition there
i
s possession but not property. Civil society comInences with the
lixation of what we p
ss in the social condition prior to
civil society. This is the logical origin ofjustice andprope&y.3 It
has to be a process of normalization because (1) there are no
external standasds, and because (2) no negotiation (i.e., noprornise) would be msrdly or legally binding prior to the establbhment
of civil society itself.
It is important that you see this as a purely logical or conceptual argument on Hume's part. It has nothing to do with an
abstract apped to self-intermt. SellEinterest is already socialized
and nzdlable in the social condition that precedes the formation
of civil m i e Q m d Hume repeatdly insists that the mid condition

is marked by limited benevolence as well.
b. Once civil society is eshblished, all further nestiation or
contracts must begin from the inherited status quo. It is a t this
point, and this point only, that recorded history serves as a guide.
Six specific conclusions follow from this. (i) We can dissolve
civil society as in revolution or anarchy, but (ii) we cannot refound
our own community, for that is incoherent; (iii) we can found a
new community but the founding can only begin from the status
quo and cannot meaningfully embody reform, since reform presupposes norms that exist only within a n established and legitimate on-going civil society; (iv) such a founding can only take
place when two or more pre-existing polities merge subject to the
status quo, (hence a possible model for international law); (v) we
cannot have a symbolic renegotiation for that too is incoherent;
and, finally, (vi) periodic renegotiation of the total community is
indistinguishable from anarchy.
If all negotiations or contracts begin from the status quo in
civii society, then all schemes for the redistribution of property,
understood as original possession, a s p inualid. Such schPrr,es m e
incoherent and therefore either rhetorical masks for greed, envy
or oppression, or suck schemes appeal to illicit metaphysical
abstractions, or such schemes project back into the pre-civil social
condition those normative concepts that only have meaning in a
civil society.
Understanding this conceptual point reinforces the socialization process discuwd above as part of the socio-historical argument in connection with the rise of a sense of moral obligation. A
correct understanding of both the historical and logical origins of
social institutiom reinforces our sense of their legitimacy. There
is a n imporhnt role here for education.
All of this I believe makes clear Hume's conclusions that
justice is artificial, that the basis of all property is present or
ion, and that contracts within civil society
long-standing po
a r e sacred. To this should be added two more t h i n s : (1)Hume's
nces or universals, so that property is not just
real-estate but the right to engage in a wide variety of activities;
(2) Hume's contention that within commercial societies we witness both the expansion of property and that growth of our
personal identity as free and respmible i n d i i d u d s (""pride"as
he calls it) that i
sthe hall mask of a liberal society. It is importmt
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that we not restrict ourselves to a n impverished conception of
what it means to be free and r s p n s i b l e . Hume's discussion of
property is not a rationdizatisn of the proprtied class, as some
have contended, but an attempt to provide a philossphicaisl understanding of how emerging free market economies permit the
growth of liberal societies with free and respomsible individuals.
It is not the autonomous individual who creates the liberal society,
but vice versa. To think otherwise is to read back into a n earlier
state what is only true of the later state. Liberty is a n achievement, not a natural condition.

[la Property i s created by and exists only within ciuil society.
Property is not a n a t u r d object, although natural objects a n
become someone's property. "A man's property is some object
related to him: This relation is not natural, but moral, and
fw~ndedon justice" (T,p. 491). ?repert;. is a concept that refers
to a relationship among a n owner, a n entity (or process), and civil
society~""...property may be defined...[=] a relation betwixt a
person and an object as permits him, but forbik any other, the
free use and possession of it, without violating the laws ofjustice
and moral equity" (T,p. 310). Without civil society the relationship of property does not exist. There are no property rights prior
to or outside of civil society. In order to explain further the origin
of property one would have to e q l a i n the origin of civil society.
Civil society is not to be confused with societgb All human life
originates within a social setting a simple biological fact often
overlooked. H u m m beings cannot survive unless cared for by
others over a long period of time. There can be no pre-social
condition. Hence it is meaningless to talk about the origin of
society. If a social setting? or society, is the "orignal" condition of
mankind, i.e,, the f u n d m e n h l frame of reference from which we
begin, and if this original condition is characterized by -tablished practices (is., by sponhneous order or the unintended
co
ences of purposeful hum= '"ial"
action), then civil
society ean be e x p l ~ n e das emer&ng from those practices.
e
According to Hume, sscial prmtices invariably ~ n e r a t problems. The problems are of a t least two kinds: the difficult and
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novel circumstances of the mtural world in which we carry on our
social practices (e.g., '%he scanty p r o ~ i o nnature has made for
buman] wants" [T, p. 4-95]),and the internal conflicts generated
by the social practices (e.g., "the principal disturbance in society
arises from those goods, which we d l external, and from their
looseness and easy transition from one person to another9' [T,
p. 4-89]). In other words, p d s or possessions take on social
functions that permit some members of the community to exercise
power or control over others. The power of parents over children
is the most obvious example.
Within the family unit itself problems are generated by conflicts among children with regard to possessions. "'Every parent,
in order to preserve peace among his children, must establish" (T,
p. 493) some rule for stability of possession. So it comes as no
surprise that when we move to larger social units, where we
eannot count on limited benevolence, other formal mechanisms or
artifices such as promise keeping must be employed to solve
problems and resolve conflictsa4
It is in order to so!ve these prob!ex=m that civil society cclmes
into existence. Civil society emerges from the original social
context; with the eshblishment of conventions that (a)consciously
recomize or m&e explicit the implicit n o r m of previous practice
aund C$) provide for additional or new, conventional or artificial
practices to handle specific and immediately recognizable conflicts generated by the previously implicit practices, The new
artifices (b) must be known or believed to be consistent with
previous practice (a).To say that the new artifices Os) are consistent with previous practice (a)is not to say that they are entailed
by previous practice. For
e shall di
would deny that this e
relation
remind ourselves that in his general philosophy Hume distinmishes between matters of fact m d relatiom of ideas in such
a way that he is led to deny that matters of fact are demonstrable.
The relatiomhip between self-interest (including limited benevolence) and the public interest is an important one. It has to
be understood psychologically,historically, and logically. Conflicts
in the social but pre-civil condition are not in any simplistic sense
merely the result of self-interest and confind generosity. They
arise from the foresing only in conjunction with the scanty
provision of nature. Self-interst has no univeml content in this
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context. Moreover, prior to the establishment of justice there is,
logically speaking? nno public or social interest. That is why it is
impossible for us to be motivated by public interest to establish
justice. Hence, Hume should not be understood to be denying that
we have a capacity to look beyond selGinterest narrowly construed. In this context, self-interest can only be understood negatively and LautoIogically as what we have prior to the public
interest. Finally, once established, the public interest is neither
static nor capable of being hypostatized. The public interest
remains the mutual respect for the on-going dynamics of the
normalization of essentially private interests.
Since it is impossible to anticipate every potential future
conflict, the establishment of conventions is not a unique event
but itself becomes an on-gsing social practice, known as government, As a social practice, government is to be understood as
involving both implicit norms and evolving conventions or artifices. Once more, the evolving artifices of government must be
consistent with previous implicit practice but cannot be definitively specified.
Hume is led to ask a t this point, ' m y do human beings try to
solve the conflicts generated in the social context and why do they
do so by creating civil society?" His amwer is that three factors
enter into the decision: our pursuit of our self-interest, our natural but limited benevolence towards our family and friends, and
the process of socialization itself.

...men, from their early education in society, have become sensible ofthe infinite advantages that result from it[naamely,society],
and have besides acquired a new affection to company and
conversation ... (T, p. 489)
Please note, that Hume is not answering the question of why
we enter society. Anyone who asks that question is asking something meaningless, because there is no pre-social human state.
The question Mume is amwering is why do social individuals seek
to preserve society through the creation of conventio~lsthat constitute civil society. It is also important to note that there are three
factors and that self-interest is just one of them. Both in the
23-eatise and in the Eleq.tciv Concerniw the f i m i p l e s ofMorals,
Hume str
that a naturd but limited knevolence is an
integral part of human nature. In his d i x u s i o n of property he
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stresses the same point: ''that 'tis only from the selfishness and
confined generosity of men, along with the
ty provision nature has made for his wants, that justice derives its origin" (T,
p. 495). Finally, it is especially important to note that both
self-interest and benevolence are influenced and modified by the
process of socialization. Hence, it makes no sense to talk about
our self-interest independent of a social and historical context.

...the first and original principle of human society. This necessity
is no other than the natural appetite betwixt the sexes, which
unites them together, and preserves their union till a new tie
takes place in their concern for their common offspring. This new
concern becomes also a principle of union betwixt the parents
and offspring, and forms a more numerous society; where the
parents govein by the advantage of their superior strength and
wisdom, and a t the same time are restrained in the exercise of
their authority by that natural affection, which they bear their
children." (T,p. $861~
Given what we have said ibve, it is pretty clear what Hume
would reject. First, Hume would reject =y ntteapt to make of
property a natural6 state of af'fairs, that is, a state of affairs or
relationship either independent of human beings or independent
of human attitudes towmd those aflairs. Property is not a! concept
t h a t refers to a n objective state of a f f a i ~toLally independent of
our attitude toward it. In this respect, Humeysaccount of property
is part of his overall treatment of m o d distinctions, wherein he
declared that moral dbtinctiom are not discovered by reason as
ss indepndent of the ~ b s e r v e rBoth
. ~ in his d
p. 470), and in his d
ion ofjustice Hume
of m o d distinctions (T,
specifically criticized the "mlgar" for b
g that "there are
such things as right and property, independent of justice, and
antecedent to it; and that they would have subsisted, tho' men
h a d never dreamt of practicing such a virtue" (T,
pp. 626-27).
ns,Hume would reject any attempt to found
our undemtanding of prop* on supernatural or religious grounb.
The traditional Christian view
rts (I)that there was an original
common ownership derived from God, (2) that covetousness is a sin
which led t~ the Fall, (3) that p r ~ n ownership
t
dates from the
individual appropriation of what originally belonged to dl before
the Fall, and (4) that individual appropriation is justified only on
ies the respomibility to dminister
t h e pounds tfaat omemhip
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private property for the benefit of all.
Hume most cert&nly would deny original common ownership
on the logical grounds that omership is a meaningless concept
prior to civil society. The concept of original common ownership
is both oxymoronic and a reading back into a pre-civil social
condition a concept that can only exist in a civil social condition.
e Humean argument would hold against other versions,
that is non-religious versions, of the orignal common ownership
thesis. The concept of original common ownership is descriptively
vacuous. It is not, of course, normatively vacuous for those who
believe in it, since it provides them with a set ofcriteria, which if
accepted, help to answer questions h u t the determination of
ownership and the transference of property. Hume did not accept
these criteria in particular and he denied in ~ n e r athat
l religion
could serve as a n external framework for judging conventional
moralitye Em the Dialogues Comerning Natural Religion, Hume
has Cleanthes articulate the limits of religion:
The proper office of religion is to regulate the heart of men,
humanize their conduct, i n h e the spirit of temperance, order,
and obedience; and as its operation is silent, and only enforces
the motives of morality and justice, it is in danger of being
overlooked, and confounded with these other motives, W e n it
distinguishes itself, and acts as a separate principle over men,
it has departed fiom its proper sphere, and has become only a
cover to faction and ambition.8

In addition, Hume denied that the pursuit of luxury was in
a d of itself a sin. On the contra^^ like Mmdeelle, Hume defended the beneficent social consequences of the pursuit of luxury,
especially in his essay "Of b h e m e n t in the Arts." Although he
himmlfstressed the s r i o u s potential dmgers ofcYhelove ofgain",
"especially when it acts without any restraint" (T,pp. 491-92),
Hume refused pintedly to discuss this danger by reference to
speculations about whether human beings were innately good or
evil. 'The question, therefore, concerning the wickedness or goodness of human nature, enters not in the least into that other
question concerning the origin of society" (a', p, 492). Murneys
reason here is that to the reflxtive and socialized human being
it is self-evident that the "'love of gain9'is better served by restraint. The only t E n g to be comidered is the degsee of h u m m
city or folly.

With regard to the
rtion that after the fall private individuals appropriatd the common property, Mume would no doubt
reject this as s p u l a t i o n about a n historical event for which there
is no serious kistorical evidence, just as he rejected the report of
miracles. Such spwulation would appear to him as mythical as
that of the alleged original social contract. Finally, with regard to
the notion that ownership is to be justified in t e r m of its serving
the benefit of all, Hume will deny that it is meaningful to take
this in any but a metaphorical sense. Analogous to his critique of
schemes of equality, there is no way to calculate in any objective
way what is in everyone's long term best interest. The social
interest is something which can be given a more or less precise
contextual and historical meaning, but it cannot be given a n
atemporal or futuristic utopian measling.
It should be obvious, as well, that Hume would reject any
attempt to account for proper@ by reference to a pre-social human
mature. "It is utterly impossible for men to remain any considerable time in that savage condition which precedes society; but that
h i s very first state and situation must be esteemed social" !Ti
p. 493). In a remark that may have been aimed against Hobbes,
Hume declared that "the representations of [selfishness] have
been carried much too far" (T,
p. 486).
Hume also called to our attention a peculiar pkilosophiml
error. In his History .of England, Hume accused the Whigs of
reading back into early British history the notion of a constitution
a n d a form of liberty that were of a much more recent origin. It
seems to be part of Hume9sposition that certain normative concepts, including property and liberty, have to be understood in
term of h i s t o r i d evolution and that it is a mist&e to read back
t h e later meaning of a concept into an earlier stage of development. We shall refer to this error elrpowd by Hume as nornative
anachronism. For the
e reason, Mume is critical of Hobbes
because the conventio
hat establish justice are "not of the
nature of apmmise" (T,p. 490):That Loo is a reading back into
an earlier period a concept that could only make sense in a later
period. For the
e reason, it is a serious distortion to say that
""lw arnd justice have as their distinctive function the protection
This kind of meLaphorical anachronism is
of the
either a confusion about the nature and origin of property or a
mask for a privately expressed gievance about the present

distribution of property. What Hume sap is that the idea of
justice arises after we have shbiliz
ion, not property (T,
pp. 490-91). Prior to the establi
justice there is no
property, I t is the earlier stages that explain the later stage by
noting how practices are qualitatively transformed through time.
There are no atemporal conceptual analyses in Hume so that any
concept is understood by Hume through noting its historical
ent will
transformations. Finally, as we shall see, th'
permit Hume to rebut redistribution proposals
appeals
to alleged norms independent of the history of one's civil society.
Since property does not exist prior to civil society and comes
into existence only with civil society, we need a word to signify the
social relationships of what we now call property in a pre-civil
social context. That word for Hume ispossession. Posswion only
becomes property after the formation of civil society. Civil society
in Hume's account, as we have contended, emerges from previous
social practices. Are there other practices besides those concerning possession"ne
would have to think there are many social
prac';ices "-idw
those wciated -*<th po&.-iona
Hence, the
emergence of civil societ~.,or "the e s t a b l i s b e n t of justice," in
Hume's phrase, is wider in scope than conventiom establishing
the stability of
ion. Although Hume asserts that the instability of possession is both the principal source of disturbance in
society (T,
p. 489) and that the elimination of that instability "the
chief advantage of society" (T,p. 488), he nowhere asserts that
ssion is the only reason for establishing justice
or that justice isi d e n t i d with property. On the contrary, property
requires the previous l o g i d existence of justice.
After this convention, concerning abstinence from the possessions of others, is entered into...there immediately arises the
ideas ofjustice and injustice; as also those of property, right, and
obligation. The latter are unintelligible without first understanding the former....the origin of justice explains that of property The same artifice gives rise to both. (T,pp. 490-41)

Becall, as well, that in defining p r o p r t y Hume qualified
property by reference to "...the laws of justice and moral equity"
(T,p. 310)."
621 Progesty i s a nosmdive concept. Earlier we defined property as a relatiomhip a o n g an o m e r , m entity (or prseess), and
civil society. I n the pre.rious seetion we also saw that Hume

construes the relatiomhip as causal. We must now add to the
definition that property is a normative relationship." To say that
the relationship of property is normative is to say that (1)we
attribute to the rules or artifices of property a sense of legitimacy
and (2) we feel internally bound to uphold these rules. In Hume's
words, we "attribute to the observance or neglect of these rules a
moral beauty and deformity" (T,p. 484).
We may well ask: "at
legitimates property?" Hume's answer, as we have already seen above, is unequivocal: civil society
legitimates property. That is, there is no frame of reference,
natural or supernaturd, errternd to civil society that legitimates
or delegitimates property.
I assert not, that i t was allowable, in...[the state ofnature]...to
violate the property [is.,possessions] of others. I only maintain,
that there was no such thing as property; and consequently cou9d
be no such thing as justice or injustice. (T,p. 5Q1)

This kind of claim is analogous to Hume's contention that
there cm-not be a "theory" ~f justified revolution even though
there may be reasons to engage in revolutionary activity. Legitimacy or justification presupposes an authoritative framework,
but there is no such framework independent of present civil
society. We cannot, on Hume's system, raise the question ' m a t
legitimates civil society?"
If we are I d to ask how does civil society itself come about, we
shall be reminded of Rume9sa m e r that civil society normalizes
pre-existing social practices and that normalization reflects the
historically and socially conditioned motives of self-interest and
limited benevolence. At the
e time, Hume insists that these
motives which account for the establishment of civil society do not
account for why we feel internally bound to honor the rules of
property. At the very beginning of his dixussion of property he
insisted that "these questions will appear afterwards to be distinct" (T,
p. 484).
Tb the question: '%ow and why do individuals come to recognize and internalize the normative order?", Hume responds that
"a s p p a t h y with public interwt is the source of the moral
approbation, which attends that virtue" (T,
pp. $99-500).12Unlike
~ o b b e s , " Lwke, and Mandeville, Wume recopizes a n internal
moral alnction or motive, 'The matter bas b n carried too far by
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certain writers on morals, who seem to have employed their
utmost efforts to extirpate d1 sense of virtue from among mankind" (T,
p. 500). But unlike other mord theorists of his time who
did recognize the internd mord sanction, Hume offered a purely
naturalistic and Estorical-social account of the growth and development of that motive. 7 n a little time, custom, and habit operating on the tender minds of the children, make them sensible of
which they may reap from society, as well as
fashions them by degrees for it, by rubbing off those rough
corners and untoward affections, which prevent their coalition,'"(T, p. 486). The fact that this motive can only be expIained
historically or temporally reinforces Hume9s insistence that we
must not engage in normative amchronism in either trying to
justify or trying to delegitimate a social practice sf i%nykind, It is
precisely b w u s e property is a normative concept and because
normative concepts can come into e&tence only within civil
society that it is a fallacy, according to Hume, to pro~ectsuch
normative concepts back into the pre-civil condition.
It is importat that ~e E O ~cozf~wethe Humean answer to
three different questions. (1)What muses (or motivates) us to
establish a social context? Hume denies the meanindulness of
this question. (2) m a t muses (or motivates) us to s u s t ~ nthe
social context, that is, turning it into civil society? Wume's answer
is self-interest and limited benevolence, both of which are already
soeially conditioned. (3) V h a t causes us to feel morally obligated
to obey the rules of civil society? Hume9sanswer is the growth of
a new motive, a n internal mnction, brought about through sympathy within a n on-going social context. Here, we would do well
to reiterate the importace of Hume's denial of natural law, that
is, Hume denies that there is a pre-civil context either for explaining or judging our decision to sustain the social context or the
particular way in which we choose to sustain it. Nor can the moral
obligation we feel to obey the rules be either explained or justified
by reference to such natural law. In addition to the onto%o@al
and
epistemological reasons he has for denying the existence of m t u ral law, Hume would point out that the alleged existence of such
natural law a9 a n abstrast theoretical. structure would create a
gap b e t w e n what we "aught" Lo do and what we might be astually
motivated to do. Previous mord theorists had a t t e m p t d to close
that gap by invoking special ""moral r e l a t i ~ m . "Hume,
~~
in his

moral theory, denied the intellidbility of those relations. Rather
rting a gap between 'W a d "ought," which is what
conventional Hume seholmhip has maintain&, Hume denied
the very intelligibilityl of such a gap.15
Just as Hume9ssocialized view of human nature helped him
to avoid raising the question whether we are better off in civil
society, so his view of human nature as capable through sympathy
of internalizing norms and coming to feel those norms a s morally
obligatory, allows Rim to avoid having to ask if our moral motivation is consistent with our non-moral motivation. There is no
actual or potential gap in Hume9smoral theory between "is" and
"ought," no unbridgeable theoretical gap between moral apprehension and moral motivation, no in-principle conflict between
non-moral motivation and moral motivation.
There is something unique and important about normative
concepts. 'Frying to capture and to e x p r w that uniqueness is a
difficult task. A good deal of Hume9smoral philosophy is a critique
of previous attempts to do so. Again, conventionai Hume scholarship has maintained that Hume himself established a n unbridgeable gap between normative and descriptive discourse. On the
contrary,'' rather than denying the cognitive status of normative
discourse, Hume sought to explain how normative dixourse was
factual, in what sense it was factual, and how this special sense
connected directly with motivation.
Let us focus on the special sense in which normative discourse,
specifically about property, is factual discourse. To be sure, property is not a m t u r a l object. That is, no collwtion of facts about
objects, entities, or human social relationships independent of
human attitudes toward those objects, entities, or relationships
can explain property or allow u s to understand and criticize
property. 'The property of a n object, when taken for something
real, without any reference to morality, or the sentiments of the
mind, is a quality perfectly insensible, and even inconceivable;
nor can we form any distinct notion, either of its stability or
translation" (T,p. 615). Once the attitudes are factored in, and
once those attitudes are seen to reflect a p r e - e ~ t i n gsocial
condition, then we can more clearly recognize the peculiar cognitive status of normative discourse about property. The historical
and social f r a e w o r k establish the conditions that =count for the
uniformity of intersub~ectivea t t i t u d ~This
.
reinforck why it is
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for Hume hdeny that we eanbegin our understanding by adopting the p e m p t i v e of the isslakd or atomic thinker.
It was part of Hume9sCopernican Revolution in philosophy
that he stressed both the contribution of the responsible social
agent in the knowing process and the primacy of practical knowledge over theoretical knowledge. Given Hume's basic philosophical orientation, it becomes obvious in what sense justice and
property must be artificial. Given his belie& about human nature,
it becomes obvious how Hume thought that we could come to feel
a moral obligation to obey the rules concerning property. I t should
be easy to understand why Hume would reject natural law or any
teleological account of human nature, for such views are not only
impossible to establish empirically in a non-question begging way
but try to smuggle in the very normativity they are supposed to
be explaining.
If we require a special set of attitudes, if tho= attitudes reflect
a pre-existing social condition of shared practices, and if some of
those attitudes are temporaiiy posterior to others, that is, require
an historical context as well, then we can understand Hume9s
criticism of attempts to explain the normative dimension of property that appeal to timelessly a b t r w t notism sf human nature,
or to mythieal m d umubstantiated accounts of the pre-existing
social condition, or that fa91 to take the temporal dimemion into
account. As Hume put it, "...there is nothing real, that is produced
by time; it follows, that property being produced by time, is not
anything real in the objects, but is the ofhpring of the sentiments,
on which alone time is found to have an influence." (T,p. 509).
The kind of error Hume has in mind is reflected in accounts of
property or justice that project back into the pre-civil state the
very normative dimension that can only exist in a civil state. Such
accounts try to smuggle in the very notion they are attempting to
explain. That is why Wume is so vehemently critical of accounts
based on promising.
ces, of Hume's undemtanding
noted. First, to the extent that
nonnative must be a wnaeptud ex-plit o r i d dimensions sf human life>any
attempt to r d u m the normative dimension to a n t e d 1
of p e m n d ~;elf-inbrestare doomed to f d u m . T&
ot be wnstmed as any Ir;ind of b t i l i k i a . ' 7
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So far from thinking, that men have no affection for any thing
beyond themmlves, I a m of opinion, that though it be rare to
meet with one, who loves any single person better than himself;
yet 'tis as rare to meet with one, in whom all the kind affections
taken together, do not over-balance all the selfish. Consult common experience: Do you not see, that though the whole expense
of the family be generally under the direction of the master of it,
yet there are few that do not bestow the largest part of their
fortunes on the pleasureo of their wives, and the ducation of
their children ... (T,p. 487)

ns to interpret Hume without
Nor is it possible for the
serious misrepresentation as a contractarian. 18
The second and most important consequence of Rume9sunderstanding of the normative dimension is that although conventions
are human apstifices they eannot be changed a t will. We feel bound
by our conventions in a way that seems to make them a t odds with
the idea that they are mere human creations. However, the
creation is not the result of a single human will or a mere
collection of wills. Conventions are social, but they are also
histnrica!. It is both the =cia! and the temporal diiiieriioiiis that
account in large part for the internal sanction, Moreover, the
historical dimension is part of how we see and understand ourseselv~.
e increasingly to see,'' the greatest threat to
social stability originated in economic, political, and social doctrines which appealed to timeless metaphysical absolutes.
Nume9sobjection to pure and unfettered demwraey, his stress on
the positive importance of checks a d balances, and his objection
to economic egalitarianism have nothing to do with aristocratic
elitism or meritocracy or a l l e g d extra-comunal values. His
objection is that in the absence of past practice there is no
objective way to resolve disputes on these matters. There is, in
short, no content to timeless mebphysical absolutes. The notion
of a contextless atomic individual will is itself one of those timeless rnetaphysiml myths. Moreover, since human beings can only
a d must understand themselves historically, any spculative
account of why these dlegedly timeless norms were not previously honor4 will eventually produce a normatively machronistie and historidly mythological sense of " p a t injustice9'and
terminate in a fanatical repudiation of our p r e n t mid context.
Such a repudiation, if loelieved, undermines all normativity and
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eventually the very civil society that makm civilized life possible.
There is a n urgeney to Hume9saccount that goes way beyond
seeing itself as a mere intellwtua%exercise.
[39 Property begins with the status quo. The explication of any
normative concept begins with the status quo, "the accepted
practice of the age" in Hume's words. Property is a normative
concept, and therefore any explication sf the concept of property
begins with the status quo.
The explication of normative concepts requires us to adopt the
perspective of the socially engaged and responsible agent. The
perspective cannot be external because Hume denies the existence of norms that are not the result of artifice or convention.
The perspective cannot be purejy t h m r e t i d because norms are
intended to and actually do influence our action, where= tkeoretical reason by itself is inert. The perspmtive cannot be that of an
isolated or atomic indiedud because normative concepts by their
very nature bind us in several ways to other members of a
community. Hence, the proper perspective for the explication of
normative concepts must be internal, rooted in action or practice,
and soeio-historid.
ple is given by Hume himself when he
s p e a k of two men who find themelvw rowing a boat together
and who subsquently come to s y n c b o ~ z their
e
movements and
thereby establish a rule-pverned practice. ''Two men, who pull
the oars of a boat, do it by a n agreement or convention, though
they have never given promises to each other. Nor is the rule
concerning the stability of possession the less derived from
human conventiom, that it arises gradually, and acquires force
by a slow progression, and by our r e p a t e d experience of the
e
inconveniences of transgrming it9' (T, p, 490). This
illustrates what is m e a t by the claim that eficient
e
precedes the theow of it. It is as well a9n emmple which proceeds
from the perspestive of what "we do" (as oppowd to the perspective of what "I thinls"). It is a perspective that is both social and
rooted in action.
ple shows the extent to which the common
interest is discovered not simply by positive accounts of benefit
but more often by negative accounts of what Hume calls "the
inconveniences of" t r a n s a w i o n .
If the prspective from wEch we explicate normative eoncepb
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such as property is that of the socially en@@ and responsible
agent, then the explication must ofneeessity begin with the status
quo or present property relationships. Of course, if we begin with
the status quo then present property relationships cannot be
judged to be unjust except if they violate the inherent norms of
the on-going system to which we belong. This might require
judicial adjudication of specific claims but it cannot involve the
delegitimation of the framework of the status quo. It follows, as
well, that present property relations may be modified by contractual agreement so that those relations are extended, contracted,
and developed in ways that are too numerous for us even to
anticipate or imagine fully. Contractual agreements within this
framework of the status quo are legitimate and binding.
I t is important to see that there are two provisions in Nume's
account of property as beginning with the status quo. The first
part concerns how we establish present ownership, hence the title
of the next section of the Deatise, "Of the rules that determine
property" (T, pp. 501-131, and the second part concerm how we
provide for the future elaboration of pmperty rehtimships, "Of
t h e transference of property by consent" (T,pp. 514-16). This
double provision is already spelled out in the original philosophical discussion of property:

...a convention entered into by all the members of the society [I]
to bestow stability on the possession of those external goods, and
121 leave every one in the peaceable enjoyment of what he may
acquire by his fortune and industry. (T,p. 489)
I t should not be ne
to say this, but, in maintaining that
us quo, Wurne is still leaving proviproperty bebegins with
sion for future changes in property relationships, for the growth
a n d evolution of property in ways that are not foreseeable: '"...the
improvement, therefore, of these goods is the chief advantage of
s o c i e ~bust
?
as]...the instability of their
ession along with
their scarcity, is the chief impediment" (
is the growth of a market
economy presupposes a prior distribution of goods. The status quo
functionally provides the prior distribution upon which the market ean begin to operate.
Given the foresing, it comes as no surprise how Hume enukcrates the rules which dekrmine the ownership of property and
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the acquisition of property. There are five comiderations: (1)
possession; (2) occupation; (3) prescription (time); (4) accession;
and (5) succession (inheritance). Several commentators have astutely pointed out that this list reflects the position embedded in
Roman Law as reflected in Scottish jurisprudence.20 However,
what is important is not that these rules were accepted in Hume9s
own historical context or that they could be traced to more classical origins. What is important is the philosophical underpinning
to these rules. To be sure, the historical context and classical
origins confirm Nume's views by showing that what Hume would
consider intelligent commentary reflected Long standing practice.
But the confirmation is not to be confused with a philosophical
foundation. Hume accepted and agreed with these rules because
they reflwhd how he thought normative concepts were grounded.
On this issue, articulated %man law and Scottish jurisprudence
accurately e a p t u r d established practice. To that extent, and to
that extent only, they were correct. Once more we want to deflect
the suggestion that Eume was '"mereiy" a n apoiogist for the status
quo. Finallyj it should be stressed that in his account Hume
focuses on the artificiality of all systems of rules as a way of
emphmizinng the point that property is not a natural state sf
af%irs,
T'wo questions, internd to Hume's own =count, c a ~ mbe raised
here. First, "ISHume's own account time bound?"21 Second,
'What if Nume is m o n g about his understanding of the original
practices?"
In amwer to the first question, it is clear that Hume's account
is time bound. Not only is it generally true that we are time bound
or limited to present contexts and what we know or believe about
past contexts, but according to Hurne9sown philowphical position
rily time bound. Hume's accounts are always
"natural-histo~caI"
accounts. Being time bound does
event
upon
u s epistemologically from malring generalizations
past experience understood socially and historica%%y.
Hume believes that the very structure of the mind, the natural relations
of the imagination, is such that we instinctively make such generalizatiom m d that these pneralizatiom are reinforced by
eonstant s o n j u n ~ t i o nMoreover,
.~~
aslcxosding ts Hume's undesstanding of the esrplimtion of nornative mncepts the ody 1ea;itimak
a p p m c h is the attempt to
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inherited practice. The emphasis here should be!on '$ractice."The
object of eqlication is not to comment on previous commentaries
but to get a t the practices. Previous commentaries become important only insofar as and to the extent that they accurately capture
previous practice. If Hume is correct, then no matter how much
the practices evolve, his understanding of how we are to understand normative concepts remains valid, and his explication then
becomes an i m p r b n t hhtorical document as well as a philosophical document, Part of Hume9swisdom is that he never lost sight
of the limits of his own account: '$0 prudent man, however sure
of his principles, dares prophesy concerning any event, or foretell
ences of
Moreover, Hume's understanding of the limits of normative
analysis might allow him to respond to critics who would delight
in pointing out how some of his 18th-century views would no
longer be sreceptable today. The obvious glnswer on Hume9spart
would be that social and economic conditions have evolved
through the twentieth-century in ways that could not have been
anticipated in the eighteenth-centuv and that Ilume's own arcount allows for such evolution in economic roles. This is not to
say that we are forever barred from criticizing practices in our
own time. Obviously such criticism is always possible and has to
basis and always with reference
be considered on a
to the implicit norms of inherited practices in the light of then
present circumstances. Historians are usually more sensitive to
this point. However, to project back into the eighteenth-century
the norms of twentieth-century practices is to en
Live anachronism. Not only is normative anachronism a fallacy,
b u t like all claims to u n i v e r d and timeless wisdom it is a
destabilizing mid force. I t is pointless and mindlessly self-destructive to condemn the very historical conteds and traditions
from which our present cherished values have emerged, Our
present cherished values are also artifices, specifidly analogical
transformations of inherited norms in the light of new circumstances, and as such are subject to further articulation in ways
we cannot predict. One of the advantages of I-Iume's approach is
t h a t it encourages a comtructive sceptickm &out the finality of
m y practice, including our own present ones.
J u s t as there is no timeless framework for understmding
individual human bein@ or whole m i e t i s , so there is no timeless
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framework for any set of historical circuxaastmces.It is Hume, and
not his critics, who avoids being merely a product of %%is
time.
Hume refused to elevate one set of historical c i r c u m s t m c ~onto
a level where it ean fieeze into a dogma. Trying to protect a
practice or a norm by claiming that it is a metaphysical absolute
is to reveal oneself as a dogmatist, and it also runs the risk
denying to practices and traditions their capacity to be fertile
sources of adaptation and rwomtruction. naditions have a past
that must be taken seriously in that the history of past transformations become an integral p a t of what a practice is. A tradition
or practice, in other words, cannot be transcended. On the other
hand, a tradition or practice m n o t have a c9osure. Failure to
balance both of these dimensions of tradition is to risk fa2%inginto
rn a b y s s
Let us turn to the second question, namely7 whether Hume's
understanding of the origind prxtices is correct. On the one
hand, we can contemplate correcting Hume's account with newly
found hiskoricai evidence, but while this would require a change
in detail the very process of correcting Hume would confirm the
generd correctnm of his account. On the other hand, Hume
stressed the impsrtslrmce of long ps
ion as opposed to original
po%swion.Bornowing from this distinction, we could anallogidly
distinganish between long tradition as opposed to original practice.
Once human beings have become accustomed to certain practices
and have generated expectations as a consequence, and assuming
that these expectations are not in fundamenbsal co
h other
deeply entrench& e q ~ k a t i o n sit, would be "unr
le" and
dstabilizing of the social order to go back on those expectations.
That is why, among other t h i n e , we have a statute oflimitatiom.
Given the malledle and socialized nature of our self interest and
given that there is no social interest above and beyond the historically evolving interests of the members of the community2 it
would be irrelevant beyond a certain point to corswt the account
of the orignal practice, Social practices and the normative cowcepts embedded therein do not have an exktence independent of
our attitude toward them. This is why it is so i m p r t m t to
rmognize the Copernimn Revolution in Hume9smoral theory and
w h t it means to say that justice m d p r o p r t y are ar;tificial
vtsdues.
We have come ab long way from our primany focus on property.

Nevertheles, Hume p r m n t e d his original analysis of property
conjoined with a discussion of the origin of justice. I believe now
that we can see why. Crucial to his understanding of property is
the notion that we begin from the status quo. This understanding
does not reflect any hidden commitment to the propertied interests of eighteenth-century Britain, rather beginning with the
status quo is a consistent application of the H u m a n argument
that norms only exist within civil society, or, in his terminoloa,
that justice is an artificial virtue.
W E MEANING OF PROPERW
IN MODERN60
RCW REPUBLICS
So far we have s t r w e d that any understanding of property
must begin with the status quo. At the same time we have
indicated that all practices, including the acquisition and transference of progerty, are fertile sources of adaptation. It is now time
to indicate how Wume perceived the changing circumstances of
property in the eightenth-centuq, k t us keep in mind that since
Hume denies the existence of universals, he is at liberty in his
account of property to indicate how that normative concept is
being transformed,
I t is well h o w that Hume was a great advocate and defender
of the then rising commercial and industrial societies, that he
opposed mercantilism, monopoly, price-fixing, inflation, and spiraling national debt, that he favored credit, savings, and international free trade. In these respects, Mume had a n enormous
influence on Adam Smith. Crucial to Wume9sease is the contention that industry and commerce in republics and mixed monarehies e n c o u r w economic growth and consumption. Such growth
m d consumption in turn make human b i n @ more civilized, more
cooperative, more free and more responsible. In short, liberal
societies as we have come to Know them create autonomous individuals. This overall thesis is articulated in several of Hume's
famous
s and is articulated in excruciating detail in his
History o f ~ n ~ l a n dEconomic
.~*
development in free market societies based upon the institution of private property increases
opportunities for materid independence and moral autonomy and
s the capxi@ for respomible eitizemhip.
Earlier in this paper we imisted upon the importance for
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Hume of distingubhingbetween questions of origin and questions
of normative justification. Hume's own normative justification for
the imtitution of private proprty is that private property is a
precondition of autonomy as well as independence. Any systematic exclusion of large cl
of individuals from the benefits of
property ownership creates an underclass incapable of understanding and therefore unwilling to defend or to participate in the
institution of private property. Therefore, the survival of the
institution of private property and its attendant values requires
that there be means for increasing the number of t h w who have
independent resources or private property. That is why Hume
does not treat the existing distribution of property as final.
Rather, &is we have already seen, Hume provided for the transformation of present property relatiomhips in the form of a free
market economy.25
Throughout his economic writings, Hume
mercial and industrial societies as opposed to feudal ones provide
much greater opportunities for constructive action. Hence, it is in
*
*
eommzrzial xclet;es which enc=urw mtio~.,
t3,reugh gr9&h and
consumption that the institution and practice of private property
expand opportunities for individuals to achieve self-esteem
through the creative use of private property. As Hume put it in
the History of England, the tradesman is a better man and a
better citizen than an idle retainer, for the growth of civilization
and commerce produce that "middling rank" no longer willing to
tolerate either anomalies in the Constitution or an overly broad
discretionq power on the part of the government.
I. All references are to the %]by-Biggemidditch editions of A I).eahse of
Human Nature ,2nd 4. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967),and the Enquiries, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972).
2. See for example, James T. King, T h e Place of the Language of Morals
in Mme9sSecond Enquiry," in D. Livingston and J. T.King, &., Hume:
ARe-evaluation (New York: Fordham Univemity Press, 1976),pp. 343-361.
3. Hume concedes that the historical origin, as op
to the logical origin,
of existent states is most likely conquest.
4. In the %atise, Hume stresses that lilTniLedhnevolenceis not asufGcient
basis for morality precisely because it mn become through its partiality a
destabilizing social factor. In that same work, H w e d e ~ the
d existence
of an e*nsive benevolenm. As a result, H m e conduct& that s t p a t h y
was the general principle of morals. However, as H u e progr
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writing of the Tkatise, he came increasingly to m g n i z e d i E d t i e s in his
own account of the -pathy
meehanaism. When he wrote the Enquiry
Concerning the Principles ofMorals, H u e replaced sympathy as the
general principle of morals with the sentiment of humanity, not exactly
extended benevolence. As I have argued elsewhere, this actually strengthens Hume's overall case in his account of morality. % N. Capaldi, Hurne's
Place in Moral Philosophy (New York: Peter h g , f 989).
I think it is interesting to point out here that even within family units
held tagether with benevolenm conflids c a n anise that ultimately require
resolution by appeal to %istorid" principles like long passession. Here we
have a microcosm of Wume9smoral theory in that some sort of concern for
others is nec
to hold society together, but such concern by itself can
also destabilize society. Hence, it is also necessary to appeal to some
principle or criterion beyond concern. The concern, whether in the form of
limited benevolence or the sentiment of humanity, explains in part why we
will eventually embrace or are capable of corning to embrace. the other
criterion, but the other criterion cannot be reduced to that concern anymore
than i t can be reduced to self-love. Adopting the perspective of the responsible social agent avoids any potential irresolvable conflict between concern
asld the socicrhistoid criterion. In this way, Hurne solved the major
internal problem ir. his a ~ c u nof
t morality.
5. Notice as well that when Hume identifies the destabilizing effect of
avidity, it L an avidity that is already directed beyond the silf: "...this
avidity alone, of acquiring goods and possessions for ourselves and our
nearest friends..."(T,
pp. 491-92).
6. Hurne used the woad %atul.aln in many different senses. For some
indication of this see the Selby-Bigge index in the Zhatise, pp. 715-16. In
the ontological or metaphysical sense, something is "naturaln if i t exists
'<independent of our thought and reasoning" (T,
p. 168), or has "no depenp. 574).
dence on the artifice and contrivance of man* (T,
7. See N. Capaldi, Hume's Plme in Moral Philosophy.

8. DavidIlume, Dialogues ConcerningNaturalReligion,ed.N o m m Kemp
Smith (Indianaplis, Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill, 19471, p. 220.
9. AIasdair MacIntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationality? (Notre Danne,
Ind.: Notre Dame University Press, 1988)p. 295.
10. In the interesb of space, I have eliminated a long discussion of Wume's
critique of Locke's conception of property The gist of that discussion was
t h a t (a) it exemplified the point made in the text that property does not
exist prior to civil society, m d (b)that ILocke's view that we have a natural
right to property through labor is founded on Aristotelian realist metaphysics and Aristotle's analysk of causation, both of which Ilurne rejects. The
&=-ion
also stsessed the extent to which suhtauative th
social, and p l i & i d philoeophy turn on fundnmental phil
put-. Hence, Wume's discussion of pmperty
ot be divomed from his
overall philosophy.
11. If property is a e a d relationsPlip, and if propem is a normative
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concept, then clearly causal relationships can become normative under
certain circurslstiilaase%.If c a d relationships can h o m e nonnative, then
Hume does not make a sharp distinction b e h e n certain Ends of factual
states of affair^^ including c a d ones, m d normative states o f d a i r s . The
widely held contention that Hume was the first to distinguish between the
factual and the normative is not o d y f&e but the opposite of what Hume
a d d l y held. For a discussion of this issue see N. Capaldi, Hwne's Place
in Mom1 Philosophy.
12. In the Enquily Gisncerning the Principles ofMorals, Hume substitutes
the sentiment of humanity for sympathy as the general principle of morals.
This does not substantively change any issues we have discussed so far or
will discuss in this paper. For a further elaboration of this change and its
importance, see N. Capaldi, Mume's Place in Moral Philosophy.
13. I t has been suggested to me that something like an internal sanction
can be found in Hobbes. This is a controversial point in contemporary
Hob$= s&olmship, However, it remains the case that Hume and many of
his corstemprmie9 bok Hobbes ta be denying the existence of an internal
sandion, mid a great deal of debate in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century British moral philosophy centered on the existence of an internal
sanction.
14. In the Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Monzls, Hume specificaiiy
mentions the issue of "relations" in his discussion of property Referring to
Montesquieu, Hume says: T h e author offispre't des Lo&. Tbis illustrious
writer, however, sets out with a different theory, and supposes all right to
be founded on certain rapports or relations; which is a system, that, in my
opinion, never will be reconciled with true philosophy. Father
Malebranche, as far as I can learn, was the first that started this abstract
theory of morals, which was afterwards adopted by Cudworth, Clarke, and
others; and as it excludes all sentiment, and pretends to found everything
on reason, it has not wanted followers in this philosophic age." (EM, p.
1971-1).
15. N. Capaldi, "Mume's bjeetion ofQ8ught'as a Moral Category,"Joumal
ofPhiIosophy (1966): 126-37; see also PJ. Capaldi, H m e S Place in Mom1
Philosophy.
16, See N. CaNdi, H m e S Place in Moral Philosophy.
17, k e y h Botwini&,
Case for Hume's Nonutilihimism," Journal of
the History ofphilosophy (1977): 423-35.
18. The aontracbian misrepresentation of Hume is most noticable in the
work of D. Gauthier, "David Hume: Contradarian," PhilowhicaE Review
(9979): 3-38; %ee
Against Justice,"Midwest Studies in Philosophy VII,
eds. PoA. French, T.E. Uehling, and H. F. Wetltstein (1982): 11-29.,lvlorals
By sigreement (1986).
in Donald Livinetonk book Hume's Philosophy of
Common Life (Chiago: Chicago University Press, 1984).
20. See J. Moore, Wume's 'I'heory ofJmtice and Proper~,","Bolilieul
Studies
(9976): 103-19. Sw also, David AlilPer, fiilosophy and Ideology in H m e Z

Political Thought (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 19811, chap. 3. I t must also be
kept in mind that where Hume rejected Roman law concepts he tended to
substitute common law practices.
21. Various versions of this charge can be found in: Frederick G . Whelm,
"Property as Artifice: Hume and Blackstone" in Property, J. Roland Pennock and John W. Chapman, e d ~(New
.
York: New York University Press,
1980), pp. 101-129; John B. Stewart, The Mom1 and Political Philosophy
ofDavid Hume (New York: Columbia University Press, 19631, pp. 114-15;
John Plamenata, The English UtilitaPians (Oxford:Basil Blackwell, 1958),
pp. 29-30.
22. See N. Capaldi, The Preservation of Liberty," in N. Capaldi and D.
Livingston, eds., Liberty in Hume's "History of England" (Dordrecht:
Kluwer, 1990) for a discwsion of how Hume construed the operation of
historical thinking.
23. David H u e , Essays, Eugene Miller, ed. (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 19851, p. 47.
24. See CapaIdi and Livingston, eds.,Liberty in Hume's "History of England."
25. In the interests of mace. I have eliminated a discussion of how Hume's
amount of h m a i nature grounds his discussion of property. Speciibiiy,
property produces pride and pride produces the idea of the self. This
underscores the extent to which property is peculiarly human, social, moral
and not reducible to the desire for gain. Historically, both Kant and Hegel
recognized the importance of property as a means by which an individual
could "translate his freedom into an external sphere in order that he may
achieve his ideal existence" (Hegel, Philosophy of Right, See. 4).
A
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ON THE PUBLIC INTEREST
STUART D. WARNER
Rooseuelt Universib
INTRODUCTION

T

he notions of interest and the public interest appear early
on in the first act of Hume's moral, political, and historical
writings. And not only do these notions make an early appearance, but they are the lead characters in almost every scene. Some
of these scenes are of monumentd importance, for example,
Hume's account of the origin of justice; some scenes are sf lesser
importance, for example, Hume9saccount of the need for ecclesiastical establishments. Regardless of the magnitude of the scene,
however, the various appeals to interest and to the public interest
are ubiquitous.
The principal. object of this essay is to try to make clear some
of the things that Mume means by the public interest. In order to
do so, it is first necessary to say something about how the notion
of interest fits into Hume's moral philosophy; thus it is to that
subject that I now turn.

My approach to Hume's view of interest begins by looking at
four of Wume's most remarhble essays: 'The Epicurean," "The
Stoic," The Plat~nist,~'
and 'The Sceptic." Hume makes it clear
that he does not intend that this series of portraits provide a
precise historical analysis of the ancient sects; instead, his aim,
Reason Papers No. 15 ( S u e r 1990) 44-90,
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in part, is to show dispositions that 6%aturallyform themselves
in the world, and [to] entertain diflerent ideas of human life and
of happiness" (Elp. 138). Hume, of course, endorses the position
set forth in the finale of this set of essays. His chief reason for
rejecting the preceding three theories of morals is made clear a t
the outset of "The Sceptic."
There is one mistake, to which [philosophers]seem liable, almost
without exception; they confine too much their principles and
make no account of that vast variety, which nature has so much
affected in all her operations. When a philosopher has once laid
hold of a favourite principle, which perhaps accounts for many
natural effects, he extends the same principle over the whole
creation, and reduces t o it every phenomenon, though by the
most violent and absurd reasoning. (El
p. 159)

In the engagement of theorizing about morals, as Hume sees
it, philosophers tend to universalize their passions or inclinations;
they magnify their own pursuits in such a way that they see them
as being of the utmost value for d.
Anyone who fails to recognize
these " p h i l o s q h y defersible" en& is simply being i l n r w n able. Furthermore, these philosophers are entirely myopic to the
possibility that what is totally indifferent to them, can be of genuine
value to others. Such philosophers do not comprehend '%hew t
'ety of inclinations and pursuits among our species" CE, p. 160).
Hume proceeds to ask the question whether or not there truly
is one course of life that is proper, one determinate set of ends
worthy of one's endeavors. He responds by sugesting that if one
wants to be rich, one should be diligent in one's profession, and
so on; and if one wants the esteem of others, one should not exhibit
arrogance. One might respond, however, that Hume is merely
expresing the maxims of common sense and prudence, and
ignoring the question asked. Tb this Wume remarks:
%%at is it then you desire more? Do you come to a philosopher
as to a cunning man, t o learn something by magic or witchcraft,
beyond what can be h o w n by common prudence and discretion?-Yes; we come to a philosopher to be instructed, how we
shall chuse our ends, more than the means for attaining these
en&: We want t o know what desire we s h d l gratify, what
passion we shall comply with, what appetite we shall indulge.
As to the rest, we trust to common sense, and the general
maxims of the world dbr our instruction. I am sorry then, that I
have pretended to be a philosopher. ( E , p. 161)
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For Wume, it is not the job of the philmpher, or m y one else
for that matter, to elucidate a course of life that is appropriate for
all: there is no single path to be found. The ends that are worthy
of a person's endorsement vary from person to person, depending
on the individual's inclinations, education, practices of the
person's society, and ~ ( 9forth. In re~estingthe theories of 'The
Epicuran," 'The Stoic," and 'The Platonist," Wume is re~ecting
what he sees as the heavy-handed monism of eud~monism:
there
is no telos t
x be discovered toward which all should direct their
conduct. Imtructiw in this regard is a letter of Kume9sto Francis
Hutcheson: 'Tor pray, what is the End of h/lan? Is he created for
%-Happinessor for Wrtue? For this Life or for the next? For himself
or for his Maker? Dlhe%eQ u ~ t i o m
...are e n d l e a d quite wide
" (I,,I, p. 33). For Hume, %nor& does not provide a
of the ends of life---ad in this way Hume is thus
repudiating the conception of morals as a maker of souls.
in sazlctioning
Pctting ~ n m of
e this in the idiom of this
the relative character of individual en&, Hume is sanctioningthe
pusuit of intermt, the p u ~ u iof
t an individud's private interest,
tion of particular rewards"
that is,action motivated by "the e
for o n w l f (E,
p, 34). T h e private
t of every one is different,"
(T,
p. 5559 and the institution of morals must ?E reflective of this.
It is probably wise to emphasize that I am not claiming that, for
Hume, the pursuit of private interest is the only impostant part of
an individual's life, although it is of great import, and 1 am not
c l h i n g that the passion of
T,p. 491; E, p. 9'9) is all
comudngb although its i d
Py can be o v e m t h a t d :
'Not&ng is more =stain, t k that men are, in a great measure,
~ v e r n ' dby intemt, and t b t even when they extend their concern
Ives, 'tis not to any p a t distance" (T,
p. 534).
his is so should hardly come as any surprise. It is
invents his
only a p r moralist, manething Mume was not
s ''Of Cornown vesion of the human character. As his
merce," and "'Of Refinement in the Arts," make abundantly clear,
Hume recognizd that the character that had fully emered in
Europe by the eighteenth century w s the chmacler of an independent, enkrprising individual in p u ~ u i of
t h k o m private
inter-&. And it is the nature and origm of the .riPtus of such a
chuacter that Hume is at paim to eqlore in his mord and
political mitin@.'

Since a t least the time of B e n t h a ' s encomium of Hume in his
A Fragment of Government in 1 ~ 7 6the
, ~ standard reading of
Murne has been one which
him as a utilitarian in his moral
and political philosophy. There is, however, nothing greater
shnding in the way of understanding Mume's conception of the
public interest than that interpretation. On that view of Hurne,
one is led to expect that by "the public interest," Hume means the
te of the =tisfaction of individual private interests, and
mnce of any systematic or detailed a n a l p i s of the public
interest in Hurne's writin
d there is none to be found-that
conception can be read somewhat easily into the text, especially
given the frequenq with wbich the notion of utility appears.
However, carehi attention to the myriad references to the public
interest in Hurne9smord, p i i t i d , and EsbricaS writins, and
the context in which these references appear, su
different view.
The place to st&rt is with hat H u z e m a r s by "the r;ub!ic";
and we will be best =wed in this regard by emmining the
contrast that Hume draws between the individual or private
p e m n on the ogle hand, and the public on the other.
That Hume draws such a contrast is clear: his writings reveal
any number of remarks such as, "privab, as well as public," (E,
p. f 9)"individuals, as well as the public," (E, p. 263) and "0th to
private pessolns and to the public" (8, p. 280)-The point that comes
and innumerable othem is that
vate in =me i m p r t m t respect,
m of t h t which is private.
There are two
ges in particular in Hume's Essays that
a r e especially lucid in leading us to reflect on the difference
between the public and the private. First, in "Of Commerce,"
Hurne writes:
The greatnesg of a state, and the happinem of its subjects, how
independent soever they may be s u p p d in some respecb, are
commonly allowed to be imeparable with regmd to commerce;
and a s private men reeeive g r a t e r s m r i t y in the possession of
their trade and riches, from the power of the public, so the
public becomes powerful in proportion to the opulence and
extemive commerce of private men. 'This maxim is true in
generdl.1 (E,p. 25%)
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Second, in his
mites:

'Qf hfinement in the Arts," Hume

[I]ndustry, knowledge, and humanity, are not advantageom in
privah life alone: They diffuse their beneficial influence on the
public, and render the government as great and flourishing as
they make individuals happy and prosperous. (I%, p. 272)

As these quotations seemingly make clear, by "the public,"
Nume means the government. This reading is supported by vars in Hume's writings. For example, while discussing the usefulnw of p a p r securities with good backing,
Hume remarks, "If the public provide mot a bani%,private bankers
will take advantage of this circumstance" (23,p. 284);also, Hume's
various commenb about the public debt are apposite in this
context; (E, pp. 349-365; pp. 96-96). Thus, it wouId seem that in
referring to the public interest, Mume is refesring to governmental interest exclusively; and, thus, in refesring to public utility,
Hurne is referring to usefulness to the gsvernment. This claim is
only p=tia!!;. tme, howevef; fnr there is sr)ther sense of "public"
and, therefore, anotherPand indeed more robust, sense of ""public
in%erest9Yn
Wume's m i t i n e , a sense that contains witGn it this
(warower) sem of the public as government. However, I s h l l
treat these two
if they were distinct until seetion 111
where I discuss
utive elements of the public interest on
E%ume9s
conception. That one sense of the public and, therefore,
the public interest! is contain4 witEn the other, will become
clear then. For now there is vdue in kmping these two mnses
apart.
In the first sense of "the public,'"he t e r n is w o r a p o u s with
government. In the second sense of "the public,'" ame to which
I now turn, the term is s p o n p o u s with society at a cerkin level
of development. Were '%hepublic" refers to a large-wle associaiation held b e t h e r by certain shared
tion of individuals, an
practices, including morah and manners, a shared Rbtory, and
e~ting
under the authority of a government. Thw, on this
second sense of "the public," the public inbrest meam the interest
or inkrests of mciety. This reading is confinned when one compares Hume's claim. in the neatise that, "a s p p a t h y with public
interst is the source sf the moral approbation which atten&
Ljusticej," (pp. 499-500) with his s h k m e n t t h t , ""the oblimtion
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to justice is founded entirely on the interestsof ssciety" (Z, p. U9).
There is no difference, that is, between symnpatbizing with the
public interest and sympathizing with the inkrests of society.3
It is apparent that the first sense of "the public interest,"
which involves the conception of the public as government, does
not involve any claim to a n a w e e t i o n of individual interests. It
that in the second s e w of "the public interest,"
he conception ofthe public as miety, Hume is not
m a E n g reference to such an awegation, for we find m m y
in which Hume differentiates between the inter=& of society a d
individual interests. 1x1the Deatise, for elsample, he rennmks of
justice that, T h e whole scheme ...of law and justice is advantageous to the ssciety and to every individual," (p. 579; my emphasis) implying that the i n b r w t ofsociew is a distinct phenomenon
from the set of individual interests. In the second Enquizy ,Hume
writ&, "a particula act o f j w t k e may be hurtful to the public [in
the second sense under dkussion] as well as Lo individualsy9(EM,
p. 306; my emphsis), again impl$ng that by the public interest
Hume means something other than an gse@tinn
of individ~al
interest. Most compelling of all, however, is a p
from the
third volume of Hume's T h Histow ofEngland, where he asserts:
Most of the arts and professions in a state are of such a nature,
that, while they promote the interest of the society, they are also
useful or agreeable t o some individuals; and in that case, the
eonstant rule of the magistrate, except, perhap, on the first
introduction of any ad, is, to leave the profession to itself, and
trust its encouragement to those who reap the benefit of it. (H,
111, p. 135; my empfiasis)
Thus, the promotion of the inter=& of society is, in some
importmt rwpect, a distinct enterprise from the promotion of
i n d i ~ i d u dprivate interesb, and the r
n is that the i n t e r e t s
of ssciety, on Mume's account, are not colsstituled by an aggregate
of individual private inkrests.
I have been attempting g a d m l l y to mount the simplest texthat I can within a short comp
is t h a t the public interest isnot simply t
b of individual
interests. I skall add to this
in the next section when I turn
k,t h e constitutive elements of the public interat, p r e n t i n g an
interpretation of the% eelments in support of the claim in
question. However, in concluding this section, it is important

to emphmize that, in some raataner* the public ilalerest or the
interest of society muit ha- some bmcbiw on privab inters&
for, after all, the public qua society d l too obviously consists of
indi~duals.The question is what is the exact character of the
connection between the public and private interests.
I shall now consider the issue of what Hume takes the interests of the public to be.
III
It is wise to bedn with our ~ c o n dconception of the public
interest, wherein this notion refers to the i n k r ~ ofb society. And
in csmidering what is to the i n t e r s b of mciets that is, what i
s
the p o d for w i e & Eume i
scomidering that which is n
for the maintenmce and weill-bing of &a mieta: the rn
coditions that are &led for if a wciety is ta persevere, and
pemevere well. The principal rquirement here is peace and
order: "all men are mmible of the necesiw of peace and order for
&L~ s l a--.~ ~ 1 L ~ t e r f iof
n c~e i e Q (E,
" p. 38). Lkciety c a n n t hP mainh i n d under a lengthy regime of violence, nor can it be main~
n in circumstmcct9
d
where, b m u m i n d i ~ d u a l do
s not h o w
whtt
a expeet of one another, they =not adjust their =tiom t o
one another accordingly.
For Hume, there are two imtitutiond mangemen& that are
most rwpasible for the maintenmce of peace and order in
miety?and hence most respomsible for m ~ n h i n i n g
the interests
of wciet, na;nsels justice (rulesfor the dl8ea.tion of property) and
averrament .
The general eharackr of Hume's malysb of j s t i c e is too well
h o r n to necwitate my recounting most of its details in this
however, there is one feature of Hume
mention, for it has an ap%eidly deep
uradembnding of the public interat.
The feature P w m t to mention m d comider i
sHume's account
ere is that, for
e. Of the u t m s t i m p
as a ~ p t u and
e as an
ioml a n r a p
inb existence
remlt of i n d i 4 d u h p
'
ts in a world sf
r%din whish the
si~m
0%a p e m n could be t
him without "any loss or
deeration" (T,p. 488) in the
And even though justice
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i s a moral virtue because it is '"mlutely
requisib ...b the support of society" (T,
p. 497). T"FbInvenbrs of bustice] had chieRy
in view their own Interest,'" and not that of the public. Justice is
a consequence of human action, but not of human design.
The pursuit of interest led to the establishment of justice, for
men ultimately were capable of realizing that they could pursue
their interests best if they refrained from taking the p
of others. Thus, justice p r o ~ d eas matrk in which indi
act in pursuit of their own ends. In particular, it does this by
providing a matrix or fraglework of protected domains which
defiile a rmge of expectations, allowing for a n orderly correspondence to be established amonpt individuals, thus giving
rise to a circumstance in which individuals can pursue their
o w n ends without colliding with one another. It is exactly in
this manner that justice serves to maintain society, by providing conditiom in which individuals can pursue their own ends,
their private interests, in a peaceful and orderly way; and it is
emctiy in this manner that justice serves or comtitutes the
public interest, One should alsn note that in specifyi~gthese
procedural conditions, Hume is also s p e c i ~ i n gcertain private
interests or ends that are not and cannot be countenanced-for
emmple, the thrill of one's own thieveny4ecause they ~ o l a t e
the procedures a t hand.
In considering certain aspects of Hume's analysis of the ori$ins of justice, we were inexorably led to collsider cerLain ele.meats of the relationship btween justice, private interest, and
the public interest. More n e d s to be mid on this subjecrt;however,
lbefore doing so we will serve o u m l w s well if first we briefly
consider that mend institutional arran@ment which is sw vital
im
' the public inkrest, lamely9government.
For Hume, the principal punpoe of p w
ent is to protect
pmple in their property and persons: V e are, therefore, to look
u w n all the vast apparatu
r government, as having ultim a k l y no other obi& or pu
but the distribution of justiceJ'
LZ,p. 37). Humm bein@
t>e owrcome by the seductive
desire for p r e n t goods,se, much so that even the rwopition of
the importance ofjustiee to t
ell-being fails to prevent their
injustice. And 'This g m t
is incurable in human nato maintdn
tuaeYY(E,p. 38); thus, go
j u t i c e and, as such, a re&me of p a c e and order. Governments,
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therefore, are charged with maintaining cestain conditions under
can pumue their privak interests. To mainbin
which i n d i ~ d u a h
these conditiom and protest their citizens, gsvernmenb require
ies, magistrat=, et setera; hence,
ments must
tizens in order to acquire the nec
revenue. In
addition to this task, Hume makes governments responsible for
the provision of certain public goods, for example, canals, harbors, roads, and the like. These are p o d s that although a
considerable number of individuals desire them, the market, in
Eume's estimation, fails to prodde for them.%at
is important in this case is that most individuals have an actual interest
in such goods, and they recognize this interest. Government, in
It is, instead, aiding
this conted, is not acting patesaaali~ticdly~
the pursuit of individuals' self-conscious interests and, therefore, it is in no way wtting forth or initiating what those
interests should be.
ining certain features of Hume's analysis of justice
ent, a certain picture of the public,interest keeps
coming into vie%
&mework or m
that dlows i n d i ~ d u bto pus9ue their
primte interests. We must comider this more mefuily, but before
doing so we would be w h ta return ta two is%ueswe h v e a l r a d y
broached: first, the connection betwwn our two
public interest; and second, the relationship betw
interest, and the public interest.
In section PI we saw that by the notion of the public, Hume
sometimes meam government and sometimes mietgr; hence on
first inspection it a p p r e d as if Hurne were wor&ng with two
wnses of the public intermt. However, at this point in my
it is, I hope, somewhat clear that ultimately Hume has only one
wnse of the public interest at hand. It is the
more than
wcasionally Hume will use the term 'pubblic
ta government and the t e r n "public interest' to the interests of government;
however, we must recognize that, on Hume's malysis, gOvernment is part of miety, and indeed one of t h w
that
most provide%for the inters@ sf society. Thus,
is in
the intesst of the public in the =me mmner as justice is,One
i m p s t m t difference, however, is that ~ v e m r n e n tis m apmt
of acting in a wily t h t justice obGowPy is not; for this
, pvernment can act for the public i m t e r ~ tas justice
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ionally identifying
cannot, and therefore the propriety in
government with the public. Moreover, by identifyingpve
with the public, and thus identifying the interests of the two,
Hume is attempting to limit revolutionq, political activity by
suggesting that a n attack on government is a n attack on the
public. Nevertheless, the important point to bear in mind is
that there is only one sense of the public interest in Ilurne's
moral, political, and historical writings, and in this sense public means society, and the public interest refers to the interests
of society.
It is now appropriate to turn back to our earlier discussion of
justice, and to examine from a somewhat different angle the
relationship between justice, private interest, and the public
interest. And the place to begin is with a well known quotation
from Hume's Deatise:
A single act of justice is frequently contrary to public interest;
and were it to stand alone, without being follow'd by other acts,
may in itself, be very prejudicial to society. When a man of great
merit, of a beneficient disposition, restores a great fortune to a
miser, or a seditious bigot, he has acted justly and laudably, but
the public is a real ~clfferrer~
Not is every single act of justice,
consider'd apart, more conducive to private interest, than to
public(.] ...But however single a d s of justice may be contrary,
either to public or private interest, 'tis certain, that the whole
p!= or scheme is highly caadiicive, or indeed a'osoiuteiy requisite, both to the support of society, and the well-being of every
individual. (T,p. 497)

That single acts ofjustice may be c o n t r q t O a prson's private
understandable is
interests is not difficult to understand.
how single acts of justice can be frequently contrary to the public
interest. In considering this, I shall begin with the two examples
that Hume presents.
We must note a t the outset that the example%that Hume uses
to illustrate his point have to do with restoration-thus, the focus
seems to be on the actions of a magistrate. This does have some
importance as I shall show shortly; however, the essence of the
point that Hume is getting at could be made with a n example
involving private persons. And the beginning of that point is this:
that there will be circumstances in which an individud who has
a lawful right to property-either land or chattel-will make a
use of that property that is either directly opp
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interest-the seditious bigot--or not as beneficial to the public
miser. In the former
interest as other =-the
bigot will use his money to attempt La undermine the present
government, creating a n instability that is deleterious to the
public interest, in the Patter case,the miser does not further
commerce-of which mare shortly-thus not increasing t h e
wealth of a soci
d, therefore, among other things, not inTP this way, e ~ m h i n else
g notwitbtmdcreasing the tax
ing, the fun& that government tbas at its disposal are not as much
as p r h p s they could be, and in this way the public interest is
damaged. Irrespective of
arliculmrs, however, Hume9spoint
is that even if there are
in which there is a better known
use to which property can be put, it is best not to violate the
present rules of justice in pursuit of that end.
The seditious bigot and the miser must be granted all that is
legally theirs under the rules of justice, for all institution4
mrmgements require some harkhip. One cannot, as Hume frequently remapks, separate the guod from the ill: "
u ~ v e d l interning14
y
and confoundd9happi
wisdom and folly2virtue and vice. Nothing is pure and entirely sf
a piece. All a d m n h e s are attended with d ~ d v ~ t WEIR,
a ~ "
ible, Hume believes, fxarrive a t a set of rules
the application of which will dways be for the good in eveparefc.alaU-it is by C E ! ~ inflexih!,v observing
b or
applying the rules of justice that the whole scheme of justice
becomes useful, thus establishing a regime ofpeace and order and
serving the public interest.

-..*-

IIU*JF~VG~~

Public utility requires that property should be regulated by
general inflexible rules; and though such d e s are adopted as
k t sewe the same end of public utility, it; is impossible for
thee%...to m&e beneficid consequences result horn every in&vidud case. (EM, p, 305; my emphasis)'

The question at which we have arrived is why the rules of
justice have ta be i A e i b l y applied, if the public interest is to be
served. We can best approach an answer by turning over certain
ges in Hume9sThe History of E n g l a d , particularly those
that d e d with the Star C h m h r .
In his History, Hume sesounts both the evil character of the
Star Chanebr court, and the i m ~ r k m of
e its removal by Parliament in 1641.Its heinous chraeter was due to the fact that it

H
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possessed a n unlimited discretionary authority of fining, imprisoning, and inflicting corporal punishment[.]. .. [It] had no precise
rule or limit, either with regard to the causes which came under
its jurisdiction, or the decisions which i t formed.. .. There needed
but this one court in any government, to put an end to all regular,
legal, and exact plans of liberty. For who durst set himself to the
character of being a patron of freedom, while exposed to so
arbitrary a jurldiction. (N,
vol. W,p. 356;vol. V, p. 328; vol. IV,
p. 356)

By removing the Star Chamber, Parliament greatly limited
the discretionary power of the King
The star-chamber alone was accustomed to punish infractions of
the king's edids: But as no courts of judicature now remained,
except those in Westminsterhall, which take cognizance only of
common and statute law, the king may thenceforth issue proclamations, but no man is bound to obey them. (H,vol. V, p. 329)

Following this passage, Hume su
ts that p r h a p s no government can be entirely without arbitrary authority of some kind,
however,
[Tlhe parliament justly thought, that the king was too eminent
z magistrate to be trusted with &scretionary power, which he
might so easily turn to the destruction of liberty. And in the event

it has hitherto been found, that, though some sensible inconveniences arise fipm the mazim of adhering strictly to law,yet the
duantilges oiiei.ulalance them, and shouid render the English
grateful to the memory of their ancestors, who, after repeated
contests, a t last established that noble, though dangerous, principle. (H, vol. V, pp. 329-30;my emphasis)

In his discussion of the Star Chamber, Hume presents two
different conceptions of law and government: the rule of man and
the rule of law. He views the latter as involving laws being applied
inflexibly to the particulars of a case8 These two conceptions are
incompatible with one another, and institutionally provide--broadly speaking-the only alternatives; for once discretion enters the scene, Pandora9sbox is opened. And we can see here in
the lengthy quotation cited above from the 'IFeatise why Hume i,s
interested in the question of restoration, for Hume has history
and historical contingency very much before his mind-as he
almost always does.
s only alternative that is consonant
The rule of law p r o ~ d e the
with the interests of the public, for it is only the rule of law that
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provides a matrix or fraglework that allows individuals to knowas completely as
le--when their actions are legally a s a n c tioned; that is, t
of law is the alternative that best allows
individuals to coordinate their activities with one another, leading
to a society of peace and order. Peace and order, that which
principally constitutes the public interest, requires that the rules
ofjustice be applied inflexibly, for it is only this kind of application
that ultimately defines a clear range of expectations for a n
individual's conduct.
Even though an inflexible application of the rules of justice
may in particular cases be contrary to both the public and private
interest, it is, as Hume claims, that which ultimately serves both
interests-and an inflexible application sems private interests
by providing for the public interest: by making a regime of peace
and order possible, justice provides a matrix in which individuals
can best approach their own interests. h d Nume can make this
claim without any analysis sf the projected
egation of individual private interests--even if such an analysis could be done,
which Hume would think quite fantastic. Indeed, Rume shows no
concern at d1 that the rules of justice directly better the private
interests of any particular i n d i ~ d u dor set of individuals; instead, his concern is with a set of conditiom that best provide for
peace and order, a set of conditions that provide a social order in
w'nich individuais can satisfy their en&, yet d t h no g.armtee
that they will.

I now want to turn to different terrain, and to examine two
other aspects of the public interest, beginning with a brief look at
the relationship between the public interest and certain economic
matters.
All of Rume's economic writings are contained in that collection of essays first published in 1'752 under the title of T o l i t i d
~ k o u r s e s . "This
~ collection consists of twelve essays, the first
eight of which are on economics. The first essay in that series, "Of
Commerce," contains a brief introduction to the whole; and
therein Hume states that, 'The chief business of politiciamE,I
especially in the domestic pvemment of the state [is]the public
gmY @, p. 254).Hume then
on to say that he "thought this
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introduction necessary before the following discourses on cornm r c e , m n e y , interest, balance of trade, etc" @, pp.255). We are,
in other words, more or less to understand his analyses of these
economic matters to be analyses of what economic conditions
contribute to the public interest.
A detailed examination of Hume's economic thought is beyond
the pale of this discussion; however, it is important to briefly
comment on the spirit of Hume's various analyses, and I can do
so best by focusing on commerce and luxury.
Commerce and luxury contribute to the public interest in a t
least four ways. First, by contributing to the wealth of a country,
they provide---through taxation-increased support for that
country's fleets, armies, judiciary system, et cetera; second, by
encouraging industry and ambition, and discouraging sloth and
indolence, commerce and luxury contribute in establishing a
certain bent of mind that ean be used by the government in time
of conflict; third, they incr
the number of '"innwent gratifications" that are available for any given individual's disposal; and
finally, by increasing the knowledge and wealth of a country
generally, commerce and luxury incr
the chances of any given
indiviciual's achieving his ends.''
In these four ways, then, commerce and lu-mry provide f ~ the
s
public interest by aiding in the establishing of conditions in which
individuab s s s e k their 3 % en&.
~ ~ The a p ~ a ! tfie public
interest in Hume's economic writin@, as in his work on justice
and government, is not an appeal to a n aggregate of individual
private interests, but rather to a matrix or conditions under which
individuals can pursue their ends in a peaceful and orderly
manner. It is to Hume's contention that the philosopher, the true
philosopher, is t h e s a r d i a n of thepublie interest that I now turn.
Consider here I-Iume9sfamous discussion of factions in his essay,
"Of Parties in General." There he tells u s that (Real) factions can
be divided into three kinds: those of interest, affection, and
principle. It is the party of principle that Hume finds most
astonishing and dangerous.
Parties from pn'nciple, especially abstract speculative principle, are known only to modern times, and are, perhaps, the
most extraordinsrgr and unaccountable phenomenon, that has
yet appeared in human affairs. Where different principles
beget a contrariety of conduct. the matter may be more easily
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explained .... But where the difference of principle is attended
with no contrzuiew of action, but every owe m y follow hie o w n
way, without interfering with his neighbsur ...what madness,
what fury can beget such unhappy m d such fatal dip.isions?
(E,p. 60)

A s intrinsically dangerous as such parties are, according to
Hume, they are espzcidly so when one such party begins to
dominate. That this could kppen, and was d w a p in danger s f
happening, is what might be called 'Wume's Nightmare." A moderating force is squired, and this form is tu & provided by t h e
true philosopher. In his ~
i "Of
y the Protestant Succession,"
Rume m i h , T t belongs therefore, to a pKlmpher alone, who is
of neither partyCLo put all the cirmmstance in the scale, and
-assignto each of them it&p r o p r poke and influence" (E,p. 507).
It for this reasan that Hume goes to p e a t pains in 'his essays
"Of the Origin& Contract," "'Of Passive Obedience," and '"8%" the
Codition of Pmties," tu argue that neither Ssciai Contract Theory-the principle of the Whigs-nor Divine Right of Kings theory-the principle of the Tori-has
the upper hand either philosophically, prxtialily?or historically (cf*3,p. 494). Most imporWt here is Hume9sclaim to have shown that speculative s y s t e m
sf politics, systems that appeal to transcendent, timeless,
dhistorical principla, are incoherent." C r i t i d argblments to this
zflxt, E ~ m be!ieves,
e
sem te diffl- the attempt.to overturn-in
this instant-the moral, social, and political order of England.
$ k trevolutionary pslitia, the attempt to remake
sder on the basis of some tr-ndent
principle,
are typically attempts to substitute one set of interests for the
public interest; revolutionary politics, that is, typically attempt
ts Impose one set of ends upon individuds, rather than providing
a ssmewkat "neutral" framework in which individuah s: seek
their c
a
m ends (cf. EU,pp. 11, 132-a).
The philosopher is thus a guardian of the public interest and,
given Hume's approach, his work in the philosophy of politics will
be of a much narrower scope than lhas traditiondllly been assigned
tc~the politid philosopher. It is for this
politid essays deal with pasticular, hist
Morwver, in a. curious way, it is also one r
Mume's pslitieal philossphy has never been bullish: he was offering a entirely new way of doing p l i t i d phiilosophy2 one that
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would not, by simply presenting a new principle or a new theory,
add fuel to the fires burning within parties of principle.

In concluding, I would like to bring many of the threads of this
essay together. And to do so I shall begin with two quotations, the
first from the Deatise: "moral distinctions arise, in great measure, from the tendency of qualities and characters to the interest
of society" (p. 579). This quotation should be read in conjunction
with Hume's comment in his essay, 'That Politics May Be Reduced
to a Science," that, "a man, who is only susceptible of friendship,
without public spirit, or a regard ta the community, is deficient in
the most material part of virtuey9(E,p. 27; my emphasis). What
emerges here is the position that the predominant stage on which
morals is played out, is the stage of the public interest. The
~ r t u o u sindividual is in some very large measure the person
whose actions are in accord with the public interest, that is, whose
actions lead to the achievement of, and do not violate, the peace
and order of society, that is, the framework that makes it possible
for individuals to successfully pursue their o w n interests. The
virtuous individual can act perfectly virtuously in pursuit of his
own ends, and by doing so, contribule, in various ways to the
public interest. The public interest d c n ~~p tr o ~ i d ei ~ s t ~ c : c t i o ~ i s
on how to live; instead, it provides a shelter in which one can.
1. Cf. Michael Oakeshott, Rationalism in Politics (London: Methuen and
Co. Ltd., 19621, pp. 250-51.
2. Jeremy Bentham,A Frugment on Government,by J. H. Burns and H. L.
A. Hart, eds.,with an intro. by Ross Warrison (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press,19881, p. 51 n. 1.
3. My claim here does not rest on the view that H u e ' s doctrine of
sympathy remained unchanged through his writings, a s the same claim
could be made mutatis mutandis without any reference to sympathy.
4. For an excellent discussion, however, see Nicholas Capaldi, " H u e ' s
Account of Property," in this issue.
5. From Hume's r n a n d p t alterations to Book I11 of the %&'se. Cf.
!lkatise, p. 672.
6. For a more H u e a n treatment of the problem of public
than
Hume's own, cf. h t h o n y de Jasay, Social Conhad,Free Rider (Clarendon
Press: Oxford, 1989).
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7. In this context, by 'utility,' H u e meam 'interest.'
8. However, for one important exception to this, d Essays, 'LOf Passive
Obedience," p. 489.
9. For a discussion of when Hume published what essays, cf. Eugene
Miller's "Forewords to his edition of Hume9sEssays (cited in abbreviations);
and Ernest C. Mwner, The Life ofDavid Hume, 2nd ed.(Clarendon Press:
Oxford, 1980). The reader may want to note that although the second
edition of Mossner's Life is to be preferred because of some small alterations and additions in the text,the first edition ofthis work, published by
Nelson of London, 1954, contains many plates that are of gxeat interest,
plates that were not reproduced in the Oxford 1970 reprint of the Nelson
edition.
f 0. For Hume's most spirited defense of free trade generally, cf.Essays, "Of
the Balance of Trade," pp. 308-26; and, "Of the Jealousy of Trade," pp.
327-31.
If. The details of Hume's argument for this cannot be taken up here. Gf.
James King's very important essay, The Virtue of Political Skepticism," i n
this issue; and Donald Livingston's seminal work, H u m $ Philosophy of
Common Life (University of Chicap Press: Chicago, 1984).

SPINOZA AND HUME
ON INDInDUALS

and

LEE RICE
Maquette University
INTRODUCTION
lthough Hume has had a much wider audience than Spinoza
'n Anglo--American circles, there are r e s o w to believe that
comparison Detw~~3z-1
these two great thinkers of the modem era
should be instructive. In the first place, we have it on the authorw-m
on thework begun
i t j of P,.!he!m Di!thsj; t h d
two generations earlier by Spinozal Furthermore, the value of a
comparison is suggested by Gilbert Boss's recent and massive two
volume study on the work of these two
In addition,
Spinoza may have had some impact on British thought, or a t least
more affinity to it than may have been initially supposed.3 These
reasons, coupled to the fact that a compasison between any two
important thinkers is always instructive, have led u s to the
conclusion that there is much still to do and gain from a comparison of Hume and Spinoza. For although Boss's work is massive,
it is not in English, leaving the English speaking reader with little
more than Dilthey9sinsight to go on. And that insight is suff~ieiently accurate to justify any further discussion here.
We have chosen to compare Hume and Spinoza on the topic of
"indidduds." Our main reason for doing so was that it allowed
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us to cover a r m @ oftopics .Nithoutstrekhing~urascount beyond
limits. Using this topic, we can d k u s Erame a n d
th respect to the problems of individuation, causality,
le exception of the second of
ethics, and politics. With the
i m p o r a t l y into the others.
these topics, the individual
Yet our discussion of causality flows out of our discussion of
f
individuation, so that some continuity is m a i n ~ n e c throughout
the entire discussion to follow. An a d d i t i o d feature sf our discussion is that we tend to look at Hume through spinozistic eyes.
It might be more prudent, and w u d , %s keep our bi
but it must be admitted up front that part of our p
claim that Spinoza iswsr%hyof the compmhn to Hu
that we believe that Anglo-Americafl audiences do not respect
Spinoza (they do); rather, the relative lack of attention by such
audiences puts the burden of proof on Spinsza. On the Continent
the matter might be entirely the reverse. m a t we offer, therefore,
is a treatment that gives a bit more emphasis to the Spinozistic
solutions to the issues both men had in common. And while such
an approach may de-emphasize the many similasitia to be found
in the thought of these two philosophers, there is the hope that
the reader will be iwclind ta pursue the question hrther because
tions made here.

Ever since Hume's discussion of individuation in the sixth
section of Park N of Boak I of the Deatise, the question of
of personal identity;
individuation is werally approached in te
but, as Hume and Spinoza both knew, it is both wider in scope and
less anthropological in origin than this. From a logical perspective
it intersects the general theory of predication, and from a scientific one it underlies the problems of substance and continuity.
From both of these perspectives, as well as that of personal
identity, the issues remain no less lively today than in Hume9sand
ime. Einstein and quantum theorists spoke of the
ce of sub~tance'~
earlier in our own century, and
man and an entire
s ably defended by
nomindism today i
school of 10gicist;s.
The question of nominalism can best be left in its contempsrary etting, for it is one of a gat mamy questions on whose

~

answer Mume and Spinoza seem to he in perfect weement.
exists are idividwtl objects; universal objects or common properties are no less idle fictions for Spinoza than for Hume. In
E2P40Schol1, Spinoza reminds us that notions called 'universal'
are no more than blurred images in the mind caused by the
inability of imagination to keep individual data distinct. The dual
division by Hume of perceptions into impressions and ideas, and
simple and complex, is equally an insistence that objects and
mental states are both indiuidds and of individds.The question of the nature of these individuds remains no less a problem
for the one than for the other.
Couching the problem of individuation in terms of personal
identity, as Hume does at one point in his own discussion in (T,
I,
IV,61, seems somewhat perverse, by suggesting that the problem
may lie in the nature of "personhood" (about which neither Hume
nor Spinoza have much at all to say) rather than in what
constitutes the identity of something which happens to be a
Kume himself has three andogies to offer us in his discussion
(see T, 1, PV, 6, 252-53, 257). The first is that of a "bundle of
perceptions'" a d , as l e b y notes,6 historians intent on emphasizing Humeysatamism h m assured a wide audience for it. The
second malogy, however, that of the mind as a theatre on whose
atxi@ the actors-perceptions play, suggests the scepticai turn
which Hume later makes in his Appendix(T, 633-36), since the
underlying nature of the theatre itself is totally unknown. The
third analogy is that of civil society, and in Hume's closing discussion of it, it takes on teleological tones:
Aship, of which a considerable part has been chang'd by frequent
reparations, is still consider'd as the same ... The common end,
in which the parts conspire, is the same under all their variations, and affords an easy transition of the imagination from one
VI, 257)
situation to another.(T, I, N,

ts that there are three distinct elements which
Hume wishes to incorporak into his account of individuation. The
first is that of non-substantidity (an individud is not a self-contained substance in the metaphysical sense), the second that of
unknowability (in one sense we cannot know what makes an
individual unique), and the third that of agency:
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Busne9asuggestions are, accor&ngly, quite precise. The mind is
an active s p o n a e i t y , but it eannot be considerd a single and
self-identical agent in the strict sense of these terms. At first
sight it may appear as an s r g h s m sf perceptions really distinct
from one another, but bound in an intimate reciprocity of action.
In being considered more closely, i t emerges as something still
7
more subtle, further yet from our reach.

As Hume himself micknowledges in the general appendix to the
Deatise (see T,633-369, however, he has no principles by which
to base a characterisation of self (or of indi~duation)
upon agency
in generd; since his concept of agency itself presupposes some
notion of individuation. As he puts it in (T, 635), '?f perceptions
are distinct existences, they form a whole only by being connected
together. But no connections among distinct existences are ever
discoverable by human understanding." The key word here is
clearly "disc~verable,'~
since connectiom can always be produced
or created by the understanding. To use an example of Goodmanian origin, the collection of objects consisting of the Eiffel Tower,
the present U. S. President, and the square root of two is connected insofar a t least as it can be thought of by the understanding as one collection rather than two.
Much ha% been written about Hume's self-confessed difficulFrom a spinozistic
ties with individuation and personhooc9.899p10
r.-n..-rt:.m
pL3F(rlvFi,
Lalluw
u..-fazes better than =me of his contempnrxry
critics would perhaps Rave it. He has supplied a nec
tion which only fails for sufficiency: while every individual. i
sa
collection of pasts, not every collection of parts is an individual.
There are two lengthy discussions of individuation to be
found in Spinoza. In the first of these, the lemmas, axioms, and
demonstrations following E2P13, the discussion is related to
individuation in physics (better: for physical entities). A detailed discussion of the physical model employed is found in Lee
Rice's Spinozca on ~dividteation," and would take us too far
afield here. For our purposes, Spinoza's informal discussion in
Ep32 is more useful. Spinoza is here replying to a request from
Oldenburg to make clearer his (Spinoza's) distinction between
"whole" and "parts," and replies (almost aaaticipatory of Hume9s
stylistic approach) with a metaphor. We are asked to conceive a
worn ('"virus'hr 'bwteriurm" would modernize the dkussion
somewhat) in the bloodstr
,endow& with sufficient vision to

within the b l d , and sufficient
distinguish particles or
reason (Hume's "understanding") to understand the nature of the
interactiom which take place among these components. Such a
being would inhabit the blood much as we inhabit the earth, and
would regard each particle as a whole rather than a9 a part Yet
ummquamque sanguinis pardiculam ut totum, non vero ut
partem, considernet"). Spinoza does NOT say that the worm
would be wrong to do so,but only that his (her? its?) notion of a n
individual would be limited to the c a d interactions which it
understands, or which it can incorporate into an explanatory
model. (These two features of understanding and nomological
e, but the differences are of no
explanation are not the
significance here.)
So agency or causal connectedness is the missing link which
provides the necessary condition for Hume's characterisation.
Spinoza's more technical formulation is found in E2Befl: "If
several individuals concur in a single action, such that they are
simultaneously the cause of one effect, all of them are to that
extent one individual" (unam rem singularem). One possible objection to this line of definition might be to claim that the notion
of "individud thing is in fact wider in extension than that of
causal interaeti~n.Spinoza, however, insists on their co-extensionality: "Nihil ezistit ex cujus natura aliquis effectus non
sequatur" iEP36j. The unity of an individual is correlated strictly
to the unity of av&l&le causal chains. One consequence of this is
that individuals can be parts of other individuals without themselves ceasing to be individuals. This is the crucial respect in
which individuation as both Rume and Spinoza conceive of it
differs from the traditional concept of substantiality which both
reject as predicable of individuals (no substance can be part of
another substance). Spinoza shares this "anti-substantiality" perspective of experience with Hume.12 Of course, for Spinoza, it is
not merely the case than individuals can be parts, but rather that
every individual is in fact a part of higher-order individuals, with
the exception of god or nature itself (see the scholium to lemma 7
of E2, following E2P13); but that is another story.
None of this is to suggest that Hume could then simply ernbrace Spinoza's account of agency (or, in Hume's terms, ''necessary
connection'?, thereby solving his Mume's) avowed problems with
identity; for it is just that account which Hume rejects; and thus
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concdes that he can ga no further, that his own aaount sf
(personal) identity is limited by his sceptical m l y s b of causation. This analysis, as we shall see in the next section, depends
intimately upon his undershndingof the t
or levels of human
cognition, another area where there are sta~tling
similarities and
difjferenceswith Spinoza, and the topic t;Q which we now turn.

AGENCY

4

COGNITION

Hurne's central disc-ion
of causation is in (T,
I, 11, 73-82),
where his claim to found c a d i t y upom experience in fact divides
into two subclaim. The first relates to our experience of combatt
conjunctions (spatial contiguity coupled with temporal a s p m e try of events which are said to be c a u d l y conn&ed). The second
relates t o the fact that we find ourselves "determined" to pass
from one imtantial member of a conjunction to the other. As
~ u c h d a ~ 1notes,
1 ' ~ it is unclear whether this feeling of determination is experienced by all, or whether it is instead something
whose existence is exhibited ody by reflection or by philosoplhical
analysisP;,
f i r n e , Baoweveq is not trying to justify a u d inference, but
rather to expslidn it; whieh, as Re argues, emtails that it itbe traced
to its sources in the field of perception (images). We wants to claim
that c a m i statements (is., claims regarding causal connections
among individual events) arise from experience (imagination or
sensation), and that causal laws are inductive generalizations
from these. The problem, as even his most s p p a t h e t i c csmmentat~rsnote, a 4 v ' 5 ~ 1 6 ~ a a
is once again the provision of nec
conditions in the absence of suff~cientones. Contiguity and regular succession are clearly components of any causal sequence, but
just as clearly not of only causal ones. 'Tor there are, first of all,
cases where from the occurrence ofAwe may infer the subsequent
occurrence of B , yet would not s
of Am causing B. And,
secondly, there are cases where fr
e osmrrence sf A we may
rrence of B, yet would not speak of A
infer the simultaneous
as causing B."''
More seriously yet, the inference &om musad laws to statements i
s at least as common as that of inductive iderences from
statements to law-which
s u s e s t s that Hume may be reversing the order of explanation. We more commonly appeal to an

i n d i ~ d u apair
l of events as causally related to the extent that we
have a cover model or general law from which their connectibility
may be inferred, than we do to a causal rinciple
Indeed, Hume consimple conformity with past
cedes as much and contradicts his own explanation of causation
in admitting that some causal statements can result from a single
conjunctive instance of events (T,
I, XVI, 173-740);and then goes
on to admit that we never meet m y series of constant conjunctions
which could serve as premises for causal inferences, since they
are always encrusted in a variety of causally irrelevant circumstances (T, I, XIII, 149). In short, we use the laws to determine
conditions of relevance, and thus at least partly as a means of
justifying the causal statements, rather than the other way
around.
Where, then, do these admissions leave Hume's discussion and
puhtive analysis of =::ation? As in the &&&on
of individuation in the preceding section, things are not so bad as they appear
when viewed from a perspective which is both spinozistic and
sympathetic. First, neither Hume nor Spinoza attempts to "juustify" causal inference in general (the scare quotes are there
hecause we are unsure what such a justification could possibly
be), They rather accept it as a primitive (seeEIDef31, and attempt
to explain how it functions in a wider eqlanatory Eraework. For
Sginoza tFis fi-mework isprimarily deductive and necessitarian
in structure, for Hume inductive and probabilistic.
Secondly, Hume's implied distinction between causal statements and causal laws is of fundamental importance, just as (for
Spinoza) Hume's insistence that experience is a necessary condition for the first (cf. EplO: "Respondeo, nos nunquam egere experientia, nisi ad illa, quae ex mi definitione nonpossunt comludi,
ut, ex. gr., existentia modorurn") is true. These statements, however, require further conditions than experience; and it is just
here that Hume has overlooked (and Spinoza underlined) that it
is the laws which justify the causal statements and not the other
way around.
Hume9smbivalence toward the nornologid and deductive
features of causal laws, and their role in interpreting and justifjring experience, is nowhere more obvious than in his discussion of
gravitation (seeT, I, V, 62-65), on which his p i t i o n comes closer
to that of Cotes than to ~ e w t o ndespite
, ~ ~ his frequent allusions
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to the text of the latter. He follows the letter of Newton's account
of inertia as well, in wanting tQ claim that the law of inertia is
"derived from phenomena9' (b, p. 73), without ever asking what
possible structure such a derivation could take. If anything, the
aristotelian law that a body set in motion tends to come to rest
has a firmer basis in ordinary experience and the conjunction of
events.22
Paradoxically, Hume could have reconciled his own insistence
on the logical difference between causal statements and causal
laws by taking more seriously his own insistence on the distinction between relations of ideas and matters of fact. He need only
have avoided the hopeless claim that this distinction is one of logic
(a claim equivalent to the analytic-synthetic distinction in its
now-defunct form), in favour of the claim that the distinction is
one of functionality. To quote Boss:
To avoid this paradox, the sole means appears to be that of
dividing up the tasks, and giving to understanding the task of
assuiing the basic principles of science, while abandoningto experience the need to &saver the p d c u l a r c a d o o ~ a c t i o n s . ~ ~

Bosa goes on to argue that Hume's empiricist model of science Is
most dearly explained in the e
ples provided by Spinoza:
natural history, the interpretation of Scripture, and political
science itseifaZ4In aii of these instances, however, the bwfc
nomologico-deductive principles which are put to work in the
inductive task of sorting and generalization are taken from still
other sciences which meet the spinozistic notion of mos
g e o m t ~ c u s In
. this way Spinoza can, and Hume cannot, account for what both men take to be the two central components
of scientific reasoning deduction and universality on the one
hand, and experiential justification (by appeal to probability)
on the other.
As in the preceding section, however, it is most important that
we not charge Hume with simple oversight. The underlying consistency of Mume's p i t i o n ar
from the fact that his inability
t~ recognize causal connection or causal effi
as the basis of
explanation (rather than its result) is a co
nce of his analysis of cognition ~ n e r a l l yNote
~
that, in saying this, we are
purpose is NOT to deprive things of causal
says appro+ngly of Newton:

It was never the meaning of Sir Isaac N e h n to rob second
causes of all force or energy, though some pxlosophers have
endeavored to establish that theory on his authority On the
that great philosopher had recourse to an ethereal active
fluid to explain his universal attraction, though he wa%so cautious
and modest as to allow that it was a mere hypothesis not to be
insisted on without more experiments. (I,pp. 84B, 11)

Hume even concedes a few pages earlier in the Inqtriry that there
is a kind of force which we feel ourselves exert, as in a strong
endeavor (see I, 78-79ff 7). What Hume Q claiming, then, is not
that force or causation is absent from things, but rather that we
lack an experiential-cognitive basis on which to base just such a
concept. And what Spinoza must claim, in order to avoid the very
paradox whose existence Hume concedes within his own philosophy, is that such a notion of agency has a cognitive basis.
This claim takes us back lo the fundamental point of contention between the two thinkem; but, once
a, we shall find
interesting and crucial points of agreement as well. The concepts
of individuation and of causation depend for their intelligibility
upon an underlying claim concerning what we esur @all(following
neither S p i n ~ z znor HUIIPB)
cognit-lve compekme. A major point
to be underlined here is that Spinoza's analysis of mind and of
mental events is both empirical and hypothetical. Concerning his
explanation of memory, for instance?he remarks:
I do not think that I am far &om the truth, since all of the
poetdates that I have assumed contain scarcely anything inconsistent with experience; and, after demonstrating that the
human body exists as we sense it (E2P13Cor),we may not doubt
experience.

Prom his, admittedly conditional, analysis of human cognition, Spinoza argues, in a quasi-inductive manner, that human
knowledge is of three kinds (see E2P40Scho12). The first of these
is from individual objects (or symbols)"presentedthrough the senses
in a fragmentary and mnfUsed
er without any intellectual
order," which Spinoza mlls '3
mon notiom a d adequate id
"knowledge of the
of howledge, intuition,
be an intelledual howledge of singular thin
ures, and about which
there is mmiderable
ment among the commentators.25
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We need only set our sigh& on the first two Ends of howled=
, for two re=-.
First, by Spinozassadmission, the
Ethicn is written at the w s n d level m~waat,which is that of
scientific dememtration. Secondly, the pa~allelswith HumeH
treatment of impressions (Spinoza's i d e s of i m d m t i o n ) a n d
ideas (Spinoza9sideas of reason) are what is important for our
, Spinoza9sconfidence in the ability of reason to fashion
rinciples ofuniveml necessity is what clearly s p a r a t e s
him from Hume, who
dideation as little more than a
p d e theatre refleetin
vivacity the impressiom of sensation (.see T, I, I, I, 1-71, which themselves contain no &is for
the distinction between truth and falsity. As B o s rema%.ks,'The
scottbh empi
s to e
no malaise at the prospest
sf k i n g cam
the %
of sensations and images
among virtually uncountable indefinite qualia; and, instead sf
e E n g r e f h e oubide of this sriginating mixture, he &savers=
these errant kn&m and obscure forests in order to trace from
them a geographical map."2B
The central disageement, however, mru perhaps deeper than
this. For it is not sa much the nature of the gesgrapby sf the
p r c e p t u d fieId (to use a rather attrxtive phrase of Bass9s),but
rather of the epistemic s t d m ~f c P d m about this field. The
dishohmy of impresiom m d ideas, for Hume, with its attendant
m u n t of s e w n as a p a s i v ~refltxtion of s e r m t i o ~cc~stftutes
,
ion of the 12.eatisefor a very good r
probabilbm and empiricism, this dichotomy is an
not subject to re*isn, POPSpinoza, the account
of cognitive geometry comes midway in the Ethica,and has no
special status, episternic or otherwise, in the order of explanation.
From a spinozistic perspective one might ask Hume why the
theory sf prception m d cognition should occupy sheltered tesrain, separate from and untouched by shifts in perspective and
evidence in other meas of our theories. Hume pays little attention
ibility of alternative hyptheses fitting the same data
in his account of c a u d eqlmation, and no attention whatever
to this quation when the data involvd are those of the nature
and status of cognition. This total lack of attention to the status
of c o p i t i e p g r a p h y is due, Buchsiahl
to the rigid
distinction, itself built into Hume9sepistemology, Tbetwwn theo.
that rigid dbtinction, since it is
retical m d data % a n p a s s Bent

the foundation upon which Hume's system is mnstructed, lies
itself foundationless.
We end this section on a paradoxical note. There ape numerous
and noteworthy agreements between Hume and Spinoza regarding causality and cognition. They differ in the consequenceswhich
each wishes to draw from their understanding of the cognitive
geography. In this respect, however, Spinoza remains the "pragmatist," Hume the "dogmatist." The nature of cognition, and the
question of certainty derivable therefrom, are essentially questions of theory (psychology) for Spinoza, and they cannot be
insulated from the scientific and explanatory enterprise. The
success of accounts of cognition and of agency depends not upon
their roots or foundations, but rather in their ability to interface
with a larger matrix of theory and explanation. In this respect
Spinoza's account of science is both more optimistic and more
bumble than Hume's. The justification of principles like those of
causation or cognitive certainty lies in the role which they play
within larger theoretical constructs, and not in their derivation
from principles yet more hndamental.

The similarities between Hume arid Spinoza are not limited
to the areas we have already discussed. If anyt-hing, the similarities are perhaps more obvious in moral and political theory. And
although it is Hume who is best remembered for making the
passions central to morality, it must not be forgotten that Spinoza
defined the essence of man to be desire dE3PSSchol). Both thinkers understood that action is grounded in desire and that a mere
knowledge of the truth (astrue) is not alone sufficient to motivate
action (E4P14).To change an action one must find a way to alter
the desire that presently motivates it and replace that desire with
another one. Hirschmann credits Spinoza with being the first one
to advance and explore this theory,28but it is certainly a feature
of Hume's moral theorizing as well.
Desire, however, gets transformed by custom into moral sentiment for Hume, whereas for Spinoza if desire is transformed at
all,29 it is towards reason. The impotency. of r
ethics is to be contrasted with the,supreme potency of reason in
Spinoza's. Our central question must therefore be concerned with
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&Ving some account of this difference. A complete
quire us to eompase Hume and Spinoza on t h e
;but apart from any hints we have given and shall
give on what each might say about the nature of reason, such a
discussion would take us too far away from ethics to be appropriate here. Fortunately, we can arrive at some conception of t h e
difference between the two thinkers within the purview of ethics
itself and with connection to what we have already said above.
We can characterize the difference between Hume and Spinoza in ethics at a general level by noting that Hume is a modern
moralist whereas Spinoza is a classical moralist. The difference
between the two approaches to ethics revolves around what is
considered to be the central problem of ethics. In classical ethics
(beginning with Plato) the central question of ethics was "what
should one make of one's own life?'" Here the focus was upon the
perfection of the individual and only ~condariiyor derivatively
upon the individual's relations with others. From Plato's definition of "justice" as having one's soul in proper order, to Aristotle's
emphasis upon character development, to medieval Christianity's
concern for personal salvation, the first concern of ethics was
mlf-development or self-perfection.It wsls not that others were s f
no concern to classid ethics, but rather that appropriate relations with others were a function of the chmcter of one's own
"soui" and not the reverse.
In modern ethics, by contrast, the first question of ethics is
how one should act towards others. The focus is primarily social
with sel&perfectionor s;eifidevelopment,if it is of concern at dl,
being given secondary or derivative status. Concepts such as
"peace," 'charmony," or "cooperation" are given pride of place on
this view. Self-perfection, which by the twentieth century simply
disappeared as a concern or was discussed in Kantian terms as
"duties to self," became thoroughly socialized. We "perfect" ourselves to the extent that we act properly towards others or develop
socially conducive attitudes. A pertinent example is Mill%attempt
ts move from personal happiness to the happiness of society by
ting that the ethically appropriate attitude is to identify
one's own happiness with that of society at large.
The m d e r n conception of ethics owes its origins to ~ s b b e s , ~ '
but Hume is p r h p one of its finest representatives. We learn
from the very first paragraph of Book III of the Deatise that our

interest in mordility deriws from our belief that the peace of
society depends upon our moral conclusions. Indeed, the very
sentiments which drive the moral enterprise for Mume are
%uilt entirely on public interest and convenience" (T,Bk 111,
Pt. 2, Sec. 5). And elsewhere we are told that approbation about
the virtues is a function of their social utility (T, 111, 3, 61, that
justice and promise keeping are artifices in the sewice of social
utility (T,111, 2, 8-16, and that the vdue of the clergy in this life
is determined by their contribution to society (see E, Pt. 1,
Essay 5). Yet it seems to us that there is less need here to show
that Hume is a " m o d e d moralist in the sense we have defined it
than that Spinoza is a classical one. For few thinkers have been
regarded as more archetypically modern than Spinoza.
The case for saying that Spinoza is a classical moralist is no
less obvious than that which places Hume in the modern camp.
Spinoza's Ethica culminates in a description of what the individual must do to be rel
from bondage and achieve freedom in
Books 4 and 5. This i
ial or political freedom, but individual freedom-the sort of freedom that is personal and independent of the condition ofone's society.Although freedom is certainly
in some societies t h m others, the sort of
more dificult to a@
freedom Spinoza
of am be attained in t p a n i c a l as well
as free sscid orders. An individual's well-being is not a function
of the weii-being of his society, nor does Spinoza use social categories in advising the individual on how ts
from bondage.
Virtually all of Spinoza's recommendations in the latter part of
his Ethica are concerned with the "inner" nature of the irmdiGdual.
This is true even when Spinoza speaks of social questions (e.g.,
E4P36SchoII and E4B37). As a representative example of
Spinoza's way of doing ethics, consider the following
In life, therefore, it is especially useful to perfect, as far as we
can, our intellect, or reason. In this one thing consists man's
highest happiness, or blessedness.... No life, then is rational
without understanding, and things are good only insofar as they
add man to enjoy the life of the Mind, which is defined by
understanding. On the other hand, those that prevent man from
being able to perfect Ris reason and enjoy the rational life, those
only we say are evil. (E4App.4-5;Curley translation)

The self-perfwtionist character of the foregsing p
closer in tone to what one might find in Aristotle tham in Hume.
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Spinoza is, however, modem (and thus closer to Nume) in the
sense & k the does not m&e the m f s a e of mtiquity in Poelie~ng
use the well-being sf an indiadud is not law
IY a
firnction of the society he t in, therefore the well being
iety
cabn result only if that society is populatd with or at %eastled by,
individuals who have achieved the sort of prfection he recoms that society will be led by and
mends. Spinoza fully e
populatd by t h e who
not achiewd w%f-perfection(TP,1,
5-6). But that fact dseg not c h n g e the claim that ethics for
Spinoza is still emntially a b u t individual ~ ; e l f - ~ r f w t i s n ~ ~
To evaluate which approach %o ethics fs "better" would be a
monumenM md prhaps % r u i t ltask
~ Our p i n t here is not t s
argue for the superiority of one approach over the otherx but
instead &Q argue that (I) Spinoza can be a c l m i d ethicist
precisely b m u m he has &he theory of individual agency which
Nurne lacks, and (2) that b-ux
Spinom %nas that theory s f
indi~dualagency he can
ethics to am additional level, while
still agreeing with much of what Hume .saysa b u t the fsundatiom
of morality and p1itia. Given what we have already said, the
6s%&of these points is largely % o g i din nature. %wecannot have
EL slf-perfwtioist ethics if there i
s no %exto perf&, As we have
seen, F%ume9sproblem with p e p s o d identity amd individual
w n c y would nece-rily
make it difficult t o get a self-prfwtion,makes constant reference to
a pemnE nature when d
ing &&om or prfection. When
speaking of virtue, for e
are told that "insofas as it i
s
related to man, [it] is t
ce, OP nature of man5insofar
as he has the power sf bringing about certain things, which can
be understood though the laws of his nature alone" (E4Defl).And
what is good for us is d s defined
~
in tern oft
to our nature (E@3l&Cor). Obvisus%yto
mnforming to one's nature requires a r
conception of individual agency.
In describing;Spinom as a c I a s s i d mordist, one should in no
n that
~
way draw the inference that the thesretid u n d e ~ i m i of
morality are mnceived in c
4 terns. C l a s s i d morality i
s
ntially telmlo@d,whe
Spinoza9sethics is not, although
still continues to be a
of some controvessy. in Spinoza
schobhipm3% SSpimm puts it, "b,y end for the sake of whish we

conditiosls of an action (i.e., appetib) are what matter for Spinoz%
not final causes. And "perfection" too is not understood in terns
of final causality, for by 'perfectionn Spinoza means nothing more
than "reality" (E4Prefj. The ability of a thing to act in accordance
to things outside of
with the laws of its own nature, as op
itself, are what determine the degree of perfwtion or reality of the
thing. In the human case, this means acting acc
rather than passive affection, and activity (aso
ity) is defined in terms of the adequacy of our
There is nothing teleological in this, for perfection as activity
amounts to an increase in power-that is, in efficacious action--and
not in the realization of some end. So while Spinoza mn be clearly
defined as a classical moralist because his ethics is self-perfedionistic, his conception of self-perfection is neither the same, nor
similarly grounded, a s the teleological ethics of antiquity.
Nevertheless, the foregoing qudifications do not affect the
claim that the formal properties and intent of Spinoza's ethics are
classical, even if some substantial features of it are not. But to
say all this would be to merely point ta the fact that our two
thinkers are different. What is interesting about Spinoza is that
he ad& the self-perfectionist dimension onto a foundation which
is substantially similar to Hume's ethics. A3 we have said, the lack
of skepticism on Spinoza's part with respect to agency and causation dlows for the element of seif-perfectionism in his ethics.
What we need to do now is locate the place for the "humean"
elements in that ethics.
In a manner quite
ogolas to the three levels of h o w i d g e
already mentioned, Spinoza has three levels of the good. At the
first level, what is good or bad is decided by what is pleasurable
or painful (e.g., E3P39Schol). Here the individual is being considered essentially in isolation, and when the other levels of the good
are added, this first level does not disappear but is more commonly characterized by what we might call ''motivation.'' This,of
course, is akin to what Hume does in the first section of Book I11
of the Deatise when he argues against r
n being the ground
of morality and Eavors passion. Morality proper, however, is reserved for that sentiment which, as the result of the artifice of
custom, law, polities and culture, I s o b to the utility of society.
And it is here that we also find Spinoza's second level of the good.
Here the good is the "social good" which Spinoza understands as
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the m i a l l y useful (utile) (?"FP, XXJ. This level is, in fast, t h e
normative standard used in the palitid mitin@ (see TTE XVI,
XX; TP,11, 19; TP,V, 1).It i
s nevertheles found in Spinoza9s
ethics as well (see E4P34-35, especially E@35Cor2), although
with an eye to the third level. The first two levels are meant by
both Hume and Spinoza to work in tandem as we mn illtnstrate
by comparing the following two p
Such a principle is a proof that promisee have no natural obligation. and are mere artificial contrivances for the convenience and
advantage of society. E w e consider aright of the matter, force is
not essentially different from any other motive of hope or fear,
which may induce us to engage our word, and lay ourselves under
any obligation. A man, dan&rously wounded, who promises a
competent sum to a surgeon to cure him, would certaidy be
bound to performance; though the case be not so much different
from that of one who promises a sum to a robber, as to produce
so great a difference in our sentirnenta of rnoraliQ? if these
sentirnenb were not built entirely on public interest and convenience. (Z III,2,5)

And for Spinoza:
...no one at dl wi14 keep promises save from fear of a greater evil
or hope of a greater p d . To understand this better, suppose a
robber forces me ta promise that I I l l & ~ ehim my g o d s
whenever he wishes
. if I can get out ofthe robber's clutches
by
a mu~~kerfei
pmmise
t
tn do anykhing he wishes,I have
right to do this, . From this I. mnclude that a contract
cara have no binding force but utility; when that disappears it at
once becomes null and void. .. .Heme even although men give sure
s i p of honest intentions in promising and contracting to keep
fait$,no one can be certain of the good faith of another unless his
promise i
s guaranteed by something else. (TTe

. ..

..

For both Hume and Spinoza, promises
with them no natural
obligation beyond what is to be found at the first level of the good.
The moral obligation p r o m k carry with them is purely an
artifice of civil ssciety. As Spinoza says a few p
passage just cited, "for wrong-doing can only be
political order" (see also TP,11, 19). Consequently, the private
utility of the first Ievel becomes public utility at the second. The
latter in turn defines the standards of moral conduct for human
bin@. Such s t m d a r k are utilibian in result (but not in origin),
and apply to
only)35humam,
The story
idly ends here for Rume. What is left to be

done is to show how public utility transfigures the sentiments t
o
where they become moral sentiments. Clearly Hume (and later
Adam Smith) have carried this project much further than Spinoza
did; but there is nothing in the nature of it that is substantially
different from the foundations layed by Spinoza in his second level
of the goad. Unlike Nume, however, Spinoza does not rest the
mord enterprise here. For however well one manifests the sorts
of actions and attitudm conducive to public utility and demanded
by the stafldards of that utility, one is still some distance away
from moral perfection-what Spinoza in BookV of his Ethica calls
ness." Just as we saw earlier with respect to agency and
n when Hume (from a spinozistic perspective) had corbut not the sufficient conditions in
rectly identified the nee
those matters, so too do we find here that public utility is but a
necessary, and not a sufficient, condition of ethics for Spinoza.
Without the third level of the p d , it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish ethics from law and politics.36h d neither law,
culture, politics, nor custom are sufficient to guarantee to anyone
the condition sf blessedness or moral perfecLiora demanded by
ethics for Spinoza. The good, in other words, is not fundamentally
social, but p e m d :
Spinozism, however, .will not allow itselfto be further reduced to
a classical utilitarian morality. Dogmatic utilitarianism claims
b limit .us witkin a thearetical and abstract egoism. Spinoza is
content to stale, without normative hindsight, that utility is in
Eact the underlying principle of our actions. He makes no pronouncement on its content. The pleasure principle is in fact a
natural attitude which precedes each personal deliberation and
involves a multiplicity of aspects--to such a degree that it sometimes may take aberrant forms. Each person is only able to seek
that which is agreeable to ber/himS3'(see also Ep19)

nd level is to settle for passivity in Spinoza's
sense of the term, because accommodation, rather than selfdirectedness, is the hallmark of a social ethics. Spinoza9sthird
level, then, points to a different conception of politics than does
Rume9s.'Po that probliem we now briefly turn.

The classid orienution of Spinoza and the modem orienlation of Mume in ethics have c e r t ~ nspill-ower effects in their
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r m e i v e p l i t i d theoria. Yet it is i m p
t to note at the
outset that Spinsza m d Hume are more similas in p l i t i d theoq
than they are in ethics. In the first plase, both thinkers place a
great deal of emphasis up
actice, in opposition to
ahstract theory. For Hume this aa
he paid a $seat deal
of athntion to history and
e.g., his Histog of Eng l a d ) . Spinoza likewiw dra
ns from.hisbry (TTP,W P I ) ,
as well as from "practicalq9thinkers such his Machiavelli (TP>
V,
p. 7). By the same token, this reverence for experience leads bath
thinkers to re~eetthe idealism a d mordism of philmpktelrc and
thecalogim (seeT,Bk. 2,2, 16; BNR,Pt. 12; TP,I, I). Prom
e, have no binding force but the utility or sentiment
with them, a d in the absence of coercion they cease
g if that utility or sentiment are absent (seeT,Bk. 3,
2, 5 and TTP,XIIT). In addition, both H u e and Spinoza re~ect
social contract theov and adopt a more evololutioxlary approach to
government and social imtitutiom (seeT,Bk. 3,2,8,
They
both regard the right of property to be established by the state
(see %', Bk 3, 2, 2; TP,%I,23; and VW, 25). And finally, both men
are rather c o ~ r v a t i v when
e
it comes to challenges to the fundamental chaaeter of one's politid order (see %: Bk. 3,2, f 0;TTP,

m I I ; TP,VI).
It might &&her be
ed that the "ends'" of the state or
in Hume and Spinoza. iiilrne, for
politid order ape the
civil societyr" (E,
Pt.
says that "liberty is the prfkxt
of the state i
sredly
5). Spinoza t ~ says
o that "the p
fseedom (Eibertas)"'( W P ,XX). Mthough such statemenb sugmst
a common firnewor%,they actually mask the division between
these two thinkers
's politics is essentially conservative,
whereas Spinozaqs
ntially I i b e d . Since we attached the
Lem "consemtivey'tQ both thinkers above, a word of explanation
isin order. A conrawative outlook om politics is one which requires
political questions to be evaluated in light of standads used or
implied by the traditiom and imtitutism of one's own society.
m e r e is no vantage point "outside" one's society &om which to
evaluate it. All m o d , politid, m d mcid principles sf mallJPsis
iaUpoliti4 order itself. It is one thing,
hat both Hume and Spinoza are c o m m a tive when it comes to revcallation. It Q quite mother to claim that
both have a comrvative framework of analysis. Spinozassplitics

is not comrvative in the wnse just described, and the main
reason for this is that Spinoza, unlike Hume, does not take the
normative standards inherent in any sociaVplitica1 order to be
sufficient for the evaluation of that order- &d Spinoza does not
take those standards to be sufficient, because his self-perfectionist moral theory implies a standard of analysis that i s
independent of the communitarian frmework Hume must use.
That Spinoza's perspective is also liberal is not a necessary
consequence of not being a conservative, but it does become a n
issue when the relation between state and individual is dis-

Hume's politid theory is perhaps best summed up by Shirley
Letwin:
For Hume's politics follows no logical scheme and offers no
formulas. Although it is consistent in itself and of a piece with
the rest of his thought, its pattern lives only in particular
judgments. One can discover it in the way one comes to h o w a
man's character by seeing him in many different moods and
circumstances.4d

Letwin's point seems confirmed by other Mume scholars as well.
Miller writes, for e
le, that ''Rarme believed that those things
which liberals ch
istially value are indeed valuable, provided that those things which conservatives characteristically
vdae can be secureiy enjoyed at the same time.'&' This suggests
ided in terms of balancing competing
asis with a n underlying conservative
temperament. The conservative temperament of Hume's politics
is brought out in some detail by ~ i v i n ~ s t oHere
n . ~ the
~ "common
life" of a society cannot be superseded by philosophical abstraction or exogenous standards of analysis. So called 'liberal values"
must be understood in context and not as a program for reform.
This leads Hume to be skeptical of any universalistic platforms
of reform, because such reforms are usually imposed upon an
existing order rather than derived from it. Consequently, Hume's
conservatism stems in large part from his skepticism, but as
Whelan notes, that skepticism requires that Hume's consewatism '%e distinguished from a partisan position: the term conservatism, referring to a progrmmatic politid dodrine or ideology,
is anachronistic when applied to ~ u m e , ' *Skepticism
~
of any
programmatic endeavor in politics means that the only acceptable
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role for the p l i t i d philosopher is that of an impartid ilbitrator
among claims made by those who are a t t x h d to various programmatic reforms. Part
c o n h s partial truth with the
whole truth; the politid philosopher recognizes the truth that is
missing from each partisan position. But since the arbitrator has
no standards to call upon other
ose given by society itself,
he judges the defects of one p
position in light of valid
claims made by others.
While the general ~ n s i b i l i t yof Wume's political theory would
not be denied by Spinoza, that theory, like Nume9sethics, seems
unable to attach any particular significance to the liberty of the
individual. This is to be expected, since the categories of evduation do not address themselves to individuals but to society at
large. And the vdue 0% liberty is itself instmmentd to the wellbeing of society. Hume sees politics in general as a kind of contest
between liberty and authority (E, Pt. 1,Essay 5), and if a preference for liberty is shown it is because its presence is more difficult
to establish and delicate to maintain. As Hume says:
The government, which in common appellation, receives the
appellation of free, is that which admits of a partition of power
among several members, whose united authority is no less, or is
commonly s e a t e r than that of any monarch; but who, in the
usual course of administration, must act by general and equal
laws, that are previousiy known to ali the mem'oers a d to all
their subjeh. In this sense, it must be owned, that liberty is the
perfection of civil society; but still authority must be acknowldged essential to its very existence;and in those contests, which
so often take place between the one and the other, the latter may,
on that accoune challenge the preference. Unless perhaps one
may say (and it may be s d d with some reason) that a drcsumstance, which is essential to the existence of civil society, must
always support itself, and needs be
ded with less jealousy,
t h one that contributes only to its perfection, which the indolence of man is so apt to neglect, or their ignorance to overlook.
(E,Pt. 1, Essay 5 )

The hurnean political philosopher is, of course, neither indolent
nor ignorant. He therefore seeks to keep the contest between
liberty and authority alive and in balance. If he tilts toward
liberty it is because of its fragile character; but if the two were
of equal stren@h and resilience, a preference could not be
shown.

In sum, the foregoing i
s the best Hume can do for individual
liberty, because he has no normative standards beyond the
community itself by which he could give a decisive weighting to
individual liberty against authority. And this in turn stems from
the fact that Hume must rest contented at what we called
Spinoza's second level of the good in the last section. For when
normative principles are exclusively social in nature and society itself is but a confluence of evolutiomry forces tending as
much away from liberty as towards it, there is little else to
appeal to but balance and the modemtion sf partisan causes.
The only other way to give liberty additional weight would be
to claim that the progress of society is inherently tilted towards
increased liberty. This may have been the position taken by
Adam
Now it should not be inferred from this that Spinoza is in
we have just cited
eement with the p
of the foundational
from Rume's Essays. Spinoza too s
es a state that
importance of authority or power and
is absolutely powerful. But when Spinoza is correctly interpreted,
his absolutely powerful state looks very much like Hume's civil
society perfected by liberty.45As Hume himself p i n t s out in the
ge being referrd to, free orders are o h n more powerful
than those more commonly associated with the idea of "absolute'"
rule. So when Spinoza advocates an absoiute state he should not
be understood as an advocate of tyrranical rule. The di
between Hume and Spinoza is not, therefore, one
e level of analysis, but rather one that exists
bemuse Spinoza has another level of consideration that he can
bring to bear upon politics.
When considering Spinoza's political t h r y it is important to
realize that, the state (eivitas)may open the way to m o d development, but is not the vehicle through which such development is
realized or ultimately understood, This interpretation was first
given by H.F. ~ a l l e t The
. ~ ~point is that the problem of moral
way secured or even defined
development or self-perfection
ropriate to p l i t i d life or
in terms of the categories or p
rites in religion contribute nothing to a
TTP,V and W, IIZ,p. lo), so too does
conduct in conformiQ to the conventions, rules, and no
society contribute little to self-prf'eetion.As Spinoza puts it,

Actiom whom only claim to g&em
ia the fact that they are
pseseribed by convention, or &at they s p b a l i z e some good, can
do nothing to perfect our undemmding, but are simply empty
forms, m d no p a t of mnduct which is the product or fruit of
mdehsmding and sound sense. (TTP,W7

It does not, of course, follow from this that one is free to ignore
the rules and conventiom of one's c i d society, but it does follow
by such behador is some distance from
perfstion. b d while conventional standards cannot be used to judge the nature or degree of self-perfeetion, the door has now been opened for the standarh of self-perfection to be used to judge conventiond norms.
.As Hallet mrrectly u n d e r s t ~ o dthe
, ~ ~individual doe%not exist
s more nearly the case. But
for the state, but rather the reverse i
udike Loeke who limits the en& of the state for the sake of the
individual by means of the social contract, Spinoza's point is that
w h t e v e r the en& of the state may be, they do not bear upon the
question of self-perfection, except with respect to providing the
platform from which the pursuit of self-perfection can be
launched. It would be a mistake, therefore, ta see the good of the
individual in te
of the good of the state (or social life) or the
sf the g u d of the i n d i i d u d or even to
t (A la Mandeville) that the vices of the i n d i ~ d u acan
l be
r the state, or that what is p d for the state ean be a vice
for the individual. From a spinozistic persptive, making such
claims either misunderstands the m a n i n g sf self-perfection or
inappsopriakly mixes different Ieveh sf the p d .
Now the problem for the spinozist is that since self-perfection
is sioficantly separated %i.smpolitics and seems to be achievable
under almost any political order, how can we say that this third
level sf the good can have any political importance at d l ? This
problem is only accentuated when one realizes that Spinoza, like
Hume, does not really take the q u ~ t i o of
n the legitimaq of a civil
order seriously, because its actual presence issufficient to answer
the question of why it is justified. Thus an abstract m d programmatic politics sf reform seems as foreigrn tg Spinoza as it does to
Hurne. In B ~ Pimporlant sense all t h k is t m
Hume when it comes ta practiwl p l i t i a , The role of the partiis ns more appropsiah to the spimozist plitiml philwpher than
it is to the humem pollitid pElowpher, So see the difference

b e t w e n these two thinkers we must return do the role of the
political philosopher in each of their theories.
Apart from what we have already said above about the role of
the political philosopher in Hume's thought, we can follow
Livingston's thesis that the philosopher's mission is to purge
society of "false philosophy.'*8 False philosophy is that philosophy
which tries to emancipate itself from common life. In practice such
philosophy subverts the order and traditions of society and lends
itself to partisan conflict. Spinoza, in contrast, while recognizing
the value of common life to the peace and stability of a social order,
need not and does not rest contented with common life as the final
arbiter in political questions. The principles which characterize
the essence of common lifmbedience, order, tradition, authority,
custom-are passive in nature (in Spinoza's technical sense of
"passive" in E3DefZ) and not the sort of principles that are
ehibited by the "active" life of the free individual. Yet while the
self-perfected or free individml for Spinom is indeed emancipated from common iife, he is no purveyor of "false philosophy."
Indeed, such is precisely the p o l i t i d problem for Spinoza. On the
one hand, it makes no sense to threaten the peace and stability
of society with the sort of abstract and detached moralizing that
Hume rightly r e j e t s as "false philosophy." On the other hand,
there is the higher order of the p d that must be made compatible
.
:
&
I
.
C--L
1--1 w l t ~ l ir
, ~ l u~
t eguaru
rm
aga~nst,
the conservatism of common iife.
This is Spinoza's political problem. Because Spinoza must in some
sense reconcile the ordinary with the extraordinary, he does not
have the luxury of settling for either the consematism or skepticism so characteristic of Hume.
Spinoza's answer to this problem seems to u s the only plausible one-evaluate civil societies in light of their prospects for
individual liberty. Liberty is not only a value to be found in the
fabric of common life, but is also productive of other values to be
found ihere, e.g., peace, order, security, and willing obedience to
established authority. The reverse implication, however, does not
necessarily hold; that is, one can have peace, order, and security
(with some ambiguity about willing obedience) without liberty
(TP,W,4)'. By the
e token, liberty is the optimal environment
for the pursuit of self-perfection, not only because it allows the
indiddual the freedom to en
in that pursuit, but also because
sklf-perfection is itself a personalized f o m of liberty. For as we
--@

-1--

have d r a d y mention&, the self-perfect& i n d i ~ d u dis o n e
whose actions flow from his own nature, mcl the l i h r a l commonwealth treats people as if they were self-dir&d in this sense.
This is not to say that liberal politics i
s a logical implication
of Spinoza's metaphysics or ethics; it is not.49 I n Spinoza's philosophy, liberalism as a logicd implimtion would mean that there
could be nothing but liberal regimes. Instead, the bias towards
individual liberty found in Spinoza's political thought represents
his insight that this is the most eficient and direct means for
making what we have called the second and third levels of t h e
good compatible in a social context, And because of this, liberty
(or what Spinoza often calls "democracy" when speaking of politi d forms and institutions) comes to function as a n evaluative
norm of political 0rders-a point one can veri$ by simply looking
at how he modifies monarchy and aristocracy in the Iater chapters
tatus Politicus or by
ining his defense of free
ologieo-Politicus.True,
speech in chapter XX of the
one can attain self-perfection under almost any political order;
but it is only in liberal orders that such elf-wrfection is made
consistent with, as opposed to in conflict with. or alienated from,
the civil society in which one finds oneself. And in saying this one
i
s not committed to a r e f o m k t prograun that ignores context. All
that really follows is that one now has a standard of evaluation
that is not iimited to a particular context. So in the end we m-i
say with Spinoza that,
It is not, I say, the p
e of the state to change men from
rational beings into brutes or puppets;but rather to enable them
to exercise their mental and physical powers in safety and use
their reason freely, and to prevent them from fighting and quarrelling through hatred, anger, bad faith, and m u t d malice.
Thus the purpose of the state is really fkeedom. (TTP,XX)

The question sf what it means to be a n individual, the application of this concept in both epistemology and ethics, and t h e
ent role of the notion in politicall theory, are not only
ly ssnnectd in the thought of Spinoza and of Hume, but
dm
i form a f d matrix from within which their mutual agreements may be better seen and mitid%;)rstecP that, contrany ta the time-honored (or

perhaps "tattered") dichotomy betwmn "rationdisk" m d "eerapiricisk," the interplay between these two thinkers is both subtle
and piecemeal. The dichotomy in fact emphasizes too strongly,
and oversimplifies as well, their differences, and fails to see the
often startling similarities and convergences between them.
The issues and questions which we have underlined are major
points of contemporary philosophical development as well, in both
social theory and epistemology (to mention only two areas). To
insist, as we do, upon a close and critical
ment of both
thinkers on these issues is to place them both into the contemporary dialogue. Given the originality of their thought, and the place
of importance which philosophical dialogue o m p i e d in their
development, we owe such a rereading and juxtaposition of their
arguments not only in justice to them, but to ourselves as a means
of further developing the important issues which they raise.
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NATURAL RIGHTS,
PHILOSOPHICAL REALISM,
AND HUMES THEORY
OF COMMON LIFE
B.

DOU

MUSSEN

St. John's University
The primeval identification of the good with the ancestral is
replaced by the fundamental distinction between the good and
the ancestral;the quest for the right way or for the first things
is the quest for the pin3 a9 &tiwguisRed h m the ancestral.
Lea S t r a w
"Origin of the Idea of Natural Right,"
NahmE Right am$ hristsq,

-

o argue t'mt someone, let us d i him 'William, bas a iiatiird
right to liberty is to argue for a right which exists prior to
my convention or weemelat, regardless of whether he is a
member of a particular society or mmmunity. Such a right is due
to the possession of certain natural attribu
virtue of which
is said to.& a human being and is
on a normative
understanding of human nature. It thus involves more than a
mere appeal to "natural powers," but it does not require that
William be in some original state of nature. The natural sight to
liberty is wed to determine what duties ought to be Pegally
required of others. It is used to morally evaluate and criticize a
legal system, e.g., Apartheid in South Africa, and when change is
not forthcoming2it is the moral basis for revolution.
The claim that William has a natural right to liberty has
certain ontolo~cal,epistemollogied, metaethical, and ethical
Reason Papers No. 15 (Sununer1990) 118-156.
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presuppositions. They are: (1)that Willim exists and is what he
is independent and apart from human cognition; (2) that W~lliam
can be known as he really is; (3) that what William is k essential
to showing what his ultimate end or telos is and thus what is truly
valuable for him; (4) that wlliam's telos provides the normative
standard for determining what William ought to desire and do;
and (5)that the natural right to liberty protects the self-directedness of Wlliam when he is in the compmy of other%and thereby
provides the w i d and political condition ne
sibility that William might flourish, attain his natural end. (1)
and (2), when generalized, constitute the ontological and epistemological position called "philosophical realism." (3) and (4) are
the fundamental premises of a "natural end" ethics, and (5) is a
contemporary fornulation of a justification of the natural right to
liberty in terms of what Leo Strauss called "classic natural
right."'
It is, sf course, no news that David Hume rejects the natural
right to liberty. How Mume's phenomendisrn undercuts the presuppositions of natural rights is well-known. Further, responses
to phenomenalism, though not as well-known, have been made.2
What is not so well-known, however?is that Mume %holm3 are
interpreting his fundamental views in a different manner, m d
this new interpretation p
a different set of objections to the
n&.urdright tn !fi&y. Th- =bjg&i=rfi the prsip-p$tism of
the natural right to liberty, as well as to the function of this
natural right itself, will be the concern of this essay. It will be
argued that, by and large, these new objections do not apply to
either philosophical realism, natural end ethics, or the natural
right to liberty. Rather, the proper target of these objections is a
Cartesian or, more generally, rationalist conception of these positions. We will begin by considering one of the new interpretations
of Hume.

In Pdumels Philosophy of Cornpnon ~ i f e *Donald W. Livinston
persuasively argues that Hume9s philosophy is not a form of
phenomenalism. Rather, Livingston believes that the best way to
endental prspective on the
read Hurne's philosophy is as a tr
nature and limits of philosophical theories of experience. This
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prspctive, which Hume te
"true philmphy*" holds that
philmphy must give up m y
ority to direct belief and judgb
ment independent of the prxtices, traditions, custom, passions
and prejudicw of the world of common life. 'True philosophy"
presupposes the authority of common life as a whole. It i
s only
through the cwtoms m d practicw of common life that we can
think about reality Common life or popular thinking is the ultimate conceptual ffsaflsework for inkrpreting prceptions. Though
any p d i c u l m j u d p e n t or practice of common life may be critiot be questioned.
cized, the entire order sf common Efe
PhiImmphy -not
claim to test common life as a whole against
reality. W e philwphf is pwt-pyrrhonim. It recognizes its
diemtion from ultimate r d i t y - r d i t y as it is apart from how
it is conceivd through the customs and practices of common life.
When phiIomphy tries to answer ultimate questions apart
from the frmework of the world of common Iife, that is, when it
assumes that it has the authority to reject the entire set of
customs and conventions which constitute common life, it is "Wse
phi%wphy9'
m d Heads to total skepticism if eomistently followed,
False philosophem are, however, seldom consistent and do not
recognize that they p
pose the mtsm and canventions of
common life. They su
they have insights i n t ultimate
~
reality as o p p o d t;o t
on life. They lack
:ITAr m n o --n l:-a n ulurninzition."
m e n p r z t i c d in the mdemy, false ppKilosophy is amusing
and ridiculous, but when it declares an entire social and political
order illusory and prwlaims the moral necessity of razing this
order and replacing it with a new one, it is dangerous. It threatens
the peace and well-being of society; for it would destroy the very
customs and practices that give mord s t a n d s & their force and
meming. Aec~rdingly~
Hume can be interpreted as performing
two tasks: a p i t i v e one of exploring common life and explaining
reality, e.g., causality, within the confines of common life and a
negative, therapeutic, one of purdng from common Pif6 the d m p r o u s illusiod of false philmphy.
Central to Livfn@ton9soverall interprehtion of Hume is his
claim that
L

m

7.

Hume has &oldus prsioua little a b u t the meaaSng of Tmprwdon" and Tdea."We h o w that they are the same, differing o d y
in force and vivacity, that the difference is roughly that between
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feeling and thinking, and that ideas represent impressiom. But
these expressions are just so many variables in search of values.... There is no support in the text for substituting phenomenalistic values for the variables and, further, no support for
taking impressiom as the paradigm for understanding ideas.5

Hume's "'first principle" that all ideas are derived from past
impressions should not, then, be taken to require that impressions are sense data or that ideas are mere faint impressions.
Though impressions are causally prior, they are not prior in the
order of intelligibility. Tdeas are not the ghosts of simple impressions conceived as sense data. We cannot understand simple
impressions without first undelrstanding the a-priori structure of
ideas...."6
The egocentric starting point that Locke seemed to uncritically accept from Descartes is also not Hume's. According to
Livingston, 'perceptions of the mindn-by which Hume understands the astiom of seeing, hearing, judging loving, hating, and
thinking--are conceived in a common way. They cannot exist
apart from public objects. They are not mental im
somehow know or inspect privately before we know anything else.
Further, the meanings of words are not private m e n d images.
Rather, the meaning a€ words is fixed by h b t o s i d $ develop&
human convention and agreement. Language arises unreflm:tive.e!ye*.%r time out of the humzn n d t
a cornmiinimte. i u l
the conventions, practices, and rules of common life involve the
convention of language. Linguistic convention historically developed is considered fundmental when it Gomes to explaining the
meaning of a word.'
Hume's "first principle" does, according to Livingston, require
that all ideas are past-entailing, and this is where Livingston's
interpretation is most novel. Hume is interpreted as advocating
an "Iistorical empiricism." Its deep paradigm of significance and
understanding is that of stories or narrative associations. We only
understand things after they have occurred and are compared to
later occurrences. A simple impression of, for e
at first not intelligible. It
mes so only after it is past, and we
compare it with a resemb
perception, called an idea. 'Warrative significance is conveyed to the earlier
it in the light of the later perception, whi
this light is thought of as an idea." Tenseless ideas, e.g., "man,"
111
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'"red," "elastic," "%ose,"
and so on, are possible by abstrastion from
the temporal fatures of resembling e k t e n w . Yet, no full cornprehension of an idea is
ible apart &om the appropriate
narrative encounter, that
art from the experience of the
impression and idea in recollection. One only fully comprehends
an idea when one knows its story.
eas,like "nephew," "friend," 'V'U.
S. senator," " p r i e ~ t , ~ '
Te
,' 'gqueen,"cannot be applied to present existences
Tudo
uanless certain statements about the past are true. These ideas
eosrespond to ~ t - e n t a i l i n gexistences, that is r e d nephews,
friends, senators, Tudor roses, and queens which have the past
onblodcally built into their p r w n t existence. Such ideas as
'bean," "women," "reded,'"'elastic,"
,"and the like, do not.
They refer to things that have no
What Hume calk the InorEd
the world of common life, is constitutec%by individuals and institutions with past-entailing existences. A woman, for e
a natural object, and the criteria for predicatiq 'bvoman" is based
on ~bservation,but the same is not true of "queen." There are no
properties of being a queen to observe 'because "the past that
constitutes a queen cannot, in principle, be o'asewed."' The properties f ~ being
s
a queen is a narrative relation to the past. '%
understand this relation we would have to understad the prin- G ~ L L A at~ r c u r a u r re *u-rna;atvt jr n f actinn t h a t mnqtitutpc,
LAPA~- W V
,-----.. ---- jt,
T h e principles
~
determine a vast system of narratim relations
which inform the rank, status, privileges, rights, and duties of an
entire social and political carder of whish the queen is a part."10
Such existences as a queen do not exist independent of the
temporally reflective mind. They are narrative existences.
Not only, however, are the individual%m d institutions which
constitute the world ~fcommonlife narrative existences, they are
alw normative entities. They have a normative character, for they
do not exist apart the passions and sentiments we naturally
attach to them. h f i h i n g with
roperties is emotionally
charged, We have an original pr
to view the past normatively9a temporal passion which gives
existences, e.g.,
the Bill of Rights, Founding Fathers,
a U.S. senator,
authority m d pr
iptive power. The moral world for Hume,
then, is not the natural world, if that is ulnderstaod to mean the
spatiotemporal world existing independently of mind. Rather,
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the moral world is the natural world viewed in light of temporal
human passions from certain points of view-namely, points of
view which relate present occurrences to the past and evaluates
them in light of it. "Objectivity in the moral world is constituted
by these points of view and is manifest in the conventions of
common life and the language that info
The rules for the use of moral language, which result unreflectively over time from reconciliations of conflicting sentiments and judgments, provide a common point of view and express moral norms. This common point of view, which everyone
feels, is social utility. Yet, utility is not an abstract norm which
ean be used to evaluate and reconstruct w i d and politid institutions. Rather, utility is a value immanent in existing institutions. It is only used to explain why social and political institutions break down.
Moral principles for Hume are true in virtue the rules governing the application of the terms that constitute them. The conventions of morality and the conventions of language are internally
connected. They constitute the public conditiorns to be met by alry
participant in the convention of morality. It is only through the
use of moral language that self-consciousness of moral convens achieved. The moral world is fundamentdiy a system of
tions i
historically developed conventions.
Hume's historical empiricism has no place for natural ends.
Such an approwtch to ethics is clearly out of place. A s Hume noted
in a letter to Francis Hutchwn:

I cannot agree to your Sense of Nahral. Tis founded on final
Causes; which is a Consideration, that appears to me pretty
uncertain and unphilosophical. For pray, what is the End of
Man? Is he created for Happiness or Virtue? For this Life or for
the next? For himself or for his Maker? Your definition ofNatural
depends on solving these Questions, which are endless, & quite
wide of my Purpose.l2

The idea that human nature might be a telos or find cause is
considered to be part of a providential conception of nature and
hisbry. Neither an empirical study of nature nor history provides
any evidence that the universe was designed for a pu
this pu
constitutes wme normative stmdard.
Livingston, only the past can be normative for Hume, and the
providential view of nature and history treats the future as a
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nornative stmdard. TB think of the fiture as nornative conflick
ions which for Hume are fun
with the temporal
internal tg the fu
of reason itself.
In social and political philosophy9 Hurne9shistorical empiricism requires that the conceptual effects of "C&esianism in
palitics" be eliminated. The attempt by social and political philosophers to deny the rational authority and reality of the existing
social and political order by appealing to
e.g., the
natural right to liberty, set forth by an ahis
of reason
that society is a
must be challenM. There must be a
ibie, for it is the
sacred order. Without it, moral reform is
basis from which our m o d ideals are taken. As Livingston states:
In knowing the present as constituted by common life7 it is
logisally necessary that we also know the past. Descartes is
wrong, thew, ta think that the past must be bracketed out in
order to know the present. Such bracketing would conceptually
destroy the pastentailing structure of the present and with it
the world of common life. We should then be left with merely
tenselessly conceived i n & ~ d (men,
d
pemsms, rational agents,
m d the like), pursuing tenseless goals, discemwtd from each
other and preceding generations l i b , ta w e H-zmef memorable
image, the silkworms of a season.13

Etemlutionary activity which seeks t~ upset the entire social and
political order is ultimately incoherent. Enst&, we must uncover
the moral s l a d a r d s that make up the whole of common life, put
them into order, and w e them as the basis for evolutionary
rehm.
In Humeyshistgrid empiricisea we thus "find a conceptual
structure designed to rebut revolutionary thought and capable of
explaining in broad outline the conservative view sf legitimate
social and political order."14 It is in f i n
ental opposition to the
idea that an entire social and politid order might have to be
c~anged.According to L i v i n ~ t g nm
, y standards that might be
used to evaluate a social and politid order are either abstract
tensel- stand=& or concrete narrative ones. If they are the
former, then they are vacuous unless intelpreted in terms of some
actual h i s t o r i d social and politid order. If they are the latter,
then ultimately one i
s not revolting @mt the entire social and
plitical arded5
It would e e b i n l y seem that Livinpton presents us with a

much different Xume, but this new intelpretation of Kume is like
the older, phenomenalistic one in, at least, one respect-namely,
philosophical realism, natural end ethics, and natural rights do
not fare very well. In the hands of Livingston's Hume, philosophical realism is considered as an example of false philosophy,
because it supposes that it can provide a n account of reality, not
merely reality as conceived through the beliefs and practices of
common life. A commitment to natural ends is seen as not only
involved in endless metaphysical disputes but tied to a n untenable providential conception of nature and history. The natural
right to liberty is viewed as a 'betaphysical rebellion" against the
reality of the status quo. I t involves an ahistorical use of reason
which tries to appeal to a timeless order of nature that somehow
exists independent of historical processes. Ultimateiy, the natural
right to liberty is a n empty standard. It only succeeds in tearing
the actual historical social
down the very basis for standar
a n d political order. These a r e the basic objections t h a t
Livingston's Hume has to the natural right to liberty and its
presuppositions. The following sections will not attempt to argue
for philosophical realism, natural end ethics, and the natural
right to liberty. Instead, they will simply attempt to show that
these objwtions, by and large,m k their mark. These objections
are more properly aimed at a rationalistic conception of philomphicai reaiism, naturai end ethics, and natural rights.

Philosophical realism is characterized by two theses. The first
thesis is metaphysical.

1.There are beings which exist, and are what they are,
independent and apart from anyone's cognition of
them.
The second thesis is epistemological.
2. These beings can be known in human cognition, more
or less adequately, often with great difficulty, but
still known as they really are.
The second, epistemological, thesis, will be
metaphysid, thesis will not be examined, but its importance will
be noted a t the end of this essay.
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Crucial to the maintenance of philossphical r e d k m k epistemological thesis are four distinctiom, The Erst distinction regas& how human percepts and concepts are understood. They can
be understood as direct, self-contained ob~ectsof awareness or
not. If they are understood as direct, self-contained objects of
awareness, then philosophied realism's epistemologicial thesis
becomes highly dubious. Indeed, the central epistemoIogical problem of modern philosophy almost immediately a p
canever h o w the nature of, or even the existence of, extramentd
beings? Once percepts and concepts are treated as objects which
canbe h o w directly without making reference to something other
thaw themselves, then the entire dialectic of modern philosophy
is in place. Can we know extramental reality? Is there extramentd r d i t y ? Haw can skepticism be avoided? What are the conditions and limits of human knowing? What are the conditions a n d
limits of objectivity?
If, on the other hand, percepts and concepts are not understood
as direct, self-contained objects of human awareness, but instead.
as the activities by which human awareness occurs, then t h e
problem of moving from what is "inside" consciousness ta what is
""sutside'"does not immediately appear. Further, if percepts a n d
concepts a m o t be identified as conscious states if they a r e not
first of or a b u t something other than themselves, then t h e
epistemoiogicai thesis ofphiiosophicai realism is nwi diibio-w, alid
the dialectic of modern philosophy's epktemologid investigations can be largely avoided.
The Cartesian egocentric s k r t i n g point which, according to
Livingston, Hume so justly rejects i
s not one that philosophical
realism accepts. Further, if percepts and concepts are not direct,
self-contained objects of human awareness, then it does not follow
from the rejection sf the claim that a word's meaning is some
private mental image t h a t the rules of language a r e fundamentad when it comes the determination of linguistic meaning. A
realist theory of linguistic meaning which uses abstraction a n d
involves uItimate reference to extramentd reality remains a
possibility.
The second distinction is between an "absolute" and a n "Qbjective" =count sf human c o ~ t i o nAn
. &=lute aecount of human
cognition requires that h u m m k n o w i d s not be mmething partial or incomplete, that knowledge claims must be made sub specie
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orsternitatis, and that humans cannot claim to h o w some prsposition, P, unless they know both that they cannot be wrong
regarding P and that not-P -not
ibly be true. An objective
account of human cognition holds that not everything can be
known in all its detail all at once, that knowing is achieved in
pieces, step by step, and can change and develop, and that
neither human fallibility nor limitations preclude one from
knowing that P.
In order to maintain its commitment to cognitive realism it
is not necessary for philosophical realism to accept an "'absolute"
account of human knowledge. It can be admitted that there is a
sense in which human knowledge is relative. As Roger Rigg
notes:
Our knowledge is still correct, since partial, or relative, knowlf elative" need
not make us fear that we are lapsing into the kind of position
edge is knowledge, and the mere use of the *rm

which makes truth and reality themselves relative matters.
rtelative" is in fact here being opposed to "absolute*rather than
Uobjective.w16

The objective account of human knowledge readily acknowledges that there is no privileged position, no ' W s vantage
pint," from which to deternine the truth of p r o p i t i o m a d that
the procedures for determining their truth will vary with subject
matter and the evidence and methods currently available. The
objective account of human cognition recognizw that knowledge
is achieved by a human subject-a subject which has a mode of
cognition and whose interests and needs can determine the starting point as well as extent of theories and investigations. Yet, the
objective account of human knowledge does not hold that since
human howledge is not "absolute," but is "relative" in the sense
admitted, that one is, "therefore,'kot capable of knowing what
things really are.
Accordingly, philosophical realism does not assume that in
order to have an adequate account of reality, it is necessary to raze
all the opinions, beliefs, and practices of the world of common life.
Since there is no intrinsic 'barries"between a knower and reality,
and since conceptual awareness is not conceived of as a closed
a-contextual repository of omnissience, the world of common life
need not be regarded as being nothing more.than mere ap
The ratiodistic hubris which holds that oniy the pussopher (or

the scientkt) b o w s true r 4 i Q and that the world sf common
life d d s with something less than r d i t y is entirely foreia to
philosophical realism.
The third distinction is betwen the mode and content of
human cognition. As Aquinas nates:
Although it is necessary for the truth of aognition that the
cognition answer t
n the thing know, still it is not necessary that
the mode of the thing known be the same as the mode of its
cognitions17

to assume that the mode of existence of human
It is not nec
e as the mode of existence of what is
cognition must be the
cognized in order for humm eopitiaw &s be of realities which
exist m d are what they me, independent sf human cogmition. Far
cannot exist independently and
ple, it can be true that
e being true of the
apart from human. cognition without the
hiwgs which it refers. Most generally stated, our knowledge
can be of reality without being identified with it. It is not necesto assume that what can be truly predicated of our mode s f
owledge must dm be truly predicated of what we know. Philosophical redism does not require this wumption.
This distindion has i m p d m t implicatiorns when it comes t o
understanding the nature sf social institutions, practices,
customs, and conventions. Just as it canbe true that 'man" cannot
exist indepndently and apart from
gnition without the
same being true sf the beings to wh
rs, ss it can be true
that wid institutiom, practices, eusbms, and conventions cannot exist apart from human cognition and effort without the same
being true of the realities upon which they are b d . There is
nothing inconsistent about claiming that nephews, friends,
queens, and U. S. senators are narrative existences that do no
exist apart from the human mind and at the same time holding
that these narrative existences also depend on certain characteristics and features of the extramental reality we d l %urnan
being.'"Fus&her, the h c t that there is p e a t diversity in social
institutions in various times and places is not inconsistent with
there being hndamental features about human nature that are
true in mriow times and places m d u p n which social imtituThe foudh distinction p r t a i m to how the empiricist maxim,
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'mihi1 in intellectu quid non prius erat in sensu," is interpreted.
This maxim could mean either (a) that all objects of knowledge
are without exception presented in sense perception and recognized &y sense perception or (b)that all objects of knowledge are
without exception presented in sense perception but not necessarily recognized &y sense perception. If interpretation (a) is followed, then human knowledge is confined to what the senses
explicitly grasp. If interpretation 01) is followed, then it is
for all human knowledge to be based on s e w perception but not
confined to what the senses explicitly gasp. Thus, sense perception could involve an implicit awareness of the intelligible character of extramental realities which we discover by abstraction.
Interpretation (b) is the approach taken by Aristotle and
Aquinas. A s Etienne Gilson once noted when explaining this
approach, "the senses
a message which they cannot interich discovers and interprets what the
pret." It is human r
senses present. Human knowledge is not something that carm be
divided into the sensory/empirical and the rational/conceptual.
These aspects of human knowledge are distineishable, but they
are not separable. Both are necessary. Yet, what is crucial to
interpretation (b) is that it allows for human reason to play an
active role in discovering but not creating, the inklliable chzracter of reality.
.
Intq-get~ties(E) cf the e;;l-*-.p :-+~ ----A- ~ i
's the
~ his
~ for the
~
traditional claim that Hume has a phenomendistic ontology, and
it is this view of Hume that Livingston's interpretation challenges. Livingston argues that for Hume the intelli@bility of
impressions is found in understanding the a priori structure of
ideas--that is, the way present impressions are narratively
linked to past ones. In effect, it is the beliefs, customs, practices,
and convention%of the world of common life that provide intelligibility. Without the past as concretely presented in the institutions of common life our world would be a booming, buzzing
. . ist maxim is not
confusion. Yet, interpretation (a)of the em
the only alternative. If interpretation (b) is
,then it could be
possible for the world of common life to be understood not as an
a priori source of intelligibility but as an historical context in
which new discoveries are made. As noted before, human knowledge does not exist in a vacuum. Human knowledge is not like a
static, timeless, snapshot or picture. Yet, to admit this is not to
a

b
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that the world of common life is a tr
endenM stnrcture which provides inteuigibiliq but prevenb us from b o w i n g
what redity truly k.Livingstom may indeed be c ~ r ~ ein
c tinterpreting Hume as neither holding interpretation (a)of the empiricist maxim nor adopting a phenomenalistic ontology, but this
does not show that the
for inbrpretation Oe)
of the empiricist masdm or philwphicd realism.

Natural end ethics involves a commitment to the existence of
a human telss, but this commitment need not require either
involvement in endless metaphysid disputes or an acceptance s f
a providentid conception of nature and history. The question of
whether there are natural ends is primarily a question of whether
there are some facts which cannot be explained or adequately
understood without appealing to a natural end or function. Specifically, when it comes to understanding what living things a r e
and how they act, can the laws in terms of which organic phenomena are explained be r e d u d ts laws which make no mention of
the end or goa9 of the living p r s s e s but only to how the materid
constituenfs interxt? If sueh a reduction
ot be made, then
there is a case to be made for teleology
Contemporary developments in biology seem ta support the
idea that such a seduction cannot be made, and the core idea of
Asistotle's natural teleoloa-naznelys that a living thing has an
irreducible potential for its mature s B
vindicated,''
This is, of course, an empirical matter an
be answered
from the philosopher's arm chair. Yet, it is clear that if there is a
biocentric basis for natural ends, then teleology need not be
regarded as universal or cosmic in order to be defended. Nor is it
necessary to adopt a theistic conception of the universe or somehow view history as unfolding according to some divine plan.
This is,of course, not yet ts explain what the hwnan telos is.
This is a huge task and cannot %Mhandled here.
realized that the claim that an entity %las a nature o
~
not be tied to Platonic or even rationalistic f o m ~ l a t i o n s , 'that
is, once it is rdizedl that the nature of something is discovered
than sense prmption and need not be eternally fxedl, then this
task becomes less ominous. Pudhemore, current discussions

r e w d i n g such topics as human flourishing, the nature of the
and how an ethics
relationship between r
entialism are part
of virtue differs from deontologis
of the process of explaining the et
imensions of the human
telos, This a h is much too huge an issue to be discussed here,
but there are two points that can be made regarding natural end
ethics that are particularly relevant.
1.Rume9srdhatction t b t morality must involve human passions and desires is not something that a natural end ethics
rejects. The use and control of passions, the creation of rational
desire, is central to this ethics. The rationalistic attempt to make
morality something that does not involve the passions, ultimately
something impersonal which exists apart from an individual,and
his history, has no place.
2. The actual form that a person's flourishing takes will be
d e t e m i n d by faetors that cannot be abstractly formulated.
Though there are virtues which everyone can be said to need if
they are to flourish, what they actually involve, what conduct they
concretely require, depends on the person's eircumlances, in a
word, on the person's history. Prudence, the fundamental intellectual virtue of a natural end ethics, determines what ought. t o
be done. Yet, being pmdent is not merely a mmner of following
moral virtues in the way one follows a recipe in cooking a meal.
m-t +La
,<&..^.-.
--...-- what they econmeteiy invoive, is
arcau o l r u u v r d v l r Wrequire,
determind by a person's own insight into the situation. Morality
cannot be divorced from the particular and the contingent. A
natural end ethics holds that moral abtractions that try to be
tenseless and universal, with no role for the individual's own
insight and history, are both useless and dangerous.
There are many insights of Humeys historical empiricism
which are not alien to a natural end ethics, but this is, of course,
not to say that there are not important differences between
Hume's approach to morality and that of s natural end ethics.
These differences cannot be discussed at this time, but they are
worthy of mention. There are five. (1)A natural end ethics holds
n canc r a t e rational desires.
that human nature is such that r
Thus, even though passions or desires are always present in
normative matters, they do not rule. A natural end ethics sees
itself as occupying a middle ground between a rationdistic
deontologism m d a theory of moral sentiments wxch makes the

..
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pwioaas the b i s for nomativiQ- (2) Even though undemtmding the narrative history of ssmething is crucid to its full comprehemion, the past qua past can only be of instrumental value
to a mtural end ethics. The past has no intrinsic value. (3) A
natural end ethics
the ethical Iife as being concerned with
the attainment of human flourishing of the individual hum=
king. WhiIe achowIedang that there is a social and interpersond dimension to the ethical life, it does not assume that ethics
must attain a common or impersonal point of view. (4) A natural
end ethics does not assume that the meming of 'ttility" or
"Ruman need'" is dekrmimd merely by what someone desires or
wants. SometEng deeper is required. (53 Ultimately, amording to
%i%in~ton,
Mume ho%&that we have an original propensity to
view the
tiwly. En other words, the past i
s ultimately
valuable,
our temporal passion, and there is nothing
more fun&mentd. A m t u r d end ethics, on the other hand, seeks
to reverse the causal order by claiming that there is something
which is valuable in itself, e.g., the flourishing of the individual
humm king* m d p w i o w and desires are for the sake of this
state sf being, 1%
there i
s no state of k i n g which is an end in itsel6
then one is trying to move from what is desired to what is
desirable. Even though it may be im
ible for us to contsider the
past without temporal affection and piety, this only shows our
desires. It does not make the past valuable. From the perspective
of a natural end ethics, Livingston's Rume seems to be either
guilty of trying to derive an "ought" from an ""is"or guilty of not
really providing a mmative theov-tht is, a theory which tells
people what they ought to do. InsLead, it may only be an account
of what they in fact do.
RIGHT TO LIBERTTl
'h claim that Willim has a natural right to liberty is indeed
to upheld a moral concept by which to evaluate legal systems. On
the basis of this right, particular laws and entire l e d systems
can have their moral authoriQ challenged.Yet, this does not mean
that the reality of the padiculas laws or the leg@ systems Q
denid. 3% uphold t h t the nature of a humm being provids a
basis for d e t e m i ~ n not
g only how one ought to live but what the
c h a a c k r of a legal system should be like Q onPy to say what ought

b be. This is not to endorse what Livingsbn regards as the
ultimate ontological principle of Cartesianism in politicsnamely, Wegel's claim that the rational is the real and the real is
the rational. To claim that there ought to be a legal system which
protects the right to liberty and to argue for, and indeed establish,
the rationality of this claim is not to show that the present legal
system is unreal or illusory.
Yet, why does Livingston think that the natural right to
liberty involves denying the reality of a n illegitimate legal system? In describing Cartesianism in politics he states: '"True social
and political order is viewed as an order of m t w e : a timeless
object of reason existing independently of the historical proce~s."'~
Hence, anything that is not timeless is not real. Yet, there
is a n ambiguity here. When we speak of "a timeless object of
reason" do we mean, for example, the concept "manJyor what this
concept signifies-namely, men. When the concept "man" is the
object of reason, then this object is timeless, for we are considering
our abstraction. But when we do not consider the concept "man"
but instead what it signifies, then, of course, the objects of reason
are not timeless. Human beings are born, mature, grow old, and
die. The Cartesian .view of nature involves a confusion of concepts
and realities or, as old-time kistotelian logicians would say, a
confusion of second and first intentions. Such a confusion is the
basis for Piatonism and many other forms of idealism, but it is
not something a proponent of the natural right to liberty needs to
accept.
Generally, unless we have some interest in doing so, when we
abstractly consider features of human beings and form the concept "man" we are not attending to their temporal dimension. This
is, of course, not to deny the reality of this dimension or the many
other features of human beings that are not specified when we
form the concept "man." An awareness of how the process of
abstraction works is vital to al1,areas of philosophy. It is, however,
especially important to ethics, and, if possible, even more so for
the ethics of revolution. What actions are to be taken against a
morally illegitimate legal system must involve considerations
that go far beyond a mere determination that the natural right to
l i b e m is not respected. The natural right to liberty tells us w b t
a morally appropriab legal system must do, but it does not tell
us what the proper procedures for the elimillation of illegitimate
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legal system are or how LO creak and implement legitimate ones.
The naturd right to libPty is not the only mor
relevant here. Cowtrargr to what L i e n s t o n su
no inconsistency for an advocate of the natural
regard no existing avemment as legitimate,
time, not to call for all of them to be overthrown. Surely, an
advocate of the natural right to liberty does not have to be blind
ple, the government of t h e
to the difference between, for e
United States and that of the Soviet Union's.
According to Eivingsbnk Hume, the centrd objection to t h e
natural right to liberty is its vacuity. In other words, this right
has to be interpreted ''by the standlards of some actual h i s t o r i d
order having independent authority."22The crucial issue here is
not whether the natural right to liberty cara take various forms in
cultures m d times. Certainly, no advocate of this right
s deny tMs. Rather, the k u e is whether there is any
substantive content to this right. Does it provide a way of determining what liberty is and when it is violated in any society at
any time? Inded, this a h seem to be the central issue when it
comes to discussing the nature of anything: Can an abstract
undeastsnnding of, for example, human bein@ have any content
w that regardless of the culture or time we am determine what
is a human being and what is not?
Granting the natiire of a h=ii biiig is not be some timeless
reality that exists in some metrrphysicd heaven and that our
knowledge of kumm nature can be partid and incomplete and
subject to enor, and even admitting that there can be borderline
cases,we can still nonetheless claim that a human being is an
animal whose consciousness can, when self-directed, grasp the
world in conceptual form. An abstract understanding of human
beings is not contentless. This is not, however, the place for a
detailed discussion of the process of discoveringthe real definition
of something. FW~&, this has been done elsewhereF3 Yet, it can
be said that unless Hume's historical empiricism takes a rationalistic turn and announces a priori that there is and can be nothing
that abstracction can discover from sense prception regarding the
entities we call "humm,"there is no principled basis for afl
h i s t o r i d empiricbm to hold that an a ' b s t r b understanding of
maw is contentlm. h d if this is true, then there can be no
principled objection, even though this is a more complicated
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matter, to the natural sight to liberty having sufficient content to
judge actual historical and political orders. The historical empiricism of Livingston's Hume does not seem, nor does it need, to be
historicist.
Hume could, of course, argue against abstractions having any
content by denying the first, metaphysical, thesis of philosophical
realism, but if this is done, then he abandons his status as "true
philosopher" and becomes a brother metaphysician. This was
certainly an option for the older phenomenalktic Hume, but it is
not one for Li~ngston9s
Xume.
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I N DEFENSE O F MOORE'S ""PROOF
O F AN EXTERNAL WORLD9'

I

n his The Significance of Philosophical Scepticism, Barry
Stroud finds it "an extremely puzzling philosophical phenomenon" that Moore, in his proof of an external world, seems so
oblivious of the fact that his arguments do not actually address
the philosophical problem of an external world at all."he reason
that they domot, according to Stroud, is that they operate within
material-thing discourse (this is clearly what Stroud has in mind
in describing Moore's arguments as "hternali") whereas the philosophical problem rests on arguments that place the legitimacy
of the entire discourse itself in doubt (thus stand outside of it, or
in Stroud's notation are "ew~emd??Thus, in a manner of speaking, Moore has tried to walk on water, What he needs to do if he
is b resolve the philosophical problem of an external world is first
to establish the legitimacy of material-thing discourse itself before appealing to it, not the other way around. I am trying here,
of course, to represent Stroud's claim: a claim, incidentally, that
almost d l philosophers familiar with Moore's proof of a n external
world have been inclined, in one form or another, to make.
Before setting forth my defense of Moore's proof of an external
world I want to lay out a few prelimi
First of all, but of little consequence, I shall continue to make
use of Stroud's terms "internal'" and "external" as these terms are
used by Stroud (not, for instance, as Moore uses them in his paper,
'Xxternal and Internal Relations," in Proceedings of the &stotelian Society, 1919-20).
Secsnd, it needs to be noted that Moore himself never fully
Stroud's particular objection tx his proof
of its look-alikes. To be sure,having d
discernible qualification or qualm, set forth his proof of an external
Reason Papers No. 15 (Summer 1990) 137-140.
Copyright 1990.
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world-"How? By holdix up my two hanefs, and saying, as I make
a certain gesture with the right hand, 'Here i
s one hand', a n d
s
adding, as I make a certain gesture with the left, 'and here i
another""-Moore
d m some paragraph later advert to t h e
possible claim that he will need to prove "for one thing, as
B
es pointed out, that I am not now dreaming.'* But not only
is this possible undermtting of his proof's premises referred to
merely in the way ofa belated after-thought but it is brushed aside
with no more than the passing remark that Y have, no doubt,
csnclusive reasons for
rting that I am not now dreaming; 1
have conclusive evidence that I am awakeSfl5Moore's cavalier
treatment of this sort of objection ta his proof may not demonstrate quite that he was unaware of its existence but it surely
demonstrates that he was not at all concerned with its e ~ t e n c e .
Thus, ts all intents and purposes he seems to think that in citing
the prernises of his "prooF he is citing simple, unchallengeable
evidence for and against competing h m t h
: the one that we
can know that external or material objects exist and the other that
we can not,
One am account for this blind spot in Moore's vision, I believe,
as due to the empiricistic stance that he mmhntly assumes in
his philosophizing: as if the philosophial problem he is dealing with rest upon one's failing to note observable details
(detaiis of the vmio-us senses ~f w ~ r d oi
s of what is presented
by ones senses, and so on) and are resolvable awordingly. In
this solvent, the objection that Stroud makes tends to dissolve
and get lost.
It should be understood, therefore, that the defense of Moore's
proof of an e x t e n d world that I am underwriting is not one that
I find Moore himself advancing. It is, however, one that Moore,
consistent with principles that he does uphold or
s Stroud's particular obj
advance. Let me clarify. It i
mean to be responding to. P realize that other bbjections might be
made and h a w indeed made to Moore's proof. I shall not only leave
the latter untouchd but leave untouched those parts of Moore's
le, go along with
proof that they pertain to. I shall, for e
Moore's claim that in saying, "Were is one
refeming to an external object, a material thing, and should so be
understood.
Now, for reasons Ellready made el& Moore may not, in his

proof, go directly from its "internal" premise-these
already
having been put in doubt in so far as they are taken to assert the
existence of material things by the " e b d conclusions of the
skeptic-to its conclusion that there exist external objects. There
is, however, a principle adhered to by Moore that can be used to
disarm the "external" conclusion of the skeptic which puts in
doubt those premise. Obviously, this principle cannot be "internal'" to materia1-thing discourse nor even on the same plane (as
it were) of the skeptic's " e x t e d " conclusions, It must be external
not only to material-thingdiscourse but to the ''external" skeptical
conclusions that place in doubt that discourse; for if on merely the
same referential level as the latter, rather than a higher level, it
could not adjudicate between the premises of Moore's proof and
the skeptic's conclusions embracing those premises.
This principle, which is suggested and tacitly applied in much
of Moore's philosophizing, mi&$ descriptively be becalled '%he principle of weighted certainties,''
ely, the principle that says that
we ought never give credence to that of which we are less certain
. ~ the face of it this
over that of which we are more ~ e r t a i n On
principle is not only quintessentially rational but it applies to
propositions at any level of discourse; thus, tc those stating
skeptical " e d e r n u conclusions embracing material-thing discourses as well as the "internal" propositions of material-thing
&ixm
aiid
r*the prowsiiiom implid by them.
Let us then apply this "externd'3rinciple to the two assertions, Moore's "internal" statement, "Here is one [material or
externally existent thing, this] hand," and the skeptic's "external"
proposition, "No material or externally existent thing can be
known to exist" or any of his arguments purporting to establish
the latter. "Of which are we the more certain?" we ask. Can the
answer be in doubt? Not at all. Thus, on quintessentially rational
grounds we vindicate the philosophical adequacy of Moore's proof
of an external world. Simultaneously, of course, Stroud's objection, and its various look-dikes, fall to the ground.

JOHN
0.NELSON
University of Colonads
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of Philosophkl Scepticism (Oxford:
1. Barry Stroud, The S
Clmendon Press, f 9841,
2,Wid.,pp. 117 E
3. G. E. Moore, Sroof of an
rnal World," in Philosophkl Papers
(Eondon: Allen and Unwin, 1959), p. 146.
4.Rid,, p. 149.
5. Loe.cit.
6. See, for instamse, Moore, "A Defence of Gammon Sense" in op, ut., p. 40,
"...since I am more certain that they have existed and had s o m e
views. ..than that they have held any views incompatible with it. ..*.

RACE ISN'T MEEIT

A

s a general rule, the six-year statute of limitations ought to
apply to responses to journal article
er a while it gets
to be a waste of time. But when the journal in question comes close
to being the official voice of English-speaking philosophy, and the
unanswered article presents the danger of lowering the level of
discourse on an important topic by not allowing us to make
distinctions between some of the key concepts in that discussion,
it seems an exception can be made.
The article in question is "ce
as Merit," in the jourflal~ind.'
In it Michael Davis defends affrmative action by atbeking a n
argument used by its critics.
The argument [Davis says1...assumes, first, that the only just
criterion of governmental distribution of goods is merit and,
second, that merit is alwayg something independent of mere
race. The defenders of affirmative action have, until now, either
accepted both these assumptions or rejected only the first. I
propose to reject only the second. (pp. 347-48)

This rejection takes the form of an agument that "in certain
societies, including my own, affirmative action can be distribution
according to merit" (p. 347); and that it is not discriminatory to
give preference to individuals of one race over individuals of
another. If Davis were to make his point, defenders of affirmative
action wouldn't have given up anything by rejecting only the
second assumption; they could also say that the first assumption
is irrelevant to an argument against reverse discrimination, since
a racidly based governmental distribution of goods, if based on
merit, is just. But he fails to make his point, because he ignores
the backward-referring character of concepts like "merit," and
because he assumes that any policy which is justified is not
discriminatory. There are more concepts involved than Davis will
allow, and we must be clearer about them than Davis is if we are
Reason Papers No. 15 (Summer 1990) 141-148.
Copyright (b 1990.
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ever going to be able to use them properly.
"A merit," Davis begins, "is an attribude of a person properly
n question.. ..
k v e r is a
relevant t;r, his receiving the
give the person having the
merit makes it more reason
attribute the goods in question. Merit is whatever makes someone
to some degree deserving (p. 348). There is a nest of confusions
here. Merit does make it mre r
nable to give a person the
goods: more reasonable, rather than reasonable simpliciter, because merit is aprima facie reason for distribution. There might
be others which outweigh it. (We caza assume that Davis did not
mean by "more reasonable" that it
more reasonable to
act on merit than on any of the other
which would make
is not the c%se that
merit an absolute principle of distri
nab%%
to give the person the
in
wkatemr makes it r
question is a merit, and this converse is what Davis argues for
throughout his paper. To see that there me other principles
involved, one ha% only to apply Davis' "an attribute of a person
proper$ relevant to his receiving the goods in question" to being
n m d in a will. This surely is relevant t;o receiving the goods, but
it is just as surely not any merit on the part sf the legatee that
makes it more reasonable to give him the pods, It i
s simply that
he was named. We will see later that being named in a will isn't
even part of the general area of ethics under which merit is
ir,c!udd.
Let us look at the area where merit does reside. It is true that
''merit is what makes someone deserving," but this is because
"desert," like "merit," is a backwmd-lookng word, There are a
whole family of words, of which "merit9' and 'Uesert" are among
the most general, which have this backward-refening character.
It would Lake much more space than we have here to make this
ccampiedely clear, but the p i n t need o d y ta be raised to have most
of us intuitively agree with it. It is more obvious--and has been
much d i s c u ~ d
in ethics--in the negative, with words like "unisk": you can'tpunish someone except for something he has done.
And, on the positive side, it seems much clearer with a word
like "rewardn than it is with "merit." Yet Davis seems blind even
to this. He is willing to say "pvernment can reward people for
their race" (p. 364). But this is nonsense. You can no more
~ e w a r dsomeone for being black than you em punish her for
being tall.
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'Merit is an attribute whichnleads to consideration of another
aspect of the desert-word grouping, which we can bring out by
means of another of Davis' statements. Re says that it is all right
to give special consideration to "the blind, veterans, and others
whose attributes are relevant" (my italics). But the blind, and
veterans, are different kinds of categories. Being blind is, for our
Pu
, an attribute: it's simply something you are. Being a
veteran, however, isn't. We ~ a r ameate a technical (formal) sense
in which it can be considered an at
of all veterans, but it is not simp1
you?) membership
something you have clone that gets
d by virtue of that
in the cl
claim. There is a kind of point in a ve
that they merit special treatment, a
an organization representing the blind.
'Desert" is a broader term than "merit," but even here the
if they are to be connected.
backward-looking aspect is nec
on of the concept, in which
Joel Feinberg has a careful e
among other things he d i s l i n ~ i s h e sbetween "deserve" in the
"merit" sense of worthiness due to what you have done, and
"deserve" in the sense of entitlement2; exactly the distinction, we
will see later, that Davis misses when a r ~ i n fkom
g
desert to
merit.
Once again, it's easier to see in the negative. Consider
Yahweh's servant Job, sitting on his ash heap and askin
have I done to deserve this?" Only God, if even She, can
'Don't ask. I just felt like it." That's the backward-Ioolring part.
But also, the answer God gives, in terms of who God is and who
Job is, doesn't really satisfy us; that's why it's taken more commentary than pmbably any other part of the Old Testament. And
n it is intuitively unsatisfactory is that who Job is is not
as what he has done: it's an attribute in Davis9sense, in
the being-blind sense. And so it is not relevant to Job's question
of why he deserves it-you can only be punished for what you've
done. Speaking of attributes is another way in which Davis
overlooks the backward-lookingcharacter of the desert-family.
Davis p s on to argue that there can be good reasons for
in a i e t y . But his
considering race in distributing the @s
ent shows only that
may qualify you for
and this would make his point only if m y qudifimtion were
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f merit, But if there i
s one tKng that the history of ethics
II tci k w h has taught us, it k3 that there are at kast two
basic principles we have to corssider when deciding how to treat
people, including how we distribute goods to them. Fuzziiy speakt k i d theory,
ing, in order to fit just about anyhdy's p
of the Greatone is the Utilitasim principle of the Grea
est Number; the other i
s some kind of principle of Individual
Rights, Merit, or dewrt, comes under the latter; one ofyour rights
is to have what you deserve. The fact that it usually works out for
the Grmtest G o d of the Greatest Number in the long run to have
such a system is a bonus.
This,of course, is the reason why p u get the goo& when you
are named in a will; it has nothing to do with your desert, or any
other d u d right. You get them by an &%cial desert, a convention set up because soc
enefik by letting people pass on
se t k (may---there are people
their acquird goods, and
who question this) have a right to do so. But insofar as I n d i ~ d u d
Rights-hence desert, hence merit--are concerned at all, they
have nothing to do with the legatee in spite of fulfilling David
'Yelevant ta receiving the goods in qu~stion.'"
And now we am see that Davis9exampie (pp. 352-66) sf using
race as a criterion sf admission b medical school in order to get
more doctors to treat people of a diadvantaged race is clearly an
argument fkom the Gregtes'i C*d for the Greatest N ~ m h e r a.nd
,
so can have nothing to do with merit. He sums it up as follows:
If 1 am concerned that a fair number of the dostom my school
graduates end up Issking &r those msst in need of doctors, I
may,..have to take race into account. If so,ram is relevant and
you can net complain that I have treated you arbitrarily when I
refuse to admit you because you did not seem to k the sort of
person to go where doctom are needed. I rejected you for lack of
sufident merit. (pp. 365-66)

Up to the last sentence, this is fine. You haven't been rejected
asbitrasily. But 'hot &itrary9' does not mean "not (psima facie)
use not amording to my merit, what 1d e ~ e m . ' Most
'
of us would recssize that the last sentence simply does not foilow
from what has preceded it. And the problem, as before, comes with
n given to the person comp%ainixof reverse dixrimiwation, %mw
you do not seem ta be the type of p e m n to go wfiere
doctors are needd."Exn if race can be an i m p r k n t determinimg
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factor in our =king that dwkion, Davis never quite realizes that
this puts it into the realm of the Greatest good for the Greatest
Number and takes it out of the realm of individual right., and
hence of merit, which has to do with an individual's (or group's)
of something he has done.
claim against somebody
Davis is remarkably consistent in this mistake, making it
again in introducing his m s m e n t for preferential admissions:
If race tells us who is unequal, why not w e race to pick out
those who need help? If race tells us who is more likely to help
those in need, why not use race to pick out those to be given
the officeof helping? If race tells us these things, then race is
merit. (p. 351)

Even the style is the same: two points that one can accept on the
Greatest for the Greatest Number grounds followed by a n Individual Rights statement which we are supposed to think follows
logically as well as chronologically. But it can't! if there's nothing
about rights in the premises, and clearly the claim (even if we
grant its truth, which we may not) that being an A tells u s that a
prospective doctor is more likely to practice amongA's is a Greatest Good for the Greatest Number principle, and so totally meritindependent. You don't merit a place, ra@e isn't meritorious, although the decision may have keen made "on the merits," i.e., not
arbitrarily, personally, procedurdly, etc3 A decision on the merits
isnot nwessariiy a decision that you merit. (Tor that matter, the
e difference [one place
decision may be justified but not jus
where that usually abominable solecism is correctly used], the
unjust treatme
me individuals being overridden on extreme Greatest
for the Greatest Number grounds--and it
would likewise be confusing the issue te
just.'? And it's not one that you merit
on nothing that you have done.
This means that Davis seriously misunderstands his opponents when he says they claim that "only ability or achievement
deserve rewards." What they are saying is that only achievement
does-reward for something you have done.
you have is a basic position of those who o
affirmative action. And ability is not som
merit, not a right; where it is relevant to receiving
se we feel (possibly w-rongly) that people of ability
will do the most for society.
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Just as something went wrong when Davis thought he was
showing merit but instead was showkg qualification, so something goes wrong when he argues that treating racial groups
differently is not discriminatory at dl,and so not reverse discrimination. In genera$ he says that a policy is ameptdle if it doesn't
fawr anybody at the expense sf anyone else's (chance for a)
Minimally Decent Life (which to strengthen Davis'
we can
take as meaning suffering harm, even if not by anyone), and all
rational beings affected would agree to it. This is not intuitively
umacceptdle as a difference primipie. Ultimately it removes the
question of whether we can give special consideration to some
groups from the sphere of mord argument and moves to the
factual question of whether A's are below the Minimally Decent
Life threshold, and whether any non-A's might be moved below it;
and it is always an advantage, ceterispari6u, to be able to move
ion from moral to h c h d temitoy* But this gives no
t all to DaVig' further claim that we also ought to help
successful A's who might have been m r e successful but for a
"racially charged environment." The racially charged society,
since it undoubtedly does lead to
but s p i d consideration for suce
could &justified by his Minimally Deeent Life--anyone applying
to law schoal L above it already.
None sf this, t h c ~ g h should
,
nbscure the fact that from the
b a n n i n g Davis was not distinguishing d k i m i n a t o q from nondiscriminatow action. As d l along he claim ts be ~ h ~ w i one
ng
thing, that race-conscisus policy is not discriminatory, whereas
what he might
the discussion is not helped by his
fudging-is ano
e discrimination may be justified. As
with "merit," Davis is arguing for the wrong concept. If he seems
to show amative action as non-discrimimtoly, it is only because he define "diseriminatorf from the beginning in such a way
that only those who are (or would wind up) b e l ~ wthe MinirnaiIy
Decent Life can be discriminated against: "Apolicy is discriminatory if ... some rational personal will .. not have the chance for
even a minimally decent life as the rest do9'(p. 358). But surely
this definition too is idiosywcratic. lb pick out differences, to treat
differently, is exactly to discriminate, w h k v e r the status of the
people whose differences we pick out. H
is simply not one of
the conditions of discrimination.
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Why is Davis sc4 willing to overlook the distinctiom between a
reason for distribution without merit and a merit, between a
justified though discrimimtory policy and a non-discriminatory
one? He says he wants to call it "merit" or "reward" or "non-discrimination" for fear that "rejecting the [principle that] the only
criterion of governmentd distribution of goods is merit" will make
affirmative action "seem the tragic victory of one cherished principle over another" (p. 348). 'Phisis the same motive that led Kant
or Mill to seek one basic moral principle, so there could be no
conflict. But it didn't work we live in a world where there is
conflict, and we sometimes have to balance one principle against
another. There is no reason why this has to be called "tragic."
One final point. Davis'argument is weak in that it depends on
assuming some theoretical political propositions that many people, especially most who are opposed to af3rmative action, would
dispute. He says "6overnment is not primarily an agency of
reward, praise, or gratitude but of doing good more generally, for
example, by helping people to livejustly and well" (p. 349). That's
one possible position on the function of go
nt, but certainly
not one with which any advocate of the
alist state would
agree.4 Likewise, the claim that every rational p e m n will be
willing tc give up his first preference (that he get treated better
than anyone else) d support a just policy depends on the
assumption that there is enough to go around; if there isn't,
rational persons might very well hold out for their first choice.
Tkis is a line taken by Bruce Ackennan, who in an otherwise
egalitarian argument admits Where can be no
struggle for power" because of "overall scarcity." Davis' argument, that is, rests on a politically biased set of assumptions, that
of a 1960s liberal. An argument for afi5rmative action that intends
to do anything more than preach to the converted can not be b
on these assumptions.
In any case, whatever arguments there may be in favor of
affirmative action, Davis has not shown that merit is one of them;
and it is just creating confusion to speak as if it is.
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1. Michael Davis,"Race as Merit," in Mind (my19831, pp. 347-67. Page
n m b m of quo& will appear in parenth
2. Joel Feinberg, Doing and Dasming Princeton: Princetun University
Press, 1970).But even Feinbrg forgets his m distinction at least once
in the book: he says ?If a person is deserving of some sort of treatment, he
must, necessarily, be so in virtue of some
characteristic or prim
adivitf (p. 58). The point, o f ' e o m , is that while prior activity is what
you have done and so is the rne~*orthin=
sense of deserving, charaeLeristics are what you are and so at k t are the entitlement sense.
3. Cf. Random House Didionaiy mew York Random House, 1973). Webits--the intrinsic right and wrong of a matter, as a law case,unobscured
by procedural details, technidties, personal feelings, ek.: The case will
be decided on its merib done." Needless to say, this is not the sense of
"merit(s)" under discussion.
4. See, for example, Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (NewYork:
Basic Books, 1974).
5. Bruce Ackeman, S&l Justice in the Liberal State mew Haven, Corn.:
Yde University PEW, 19809, pp. 3,58.

Book Reviews
onal Values in America. By William 6.Scott and

David K. Wart.New B

wick: Transaction Ptlblishets, 1989.

I

n his Nickomachean Ethics, Aristotle says that "No one chooses to
possess the whole world if he has first to become someone else."
By contrast, the motto of most Americans might be expressed, Tromise me material prosperity and I will become whomever you please."
Material prosperity was promised to Americans by the modern organization, and has in good measure been delivered. In the process, Americans have allowed themselves to be defined by the modem organization,
and have ended by defining themselves accordingly. (Emblematic of this,
Scott and Hart tell of a student of theirs who spoke of himself as a
"sausage," and admonished his teachers not to stuff him with anything
his future employers would find indigestible.)
Organizational Values in America charts the history of the rise to
predominance of the modem organization, and then analyses the presuppositions involved. Its thesis k that the great gains in productivity
and material prosperity that this Leviathan has provided have come at
a devastating cost that is only now becoming evident. 7 1 h t has been
exacted in payment is the moral character of individuals. Our bankruptcy of moral character is lately epitomized in the flood of exposures
of corruption in our business and political leadership, in finance, in
academia, in the professions, in the miiitary, in evangelical religion. This
has produced a public outcry for "more integrity" in our leadership, but
the cry is anachronistic. Since the beginning of this century; the virtue
of integrity has been systemically eroded by what Scott and Hart term
the "organizational imperative," until we no longer have an operative
idea of the meaning of the term.
The Founders of our country knew what integrity is, and the current
agitated demand for "more integrity" is identified by the authors as a
faint echo of Founding values. Integrity is a moral virtue in individuals
that consists in living in truth to oneself. It is the life that is true to itself
that Aristotle said no one would abandon for the promise of the whole
world. Personal integrity was understood alike by Aristotle and our
countrfs Founders as beyond price, never to be traded by those who
possessed it for promised rewards of any sort or amount. (WEISSpiro
Agnew anathematized for selling himself, or for selling himself so
cheaply? In any case his conduct disclosed that his self was whatever
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prospective buyers were ready to pay for.)
In mid-dneteenth century moreau wrote: ?It is remarkable that
there are few men so well employed, so much to their minds, but that a
little money or h e would commody buy them off from their present
pursuit." He counted on the retention by his readers of the idea of
integrity, in order to shame them with it. Today we retain the word,
but it has been emptied of content by the organizational imperative:
(a) that "whatever is good for the individual can only come from t h e
modern organization," 6)that "therefore, dl behavior must enhance
the health of such organizatioras," and, finally, (c) that "the individual
can [and should] be shaped
for m k m u m organizational utility"
(pp. 30, 49).
Tke history of the ascendance of the organizational imperative begins
with the emergence of the discipline of sociology, in mid-nineteenth
century, on the premise that human being are "social products." What
the authors mean by the "anodern organization" ia a twentieth century
phenomenon that translates this sociological premise into a technology
for creating the kind of persons society is thought ts require.
Humankind has never been without forms of social organization, but
"the modern organization" is sui gene&. "Modern organizations are
managerial systems, using universal behavioral techniques and communication d n o l o g e s , to integrate i n & v i d d s and groups into mutually
reinforcing, cooperative relationship" (p. 2).
As Scott and Kart present it, the modem organization began in our
country with the "scientific management" of Frderick W. Taylor, Taylor's
innovation was to break tasks into their constituent elements, improve
AL
t=ILILIt=llbJ
-me:-...-~f each element, =d the= reonbine the elements or
reassign some of them to other workers where efficiency dictated. The
effect of this was to extend the centuriesold progression of management
control into the least details of work, removing from workers the last
vestige of self-&ectioab m d ;elf-responsibilityo In terms of the analysis
it capped the transformation of ^individualprovided by Scott m d
ity: understood as self-direction, into "obedience," and of "spontaneityw
(the expression of the worker in his or her work) into %laming'' (by
management).
Ttae next step came with the Hawthorne studies a t Western Electric
in the mid-1920s. They are widely known for the Vawthorne effect," but
according to Scott and Hart this misses their true impact. "Although
many of the Hawthorne fmdings are now discredited, na other single
piece of psychological research has had as great or as lasting impact on
management thought and practice. It opened the floodgates for the
behavioral sciences to inundate management with new perspectives and
teehiques for manipulating employees. They demonstraM that m m agement could enter the realm of the employees7suhonseiow to manipulate their job attitudes" (p. 100).And to the extent that persons identify

...

with their work, the shaping of employees'job attitudes L the shaping
of their self-conceptions.
The flood of experimental findings &om the behavioral sciences was
effectively integrated into the paradigm that constitutes
orthodoxy today, in classical management texts authored
Barnard, in 1938, and by Herbert Simon in 1947.To Barnard and Simon,
the shaping of persons through the inculcation of
that management must determine "the conditions
a conditioning of the i n & d d d by training, by the
inculcation of attitudes, by the construction of incentives." Simon k g a n
with the proposition that 'The behavior of a rational person can be
controlled ... if the value and factual premises upon which he bases his
decisions are specified for him."
This is recognizably moral work, and requires moral justification.
The moral justification of the modern organization for shaping persons
to organizational requirements is often merely implicit in management
texts, but is explicated by Scott and Hart as the proposition that the
modern organization is the most effective way to supply people with more
ofwhat they want, namely material benefits, and is therefore entitled to
their support. The evidence that people are getting what they want is
their readiness to cooperate in the shaping of themselves to organizational requirements.
So effective has h e n our conditioning in this doctrine that its perniciousness will be difficult to recognize. It would have been ins-tly
recognizable to the Founding Fathers, however, and Scott and Hart
endeavor to reawaken us to their wisdom.
The s&olo&4 tenet that human beings are "social products" is a
half-truth whose incipient dangers become manifest in the endeavor to
implement it by modern management. The notion that persons are
entirely social products is by defdtion t o t a l i G a yi.e., it represents
total control of persons by social institutions. That persons appear to
choose to be thus controlled is not the endorsement of the controlling
institutions by individuals, for true individuals do not exist. Such endorsement by persons who are institutional products is but the
institutions' self-endorsement.
This deceptive question receives the special attention of the authors
in a striking Epilogue that is presented as a dialogue between
Dostoevsky and Chester I. Barnard. In essence Barnard defends the
modern organization on the ground that it gives people what they want,
and Dosbevsky counters that oppression becomes t d y effective when
it thus conditions people to welcome it.
As Scott and Hart show, the Founding Fathers perceived the incipient tokliearianism of unopposed social power, and wodd have rwolutely
opposed the capitulation to it that is represented by the sociological
they would not accept was that in&\<duats were nothing
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until institutions molded them into something-tht it ww up to t h e
institutiom of a society to give shape, m m i n g , and subtance to in&v i d d lives" (p. 47). They held that while, indeed, social forces shaped
individual lives and identities, individuals d w v e s s d within themselves an independent source of identity in the f o m of innate potentidities within each person. While individuals are responsible ta society in
important respects, so comespondingiy society is r e s ~ m i b l eto individuals. It is therefore in a
c tension & k e e n individuals and society
that the h d t h of both
and the individd lies- Asssrdindy it is
a grave misconception sf the problem of the individual and society to
suppose that it is to be "solved" in favor of either dde as against the other.
To restore this dynamic tension today is aa the authors insist to
rediscover true individuality, Their thesis is that the domiwmce in
"Or&zational Americamof the o r e z a t i o n d imperative requires &a
be r&es&CI by an 4ndividud imperative."
In their formulation the individual i m p ~ a t i v econsists of the prim q proposition, "All i n d i v i d d s have the natural right to a c t d i z e the
ptentials of their unique selves *ou&out
the stages of their lives,"
together with the dedvdive provition, 'The pri
any organizzition is the extent to which it promotes the actualization of
those gotentiah" (p. 162). The reason that a c t d z a t i o n of potentids
requires to be promoM is that in its early stages it is weal% and
bwhGv*we
d1 begin life as helpless infanfs and dependent chiIdsenand no makh for the pwerb%l%
social forces that it meets in the world.
The measures that are propmd by the authors include the restriction
of organizatiod size to human scale, the encouragement of the formae:- ,:.le:-nlurru orgm-zatio~s
~f sm%Pe~sda-zesh the interest of the pluralism that individuation q u i r e s , the adoption of a federal model of
organizational goverstmce, and promotion of ongoing moral discome
within m a a p m e n t in achowldgement of management's moral nature
(Chapter 1%).
Scott arnd b t are also clear that the individd imperative will
require profound revision in our pattern of education, affecting alike its
elementary, secondary, and higher levels. One basic revision is that the
development of moral character in individuals must be recognized as a
responsibility of o w educational system. The second is that education
must b designed to promote self-howledge as the forandation of self-actualimtion and of moral self-development.Each of these b i c revisions
has comtlew s e c o n k entailments for teaching and learning., in terms
both of methods and of content. Tc develop them is the work of a
pRilssophy of dueation who= agenda is laid by Brganzational Values
in A m e ~ s a .
The book makes a p w e d d case for the r w v e v of strong m o d
c k a & r in i n d i ~ d u as
h the ody feasible m r r d v e to a s a d u d drift
t a u ~ ~ s The
m histo&&
.
pr
ption of pitting organization
I J W ~

against organization, as in church against state, or public sector vs.
private sector, or division of powers within government, are alike vitiated
by the suhswption of all org%nizationsunder the modern organization&
imperative.
But implementation of an Uindividual imperative" depends upon
reformist initiative, and the authors c o n f w that it is diEcult ta identify
a likely source. They analyze our prevailing class structure as consisting
The Professional People (possesof The Significant People (m
significant People (organization
sors of technical know-ho
functionaries), and The Invisible People (no organizational role or place).
In these terms they find only minimal reformist prospect, and in but one
class. The Professional People hold this small prospect because they
know how the modem organization works, are not numbed by munificent
rewards, and preserve a vestige of personal integrity thanks to tension
between their allegiance to the organization and their identification with
their professions.
Much likelier, in the authors'judgment, is that cracks that are lately
appearing in the modern organization will provake reform initiatives
from presently unspecifiable sources, perhaps including organizations
themselves. For example, the cost of American labor has by degrees for
two decades keen pricing h e r i c a n
out of both foreign and domestic
markets. Ironically, this outcome reflects the success of Organizational
America at buying the compliance of workers through material rewards.
The need for continued escalation of rewards was predicale by the longrecognized truth that material acquisitiveness has no upper limit.
What has been squeezed out of the consciousness of us Americans is
all recognition of the intrinsic rewards of work, when the work in
question is the right work for the individual, and when the conditions of
work are designed to enable workers to do work they are proud of, rather
than to frustrate this ambition. Organizational America today needs
these initiatives. And if we recognize that self-fulling work is an important dimension of the personal integrity ofworkers, we will perceive with
Scott and Hart the self-defeating mistake in the tenet of orthodox
management theory that personal integrity of workers is subversive of
organizational loyalty. I t is thegmund of the individual's loyalty---to the
right organization.
Organizational Values in America is as timely as it is telling. It is
unequalled as a guide for college students to the world they are preparing
to enter. And it has the power to jolt some of us who are their elders into a
new sense of our responsibility to dormant moral potentialities within us.

A Theory of Socidism and Capitalism.B y Hans-Hemmn
Hoppe. Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1989.

H

ans-Hermann Hoppe, a profwsor of economics at the University of
Las Vegas, Nevada, attempta to show that certain pr~uppositiom
are implicit in any argumentation, and that principles supporting laissez-faire capitalism deductively follow from such presuppositions.
Hoppe's claim that anyone who engages in argumentation must recognize certain norms should not, I think, be terribly controversial. In order
to genuinely argue, one must appeal to and use reason and persuasion,
and any attempt to deny this would itself involve reason and persuasion,
thus vindicating the claim that argumentation involves the adoption of
certain norms. What makes Hoppe's view asresting is that he also
maintains (a) that as Iong as there is a r v e n t a t i o n one must presuppose the norm tkat "everyone has the right of exclusive control over his
own body as his instrument of action and cognition" (p. 132)and 6)that
a Lockeianentitlement view of private property rights follows from that
right,
Hopp's support; for (a) is that argumentation involves attempts at
justification, and justxiation is incompatible with the use of coercion
against one's argumentative disputant. However, while it is true tkat
argumentation implies a commitment to using persuasion and reason
rather than force and coercion, this does not show tkit ~ m y ~ l w
ieh ~
engages in argumentation presupFep, the right to control one's own
body. To make out his claim, Moppe needa to show that the parties to a n
argument must employ or recognize the concept of a right-as opposed
to say, merely using other e t h i d concepts, such as "ought"-and nswhere does Hoppe even address this issue. However, let us suppose, for
the sake of the argument, that Hoppe could show this-perhaps i t can
be shown that the concept of a moral right is one any arguer must
implicitly presuppose. It's not entirely clear that, if rights must be
implicitly recognized in order to engage in argumentation, that the right
which is recognized is "the i n d i v i d d s property right in his own body"
(p. 132). Genuine argumentation requires that each party must appeal
ta reasoms and persuasion rather than threats and force; if a recognition
of rights is involved here, it would seem ts be the right to freedom of
thouglrt [or something along those lines). Tx=ue,in order that one be able
to exercise such a right, a certain degree of bodily autonomy must be
Reason Papers 690.15 (Summer1990) 154-156.
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recognized, but this d w not seem to be quivalent to a property right in
one's own body, in the Lockeian sense that Hoppe intends.
Again, let us suppose that I am wrong about all this, and that as long
as there is argumentation one must presuppose the recognition of a
property right in each person's body. A crucial question is: what is the
scope of this right? Hoppe seems to believe that the recognition of this
right extends beyond the context of argumentation. The basis of this
belief seems to be the view that "argumentation implies that a proposition claims universal acceptabilita: or, should it be a norm proposal, that
is 'mnive~.salizable" (p. 131, his emphasis). Thus presumably Hoppe
would say that if one recognizes the right to control one's own body in
the context of argumentation, one must recognize it in any context. This
is a big mistake, as Hoppe misconstrues the nature of universalizability
in ethical argumentation. Universalizability in ethics means, roughly,
that if someone says A ought to do X in situation S, or that A has a right
to do X in situation S, etc., then one cannot deny that B ought (has a
right) to do X in situation S, or that A ought (has a right) to do X in a
situation T,unless one can point to a morally relevant difference between
persons A and B or situations S and T.' Thus even if I am wrong and any
arguer must grant the right to property in each person's body while one
is arguing, it doesn't follow that one must grant this right in all contexts:
for there is no doubt that many people will argue that there is a morally
relevant difference between the context of argumentation and other
contexts such that a right granted in the former context does not imply
the same right must be granted elsewhere. In order, then, for Hoppe to
use the universalizability criterion to show that a right granted in the
context of argumentation must be granted elsewhere, he must show the
failure of all views that there is a morally relevant difference between
argumentation and other contexts. This he does not even attempt to do.
The above problems pretty much wreck Hoppe's derivation. In fact
the news gets worse: not only does Hoppe's derivation of a property right
in each person's body fail, but his attempt to show that robust private
property rights in nonhuman resources follow &om the former right also
f d s . First, he argues that if no one had the right to acquire and control
anything except his own body, "then we would all cease to exist" (p. 135).
This is just wrong. lacking rights to control external objects does not
mean that one in f k t could not control such objects; though life might
be, A la Hobbes, nasty, brutish and short without the recognition of such
rights, it would hardly be over. Then Hoppe argues that once one grants
that there must be a right to acquire and control external goods, the
choices are between a Lockeian-entitlement view of external property
rights, and a view that one can acquire property titles simply by verbal
declaration. Of course he has no problem showing the defects of the latter
view. But this is a blatant example of the fallacy of false alternatives:
there are other, more reasonable, alternatives ta a hckeian-entitlement

view of property rights t h the view that property titles arise simply by
verbal declwation! To maintain his r e s ~ c M
view ofthe d k r n a t i w s to
a Lockeian-entitlement view, Hop* would have
show that all t h e
alternatives ta that view seduce to the claim that property titles can arise
simply by verbal declaration, and this he doe% not do.
Since #oppe9s ethical derivation of laissez-faire is a complete failure,
d ~ e this
s
mean his book should be passer9 up? Not necessarily. I have
ed on only one of the ten chapters in the book. The other chapters
have much that is worth reading. A number of these a r e devoted to
showing that the various forms of interference with and restriction of
robust private property si&k+-a(l of these she viewed by Hoppe as forms
of socialism2--restrict the overdl level of wealth. Most of this is clear
d.W l e this material will k largely familiar to those well
versed in free market economics, p a r t i d a r l y the Austrian school, Hoppe
does succinctly summarize a lot of this material, which will be useful to
those who may not have read it or be that familiar with it, The s a m e
point applies to Hoppe's & s w s i o n of the alleged problem of monopoly
in capitalism. This cannot be said, however, of Hoppe's discussion of t h e
public go& problem, where Msppe argues that there is no problem
whatsoever, since if consumers do not choose on the free market to
purchase such goo* (or only a low level of these goods) then this shows
that they are not really desired over pPivake g d (or that only a low
level is desired), This w p m e n t rather arazzingly ignores the .whole
literature on prisonersgdilemmas.
So: if you want a clear account of how various forms of interferences
with laissez-faire reduce the overall wealth ofasociety, (parts 00Hoppe9s
bask may be for you. But if you are iooging for a weli-argued e t & d
f b w h t i o n for laissez-faire, A Theov of Socialism and Capitalism is
hardy a must-read,

Westenz Vir&nia University

1.Hoppe seems to recognize this idea, for he does say a t one p i n t that the
distinctions bekvessalizabilit;y principle is compatible with
(p. 1321. But he
tween people if "this is founded h the nature o
how someone might argue that 'in the wature of things'
for making such distinctions.

2. Mopp uses "eapitalismw so that it L equivalent to pure lksez-faire
e a p i u a , indeed, ss it is q d v d e n t to h w k e t
Hoppe, " ~ a l i s m refers
m
k~
any interfePencewith laissez-faire. I think this
is a mistake, but la& of space prevents me &om discussing this issue.
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